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A STYLISTIC STUDY OF THE LANGUAGE 

OF JOSEPH CONRAD'S NOVELS 

by 
Farouk Mahmoud Abdel Mooti 

ABSTRACT 

In this pragmatic approach to Conrad's style emphasis is 

placed as much on. the way Conrad uses certain stylistic features 

as on the reasons behind his Itidiolectalti use of language. 

That is because I take stylistics to be the means of bringing 

about the much-needed rapprochement between linguistics and liter- 

ary criticism. With this in mind, my main interest is in the 

permanent and non-casual features of Conrad's style, though there 

may be incidental comments regarding other aspects. 

The study falls into ten chapters. Chapter I surveys some 

of the theories of style-study from the ancients to the present 

time. It also lays down the lines along which my pragmatic 

approach to Conrad's style is conducted. 

Chapter II discusses the three elements making up Conrad's 

linguistic background, emphasising, in the process, the impor- 

tance of the English linguistic and literary tradition on his 

style. 

Chapters III, IV and V. deal with speech in Conrad. Chapter 

III sees punctuation mainly as an aid towards a more realistic 
transcription of speech. Chapter IY examines the reasons behind 

I 
the limited range of the varieties of English in Conrad, while 
Chapter V treats of Conrad's methods of reporting fictional 

speech. 
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Chapters VI, VII, VIII and. IX deal with Conrad's use of 

language for purposes of evocation and evasion. Chapter VI is 

concerned with Conrad's modifiera. 33 a means of evocation; Chapter 

VII sees Conrad's comparisons as agents of uncertainty or ob- 

fuscation; Chapter IX shows the verb phraso to partake of both 

functions, while Chapter VIII examines Conrad's connectives and 

their impact on the movement and tempo of his prose. 

Chapter X points out the implications of the study and 

highlights those specific fields of enquiry where more research 

is needed in so far as Conrad's style is concerned. 

The assumption underlying the investigation that follows 

is that Conrad's stylistic strategy is in keeping with his arti- 

stic credo as propounded in the Preface to The Nigger, and 

elsewhere, which is, "by the power of the written word to make 

you hear, to make you feel - it is, before allsto make you see. " 

(U. N. p. x) 

110" 
1.41* 
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Chapter I 

S`1'YLIST IC? Bi: T: r E; '1'Ii1,: 0: 2Y ": D P IACTIC> 

This chapter proposes to examine the tenets of sonne of the 

various schools of stylistic analyais that have come'into beine 

over the pact fifty years. It also airs at elaborating what Liibht 

be termed a workable framework for the ctylistic investiGation of 

prose Fiction. Such as endeavour would not be convincing without 

a brief review of the way style-study was conducted long before the 

emergence of this twentieth-century discipline we call stylistics. 

.I should make it clear, however; that no attempt will be made 

to give a complete definition of style. Nor do. I mean to Set 

involved in the seemingly never-ceasing polemic about the. subtle 

nuances that distinguish one style from another. For one thins, 

such an attempt would deflect attention from the main purpose of 

this study. For another; all similar attempts at a viaterti&ht 

definition of the term tend, in-the final analysis, to leave the 

reader with the uneasy impression that this cannot be the last 

wird on the subject. 

Examples that help bear but this last point of'my argument 

are not hard to find. About two thousand years ago, the Roman 

poet, Virgil, could distinguish between three styles: £ravis stylus) 
humi]. ic stylus and mediocrus stylus. This classification of style 
into "grand, middle and plain" soon proved too arbitrary to be 

convincing. Professor Leech questions the validity of the 

centuries-old assumption when he observes: "The idea that there 

are just three literary styles seems to have no justification 

apart from the sanction of tradition. Why should there be thrgo, 

rather than four, or five, or an unlimited number"" (1) Such 

criticicr,, 'however,, cannot ob . cure the fact that, despite its 

(1) Leech, 1969 : 16 17 
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arbitrary nature, this theory did exercise an unmistakable impact 

on succeeding generations of rhetoricians. 

Nor can it be said that such attacks (of which'Leechts is but 

a recent example) have prevented modern scholars from attempting to 

classify, if not define, style. Middleton Murry, for one, differ- 

entiated between "Style, as personal idiosyncrasy; Style, as tech- 

nique of exposition, Style, as the highest achievement of literature. " 

(1) Still, Murry, who appears to have been aware of the limitations 

of his theory, refused to give a definition in black and white of 

the term in the belief that, 

discussion of the word style, if it were pursued 
with only a fraction of the rigour of a scientific 
investigation, would inevitably cover the whole of 
literary aesthetics and the theory of criticism. 
Six. books would not suffice for the attempt. (2) 

But to say that style is hard to define is something totally 

different from the outright denunciation of any science of style 

that one finds in books like Gray's Style: The Problem and its 

Solution. For the book ends on a note of sheer despair, with the 

writer declaring that, "there will be no new. science of style", 

since the whole attempt at establishing such'a. science (Gray is 

here referring to tile various schools of stylistic analysis) 

"embodies a simple, logical error that renders it inoperable". (3) 

Still, the fact that, as a science, stylistics is still in the 

making does not give Gray the right to deny its existence. 

Stylistics is not primarily concerned with the definition of terms 

that have acquired time-honoured, if'somewhat precarious, acceptance. 

It-aime rather at the scientific investigation of the different 

varieties of 1anpage. ' 'Style is an established fact, and books 

like Cryotal and Davy's (4) give us*a convincing analysis of some 

of_the varieties of English. 

(1) Murry, 1922 :8 (3) Gray, 1969 ; 108 (2) Ibid. `, '" PP. 3- 4 (4) Crystal and Davy, 
. 
1974 
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Although stylistics as a scientific discipline. is a twentieth- 
' 

century phenomenon (1), the term itself, as Professor Ullmann tells 

us, dates back to the early nineteenth-century when it was. first 

attested in German and then in English and French somewhat later on. 

(2) 'Hence it could be argued that a study of this science should 

concern itself with the stylistic theories of the nineteenth cen- 

tury onwards. Still, stylistics studies, among other things, the 

language habits of one person, or those "shared by a group of people 

at one time, or over a period of time". (3) In other words, it is 

concerned with the mode of writing peculiar to a certain writer, a 

, e, or even a particular genre. As such, it bears a striking given a, - 

affinity to the ancient art of rhetoric which was both an art of 

literary expression and a method of criticising the creative products 

of individual writers; so much so indeed that it can be argued that 

stylistics is the modern art of scientific rhetoric. Consequently, 

an attempt to place this science in its historical perspective helps 

to underline the similarity oettwe. n the nevi science in its twentieth- 

century garb and that argumentative art of the ancients. It'will 

also throw into relief the discrepancies between the art that was 

and the science that is now in the 'making. 

One of the earliest treatises on style is Aristotle's 

Rhetoric, a book regarded for hundreds of 'years as the locus 

classicus on the art of oratory and good writing. Aristotle 

detected a remarkable resemblance between Rhetoric. and Dialectic; 

the function of Rhetoric being "not' to persuade, but to discover 

the available means of persuasion in each case.,, (4) Here 

Aristotle dictinGuiches between the ""persuasive"" and the "apparent 

persuasive". It'is this power of discerning the "persuasive" 

(1) Lodge, 1966 : 53, believes stylistics to be larGely a"Conti- nental'phenomenon'19 and takes Spitzer to be the father of the 
"New Stylistic nil. 

(2) Ullmann; 1957 : 3f 
(3) Crystal and Davy, 1974 : 10 
(4) Aristotle, 1909 :5 
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with regard to any given subject that makes him describe Rhetoric 

"as having the quality of Art in reference to no cpecialor 

definite class of subjects. " (1) He is further of the opinion 

that, like Dialectic, Rhetoric is useful because it is. enlisted 

in the service of truth and justice. It is corrective, instruc- 

tive, suggestive and defensive. (2) 

Like all the ancients, Aristotle regarded man as a creature 

faced by a world whose realities antedate man's existence on 

earth. To understand this world, both thought and language have 

to be brought into play. Now, since thought is associated with 

Dialectic, or the art of reasoning, and language being the main 

concern of Rhetoric, or "the faculty of discerning in every case 

the available means of persuasion " (3), it follows that. 

Rhetoric must be looked upon as the counterpart of Dialectic. 

Co-operation between the two. helps man understand the superior 

realities of his world. 

The book falls into three parts. Book I tackles rhetoric 

from the point of view of the speaker himself who has to be "a 

man who can reason; who can analyse the various types of Character 

and the Virtues, and thirdly, the Eilotions - the nature and 

quality of each emotion, the sources and modes of its=, production. " 

(4) " Aristotle then proceeds to instruct the speaker as to how 

he should differentiate and effectively use the various proofs 

at his disposal. These proofs he divides into two classes: 

"Enthymemes and Examples", which correspond tö the "syllogism 
and Induction" of Dialectic respectively. (5) 

Book IT, on the other hand, is concerned with rhetoric from 

the point of view of the audience. For Aristotle believes that 

(1)_ Ibid. 
(2) Ibid., ., pp. 4 
(3) Ibid. -- 
(4), Ibid., 'PP. `6 -? 
(5)' Ibid; ` 

0 
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... since Rhetoric has a view to judgjnent,,. for, both 
in debates and in lawsuits, there is judging, the 
speaker must not only see that the speech shall prove 
its point, or persuade, but must also develope a (sic) 
certain character in himself and in the jucke, as it 
matters much for persuasiveness, - most of all in 
debate, but secondarily in lawsuits too - that the 
speaker should appear a certain sort of person, and 
that the judges should conceive him to be disposed 
towards then in a certain way; - further, 'that the 
judges themselves should be in a certain mood. (1) 

I have quoted this passage at length because it seems to consti- 

tute the core of the whole book. To gain his point, the speaker 

should "humour" his judges by all the available means. Thus, 

if one's opponent tries to enlist the sympathy of the judges, 

it will be one's duty to try to prove to them that his'case is 

one of those cases of "misfortune and disaster, or of non-success, 

we are to rejoice, or feel no pain (at). " In this way, says 

Aristotle, 

... if our speech bring the judges into these 
frames of mind, while it proves that those 
who claim pity, and the things for which they 
claim it, deserve no pity, but the reverse, 
it will be impossible to feel pity. (2) 

It is Book III, however, that is of direct relevance to 

this study. Here Aristotle treats of Diction or'style in. the 

modern sense of the word. . In his opinion, "it is not enough 

to know ghat we are to say; - we must say it in the right way: - 

. 
this contributes much toward doterciining the character of the 

speech. " (3) º1hat makes the book more interesting for us is 

that Aristotle is concerned here with the diction of prose, since 

"The other style has been treated in the Poetics. " (Li) 

According to Aristotle, Diction has to be clear and, appro- 

priate. By clearness he means that our lanCuw e should effecti- 

vely "express our mcaninG". By appropriatenecc, he means that 

our diction "ought to be neither low nor too diCnified, but 

(1) Ibid., p. 6S 
(2) Ibid., p. 9tß 
(3) Ibid., ' p. 145 (6) 

Ibid - n- 1 L') 
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suitable to the subject. " (1) Aristotle then proceeds to lay 

down the precepts that speakers-should observe. Thus, "Strange 

words, compound words, tiv rds coined for the occasion, should be 

used sparingly and rarely. " We should also bear in mind that 

"Accepted terms, proper terms and metaphors, are alone available 

for the diction of prose. ' (2) Because of the paucity, of the 

emotive forces at the disposal of prose, it follows that "in 

prose the greater pains ought to be taken about metaphor". (3) 

These metaphors, however, should be neither obscure nor too 
1 

far-fetched. 

Aristotle goes on prescribing for the speaker the "stylistic 

devices", so to speak, by means of which he can make his speech 

as convincingly persuasive as possible. Time and time again, 

he warns the speaker against excessive use of compound words, 

archaic phrases, inordinate epithets or inappropriate metaphors 

and similes which tend to make one's style too ""frigid". (4) 

As. to the conditions of prose style, these are the proper 

use of connecting particles, use of special and not general terms, 

avoidance of ambiguity, observance of gender and number. (5) 

Style should also be dignified, proper and rhythmical. (6)' 

Rhythm, however, does not mean metre, "for then it' (prose) will 

bo poetry. " (7) Besides, prose style can be described as being 

either "running" or "compact". Of the two, Aristotle prefers 
the latter which is made up of periods (i. e. sentences with 

beginning and end), since this renders it. easier to grasp, where- 

as the former's "ind'ofiniteness" renders it quite ""unpleasL ng'l. 
(8) The rest of the book deals with the classification of 

style and rhetorical devices like metaphor, simile and hyperbole. 

(1) 
(2) -Ibid. Ibid., p. 148 

(5) 
(6) 

Ibid., p. 156 -8 
Ibid., pp. 161 -3 (3) ibid., p., is}9 (7) Ibid. 

(40 'Ibid., pp. 152 -6 (8) Ibid., pp. 163 -4 
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According; to Aristot? e, "each branch of RhctoMic has its 

fitting style. " lie dictinguiches between the literary style of 

written composition and the "aGonistic" style peculiar to debates., 

This last is further subdivided into "the parliamentary and the 

forensic style", the former being more emotional than. the latter 

which is mainly ethical in nature. (1) This leaves us with a 

three"dirmonsional division of style into literary, parliamentary 

and forensic. 

What should be noted is that Aristotle's book, which was 

first conceived as an anthology of counsels for litigants, came 

to be regarded as the thesaurus of precepts, as well as the norm 

against which all writing should be measured. Together with 

Cicero's De Oratore and Quintilian's . Institutio . Oratoria, 

the Rhetoric continued for centuries to be regarded as the main 

source and end of oratory. 

Running parallel with that notion of good writing in prose 

was that other notion of literary genres developed by Aristotle 

in the Poetics, where each poetic creation is relegated to a 

certain genre with specific peculiarities. .A blending; of the 

two arts culminated in what' is best known as the "'Vir gilian' 

Wheel" with its ternary division of style into ravis, hurnilis 

and ediocrus. Latin scholars transmitted the theory in its 

entirety to the Middle Ages, whence it t, as handed do,. -., n to the 

Renaissance, and from thence, it has continued to exercise its 

unmistakable impact on succeeding Generations of both rhetori- 

cians and ctylisticians. (2) 

To grasp the extent of this impact and assess the deGroo 

of the contribution made by the ancients to modern : tyliutic 

(1)- Ibi'd. ", Pp. 176 -8 (2).., Cf. Dixon, 19'11 
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theories, vie have to differentiate between their ternary divi- 

sion of style and their classification of the "graces of style" 

into tropes, each of which has its distinctive linguistic and 

functional characteristics. 

It is true that the three-dimensional concept of style no 

longer enjoys the prestige and esteem it had, say, two or three 

centuries ago; still, as a theory of style, its historical 

S, 

importance is quite tangible. Granted that it has its imperfec- 

tions, _but this is something that applies to the most modern of 

stylistic theories. Besides, the ancients' concern with spoken 

language is paralleled nowadays by modern stylisticians' growing 

interest in it. Moreover, when an eminent scholar like Dr. 

Fowler highlights the importance of the "interpersonal dimension 

of language", and stresses the "expressive" and "persuasive" 

nature of literary works, he tacitly acknowledges his indebted- 

ness to the ancient theory of style. (1) 

On the other hand, the ancient system of tropology has had 

a more striking impact on theories of style down to the present 

time. In his informative Figures III, Gerard Genette gives us 

a succinct account of the influence of Aristotle's ihetoric'on 

eighteenth-century rhetoricians like Dumarsais and Fontanier. 

Dümarsais made a "chaotic and somewhat redundant list" of some 

eighteen tropes, which he ultimately based on the three major 

associative principles of similarity, continuity and opposition; 

the three major tropes beine metaphor, synecdoche and metonymy, 

as well as irony. Later on, Fontanier, whoa Genette retards as 

the founder of the Neo-Zhetoric, excluded irony from the clays 

of. major tropes, while atrescinC the paramount importance of 

metaphor and mctonyiny and the two principlcc of cimilarity and 

contiguity. (2) 
" 

(1) Fowler, 1977 : 1j2. 
(2) Genotto, 197 i 21 rI 

. 
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Of the modern ctylisticiuns directly influenced by the 

ancient theory of tropes, one may cite the case of Roman 

Jakobson, who, in the nineteen fifties, cane out with his theory 

about "The Metaphoric and I: etonymic Poles". (1) According to 

Jakob; on, "the principle. of similarity underlies poetry", while 

prose "is forwarded essentially by contiguity. Thus, for 

poetry, metaphor, and for prose, metonymy is the line of least 

resistence and, consequently, the study of poetical tropes is 

directed chiefly toward metaphor. " (2) Another stylistician, 

Professor Leech, devotes more than one third of a book to*a 

detailed investigation of the importance and relevance of tropes 

in the stylistic analysis of both poetry and prose. (3) And 

quite recently, a group of French scholars would go so far as 

to say: "la rhetorique apparait aujourd'hu2 non seulement comme 

une science d'avenir, mais encore comme une science "a la mode, 

aux confins du structural isme, de la nouvelle critique et de la 

semiologio. "" (4) 

This revival of. interest in the art of rhetoric should not 

blind us to the reasons that laid it'open to attack and adverse 

criticism, especially in the eighteenth century. The theory 

was found wantinC on account of its teleological, doý7natic and 

normative nature. (5) Aristotle, for instance, does not exclude the 

possibility of resorting to spurious "enthyneues" or crude figures 

of speech so 1on, as this leads to the persuasion of the audience. 
Still, by making the end justify the means, Aristotle was apparently 

reckoning without the refined sensibilities of subsequent cenera- 

tions of rhetoricians. On the other hand, Aristotle's "dogmatism'' 

(l. ) Jakobson and Halle, 1956 : 76 - 82 

(3) Leech, 1.969 : 131 - 82 
(4) hut. oic et al. , 1970 ""8.0 . (5) Dixon, 1971 : '64 - 70 ; Guiraud , 1969 : 11-37 
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shows up in the way he fills his injunctions-to prospective 
'" 

speakers or writers with lexical iterno such as must and should. 

-Besides, the examples he quotes from orators and poets in the 

course of his study are meant to serve as a norm from which no 

deviation is tolerated. 

The most memorable attack on the time-honoured theory of 

style came from the French writer Buffon. It is to Buffon's 

credit that he was the first to give utterance to a theory of 

style that ran counter to the centuries-old tenets of the ancients. 

One should not, however, overestimate the value of his theory. 

Nor should one confuse it with Spitzer's quest for "l'etymon 

spirituel"s for, as will soon be made clear, nothing was farther 

from Buffon's thoughts. 

Buffon's "Discours' sur le Style" delivered to the French 

Royal Academy of Science in August 1753 is remarkable for the way 

it extols reason at the expense of passions or affections, as 

well as for the precedence it gives to thought over form. (1) 

Buffon begins his "Discours: '" by making it clear that he is inter- 

ested in written eloquence and not in spoken eloquence in the 

manner of Aristotle. He distinguishes between "Talent" and 

"acquired genius". True eloquence, however, is the. direct result 

of the interplay of these two faculties: "La veritable eloquence 

suppose l'exercice du genie et la culture de l'esprit. "" (2) 

He then attacks the Aristotelian concept of eloquence as a means 

of effecting the desired persuasion. To Buffon, this talent of 

oral eloquence is something common to all those whose passions 

are too strong, the vocal bands too supple and the imagination 

(1) Buffon, 1912 : 463 - 84 
(2) Ibid., p. 4611 -5 

II 
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too prompt. Acre, however, 
00 

C'ect le corps qui pzrle au corps; tous les 
mouvement,, tout les sijnes concourent at 
servant c-alement. quo faut-il pour craouvoir 
la multitude at l'entrzincr? quo faut-il 
pour cbranler la plupar t rnc; r. e des autros 
horn: aes,, et los persuader? Un ton vehement, 
of patptique, des Cestes expressifs at freq- 
uents, des paroles rapides at sonnantec. (1) 

Still, true eloquence is not a matter of striking the ears with 

pompous lords; nor is it a question of catching the eye with 

picturesque idioms, because what one should do is "agir our 

1'äme et toucher le coeur en parlant 
ä 1'esprit. " (2) 

Buffon goes on to say that style is the order one imposes 

on one's thoughts, as well as the we one marshals them. Here 

Buffon advocates a rigorous method of linking ideas with one 

another, differentiating in the meantime between principal ideas 

and subsidiary or intermediary ones. This stringing-of-ideas 

process r.: akes his editor wonder whether such a mathematical 

method would not, if applied to literature, divest it of its 

grace and elegance leaving in its place an exactitude which is 

more often than not "do,, matique et pesante". (3) 

Still, Buffon believes that without this ordering of one's 

thoughts a writer's style may seem to be eye-catching or fascina- 

ting, but, on close scrutiny, the author's lack of this ..... . 
knack for organisation is laid bare. It is by meditating the 

wisdom. of God in the creation, by the solemn contemplation of the 

workings of naturo, as well as by trying to imitate the perfections 

of nature throu6h a wise stringing of its sublime realities that 

roan can form a coherent whole of all this, a whole which is the 

offcprini; of reflection. And it is through that that "il ctablira 

(1) ' Ibid., p. 11G5 
(2) Ibid., p. - 11GG 
(3) Ibid. , P. 11GG f. 
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sur des fondeinents inebranlables des monuments immortals. " (1) 

It is only when one has thought one's ideas out, put them in order 

and made a coherent plan of what is to be said that one can take 

up one's pen to write. 

Buffon then proceeds to warn us against the excessive use 

of figurative 1an;, uage ". traits. saillants" such as metaphors, 

similes or hyperboles. This he does in a way highly reminiscent 

of Aristotle. Buffon, however, constantly stresses the import- 

ance of reason, "pour bien ecrire, il faut done posseder pleinement 

son-sujet; il faut y reflechir assez pour voir clairement fordre 

(2) de ses pensees, et en former une suite, une chaine continue. " 

He further, believes that only well-written works of art can hope 

to outlive their age. Great achievements, noble deeds, theories 

of knowledge or striking discoveries cannot make a style outlive 

its age, because these are all things "hors de l'homme'", whereas 

It le style est 1'homme mere. " By this oft-quoted, and more often 

than not deliberately distorted, last phrase Buffon apparently 

meant that style reveals the proper nature of the intelligence 

that produces it. (3) In other words, whereas the same thoughts 

or ideas might occur to nore_than one writer, it is the form 
,., 

a 

writer gives to his thoughts that really distinguishes him from 

others. 

It will not be hard for a critical reader to note the points 

of similarity between Ruffon and his great predecessor, Aristotle. 

. 
Both men advocate the necessity for audience-persuasion and the 

wise organisation of one's thoughts.. But whereas Aristotle's 

call for persuasion does not discriminate between the means used, 

Buffon seems to believe that only sincere and morally acceptable 

means of persuasion can°touch the soul of his reader and establish 

(1) Ibid., P. 471 

t (2) Ibid., PL1.475"- 6; 
(3) Ibid. , p. 14130 
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this direct intercourse with his inner spirit. - Again, while 

Aristotle believes the principle of organisation to mean the 

"arrangement" of one's speech in terms of beginning, middle and 

end, Buffon stands for a more rigorous method based on the logical 

connection between the various constituents of one's thoughts. 

Aristotle and Buffon, however, appear to be worlds apart in 

so far as Buffon's identification of style and an implies the 

necessity of stylistic diversity and variety, something that runs 

counter to Aristotle's belief in the necessity of maintaining a 

very limited and fixed number of ityles. Buffon, that is, does 

not suggest to the prospective writer what style he-has to model 

his own on, as does Aristotle both in the Rhetoric and the Poetics. 

Instead, Buffon gives the writer the freedom to write in the way 

best expressive of his individuality as a man with distinctive 

physical and mental characteristics. 

Having reached this point in my discussion, the reader will 

not find it hard to guess at what went wrong in BuffonIs seemingly 

commendable theory of style. It was his terminology that ultimat- 

ely let him down. When Buffon attacked the ancients' principle 

of persuasion on the grounds that "il ne suffit pas de frapper" 

1'oreille et d'occupor les yeux; il faut air sur l'ärne et toucher 

le coeur en parlant a l'esprit", he introduced terms like "soul" 

and "spirit" to a generation that lacked the insight and perceptive- 

ness of men like Freud and Jung who could tell them what Buffon 

really meant by such terms. Again, when Buffon identified man 

with style in his famous phrase, there was no. one to tell his 

subsequent generations of followers that "man" is not simply the 

sum total of some biographical facts that might have little or no 
bearing on his style. It was Buffon's fault that he identified 

style with man at a time when man himself was a riddle whose 

innermost. rocoscec lay closed to scientific invectieation. 
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Instead of concentrating. on the psycholoöy. of man,, critics laid the 

whole* emphasis on his social or ethnic background in their mis- 

guided-attempt to relate 'le style' to '1'homie'. And thus it 

was that from the time Ruffon published his "Discours" to the 

time Bally published his Traite de Stylistique Francaise, the 

history of style-study continued to be as tautological as ever, 

and theories of genre and the ternary divi3ion of style into 

"grand, middle and plain" remained to the. fore. 

In 1902 Charles Bally published his Traite, a book which 

laid the foundations of the first school of scientific stylistics. 

Bally's main thesis is based on the assumption that all traditional 

study of language is bound to be "automatic, analytical and 

historical". (1): This is the negative aspect of his Traite. 

The positive aspect is based on the principle that a study of a 

given language cannot be merely the observation of the relation- 

ships existing between the various linguistic symbols, but also 

those which unite speech "parole" to thought "penseeý". Langua-0 

study has its psychological side in so far as it is based on the 

observation of »hat happens to the speaker at the moment of 

expressing his thoughts in cords. Still, such a study is'of a 

much more linguistic than psychological nature, since it adverts 

us to the expressive form of the speaker's thoughts rather. than to the 

thinking process under. yin- his expressions. 

Profec:; or Ullmann tells us that Bally conceived of stylistics 

as 'the study of the emotive resources"of language", and that 

later on this theory gave place to the more comprehensive theory 

of ex:, rosaiveneau of language (2). Bally himself calls it, for 

reasons that will soon be pointed out, 'Ila stilistique individuelle", 

vihilevcritics ; ine Guiraud prefer to call it the first school of 

ý'ýý vä tiann 
r 

. 1. ý'1ý71 ýý' 
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"descriptive stylistics", since it was the first genuine attempt 

to employ scientific methods in its description of language in 

use. (1) 

Bally's indebtedness to his teacher, the Swiss linguist 

Saussure, cannot be overlooked in a study of this type, if only 

to bring out the. -slight difference between the two viewpoints. 

Apart from his well-known distinction between the "synchronic" 

as opposed to the'aiachronic" study of language, Saussure also 

differentiated between "langue" and "parole". For Saussure, 

language is a collective phenomenon. - It is 

... a storehouse filled by the members of a 
given community through their active use of 
speaking, a grammatical system that has a 
potential existence in each brain, or,. more 
specifically, in the brains of a group of 
individuals. For language is not complete 
in any speaker; it exists perfectly only 
within a collectivity. (2). 

As for "parole", Saussure tells us that it is "an individual act. 

It is wilful and intellectual". He is further of the opinion 

that within the act of speaking or parole 

... we should distinguish between: (1) the 
combinations by which the speak r uses the 
language code for expressing his Lthoughts; 
and (2) the 

. ps hopbysicai, mechanism . 
that 

allows him to exteriorize those combinations. *(3) 

Saussure thus regards "langue"" as a collective phenomenon; where- 

as "parole" is the individual use, the actualisation of-this 

collective system by a'particular person under certain circum- 

stances. Saussure, however, excludes from the choices open to 

the individual speaker the affective or expressive values that 

reflect the speaker's emotions. And it is just these expressive 

or emotive facts of the language that are given a place of 

-(I)7 Guiraud, 1969 : 28 
(2). Saussure, 1960 . 13-4 
(3), Ibid., p. " 14. 

15 
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paramount importance in his disciple's stylistic theory. 

Bälly'defines stylistics as a system or discipline that 

.. 
etudie la valeur affective des faits du ianGage 

organise, et faction reciproquo des 
faits expressifs qui concourent ä former le 
systeme des moyens d'expression dune langue. (1) 

For Bally, stylistics begins with the mother tongue in its most 

spontaneous form, i. e. spoken language (2). This steins from 

his staunch belief that language expresses not only the ideas of 

the speaker, but also his sentiments because a human beine is 

first and foremost stun etre essentiellement affectif, que la 

pensee pure est contradictoire 
a 

sa nature propre et aux 

.4 .1 necessites constanteset impe'rieuses de la vie. " (3) 

Bally then goes on to explain what he really means by the 

term "langalte affectif". The illustrative examples he gives us 

are strikingly simple and easy to understand. Thus, says Bally, 

if'we happen to hear of the tragic death of someone we know,. 

there are two ways of expressing our reaction. We may respond 

by saying: 'Ile maiheureux. '", or 'Ile malheureuxP'. The first 

utterance ends with a full-stop, while the second ends with an 

exclamation mark. The first is hardly likely since it does not 

reflect the emotive elements of the second. (4) Bally believes 

that an utterance like "Le malheureux: " constitutes stun fait 

d'expression-tres caracteristique; mais il ne fournit matiere a 

observation stylistique quo dune fa9on particuliere. tt (5) 

'Ile can study such utterances from the syntactic standpoint or make 

an antholoCy of them, but such an endeavour cannot be called 

stylistic research. Instead, we may inquire into the nature of 

the paralinGuistic features of such utterances: things like 

intonation and ellipsis.. We may even examine the psychology of 

(1) Sally, 1921 
(2) Ibid-. , pp. 29 & 44 

. 
(3) Ibid., p. 9 
(4) Ibid.., h. 13 (5) Ibid., A" 13 
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the utterance itself and say that it expresccs pity 

. 
for the hapless 

one on the speaker's part. But the essential thing to note is 

that, simple as it is, the utterance is charged with emotive 

elements that overshadow the intellectual content of the idea of 

pity. Analysis of such factors as intonation and the absence of 

certain lexical items which the grammatical logic requires help 

us underline the close correspondence between the construction 

of phrases and the affective or emotive movements of thought (1). 
0 

With this last instance of relatively emotive utterance, 

Bally contrasts the following example from Augier's play: 

Le Gendre do Monsieur Poirier, where we come across the sentence, 

"Eh Bien: cher beau pore, comment gouvernex-vous ce petit doses- 

poir? Etes-vous toujours furieux contre votreaanier oerce de 

gendre? " (2) The phrase that rivets Bally's attention is the one 

describing the son-in-law as panier perce, i. e. spendthrift. 

Here he distinguishes between gendre which can stand on its own 

and panier perce which comprises two words "inseparables au point 

de vue du sens. " (3) Having thus broken the utterance into two 

instead of three units, Bally proceeds to examine the general 

sense of the phrase, the situation, the speaker's character, " 

en un mot 1Uentourage du fait d'expression", together-with the 

frequency of occurrence of the same linguistic utterance over a 

definite period of time. All this will finally tell us that the 

utterance corresponds to the simple and abstract notion of prodi- 

gality. This correspondence, Bally calls, "l'identification d'un 

fait d'expression" (4);. 

Such an utterance affects Bally in three different trays. 

The figurative use of the words moves him because "eile ast 

sensible at concrete', in the sense that it presents itself to his 

(1) Ibid., 13 
(2) Ibid., p. 14 
(3) Ibid., ' p. ý 11j 
(4F). Ibid., ` p. 144 
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imagination in a vivid and striking manner - an effect that is 

virtually denied to any other image in the text. Secondly, 

this utterance affects him because it produces a comic effect 

which is "un-sentiment d'ordre esthetique". And finally it 

affects him because it belongs to the everyday language, in the 

sense that it evokes "une forma de la vie et des rapports sociaux 

ou cette expression est particulie rement usuelle. " (1) Bally 

then comes out with the conclusion that to discover, fix and 

classify those characteristics which, though highly different, 

are more or less of an affective or emotive mature; in a word, 

to determine the affective or emotive nature of an utterance, 

""teile est la prerniere täche de la stylistique. "" (2) 

A close scrutiny of the above argument will reveal that 

Bally considers the process of delimiting the expressive utterance 

and that of defining it in a simple and logical manner to be two 

intellectual activities that precede the task of determine the 

nature of the expressive utterance, but that do not lie within the 

scope of I'l'etude stylistique proprement dito. "" (3) Still, these 

two activities are essential since it is only through the 'specifi- 

cation of the logical content of an utterance that its emotive 

nature is thrown into relief. 

To the question whether stylistics should look for, or seek 

out, these modes of expression in the mechanisms of 1an uaGo as 

a whole or in the lanGuaCe of a certain social group or in the 

individual "parole", Bally would tell us that "la stylistiquo 

individuelle" investigates the speech of an. individual who is 

placed in', the came general conditions an the other individuals 

of his'Croup. (Z) For it is by projocting this particular 

indi. viduali : iieec! º i linst the overall lonrua-e of his group that 

(1): Ibid., p. 15. 
(2)` Ibitl., i p. ' 15» 
(3), Ibid. , p:, ° 1G " 
(4) Ibid., p. 18 
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deviations are discovered and sustained. 

It is when Bally reaches this point in his discussion that his 

views become more interestinG for us. Bally differentiates between 

his theory of "la stylistique individuelle" and style as a reflec- 

tion of the man himself. For Bally, to study the language of a 

speaker in a certain social-milieu is something-, and the study of, 

say, Balzac's style is something else. The first, as already 

pointed out, is the proper task of stylistics, ý; hereas the other 

belongs to the domain of aesthetics. ': 1e should note, says Bally, 

that 

I1 ya un fosse infranchissable entre 
1'eploi du langage par un individu dans 
les circonstances generales et communes 
irposees a tout un groupe linguistique, 
et l'emploi qu'en fait un poete, un 
romancier, un orateur. (1) 

If asked why, Bally would tell us that it is. because one can. 

measure the individual speaker's deviations against the norm 

established by the community to which he belongs; whereas with the 

poet, novelist or any writer for that matter, the conditions are 

different. 77ßt man of letters's use of the language is both 

voluntary and conscious, I'volontaire et conscient. 11 (2) What is 

more serious in Bally's opinion is that a man of lett rs 
uses 

language with an aesthetic intention, "il vent faire de la beaute' 

avec los mots comme le peintre en fait avec las couleurs et le 

musicien avec les sons. " (3) Since the language of the artist 

can never be like the spontaneous language of the individual 

speaker, I'dann la creation artistique la plus spontanee on 

apparence il yý toujours un acte volontaire", it follows that one 

has to draw a 'lino of demarcation between 'Ile style et la 

stylistique", 

(1) Ibid., p. 19' 
(2) Ibid., p. '19 
(3) 

. 
Ibid., -p. 19, 
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How iss it then that Bally examines evocative utterances like 

pnnior ncrce which are taken from literary texts? (1) Bally 

would tell us that, as a means of expression, the image falls within 

the sphere of stylistic investigation. Aere, however, Bally 

distinguishes between two types of image: the spontaneous and 

the conscious. An Englishman might use one of the following two 

images in reference to his girl friend: 

My bird is waiting for me at the station. 

My girl is a red, red rose. 

Of the two images thus created Bally would examine the first only, 

since. the second belongs to literature which does not concern him 

in the least. He would study the first image, because it evokes 

a certain social milieu, and can be easily relegated to the common 

language of everyday spontaneous speech. He examines it, in short, 

because the intention of producing an image is absent (2). 

The above example has shown the principle of opposition to be 

central to Bally's stylistic theory. The affective nature of an 

utterance can only be determined through juxtaposition of the term 

used with the intellectual concept behind it. In like manner, 

the evocative nature of an imagistic utterance can only be deter- 

mined by contrasting . it with the common language of the social class 

from which it is derived (3). 

It might be argued that Bally's quest for the emotive values 

of lanSuaSe is a mere rewording of the ancient theory of rhetoric. 

Still, it should be noted that whereas the ancients concentrated 

on certain formal characteristics that distinCuished certain fixed 

categories of genres or tropes, Bally treats of the expressive 

values in 1anGuage at large. Besides, the ancients saw in these 

fit; ures of speech or Bonres a norm against which all writing should 

(1) Ibid., p. 14. 
(2) Ibid.,. p. 179 
(3) Ibid., pp. 203 _5 
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be measured, while Bally sees in the emotive or evocative utter- 

ances not so much a norm as "faits d'exprecsion". Indeed, he calls 

the second volume of his Traits "Tableau Synoptique de Faits 

d' Expression". For-him, the norm is language at large which 

comprises within its pale the expressive values cited in the second 

volume of the Traite. "* '. 

Bally's exclusion of the literary language from the domain 

of stylistics deserves a brie; comment before one moves to the 

second school of stylistic investigation. The question that 

arises is this: to what extent is Bally justified in his belief 

that the language of literature is not spontaneous - an assumption 

that-'seems to contradict Wordsworth's claim about poetry being the 

spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings? Besides, this talk 

about the spontaneity of everyday language is somewhat misleading, 

for who would deny that a student talking to his professor, or a 

cadet to his commanding officer, does not use a special variety 

of language with a conscious touch about it? Bally apparently 

believes that some forms of speech are more conscious and volun- 

tary than others, the worst being the language of literature. 

He would also say that the deviations in such cases should be 

measured. against the language of barracks or academic sessions. 

Such an argument, however, would hold good for literature as well. 

For it can easily be said that the language writers use can be 

gauged against the literary context. - Thus, for instance, the 

language used-by one character in a novel can be dealt with in 

terms of what we know about his social milieu, his profession, his 

relation to his interlocutor, etc., that is in terms of Crystal's 

dialectal dimensions, factors of the social situation as well as 
idiosyncratic variations. (1) 

(1)... __ Crystal, . 1975 : 246 - 259 
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When all is said and done, Bally's contribution to the theory 

of stylistic analysis remrinc quite distinctive for three things: 

(a) it was the first genuine attempt at a descriptive investigation 

of language; (b) despite the fact that it aims at seeking out the 

expressive resources of language, these "faits-d'expression" it 

is after are not intended to serve as fixed categories in the 

manner of the ancients" classification of tropes or genres; nor: 

are they to serve as a norm, (c) it arbitrarily excludes from the 

field of stylistic investigation literary language under the 

pretext that it is both "'volontaire et conscient". It remained 

for Leo Spitzer to vindicate the cause of this important variety 

of the human language. 

Spitzer is commonly regarded as the founder of the school of 

bliterary stylistics", better known in French*as "genetic stylis- 

tics" or "stylistics of the individual writer". Spitzer tells 

us that he first conceived of his theory when he was pondering 

the idea of writing his Ph. D. dissertation. His dissatisfaction 

with the scholastic type of teaching that prevailed at that time 

determined his future career as a stylistician. At the end of 
i his first year of Graduate studies, he became quite sure that 

"the science offered ex cathedra was worthless", that he "was not 

fit for such studies as that of the irrational vowel /i/ in 

Eastern French dialects, or of the subjecktivismusstreit in 

Moliere" (1). Instead, he turned his attention to the choice of 

his life: stylistics of the individual writer. 

Spitzer's method of analysis is "to proceed on the path that 

leads from the most routinelike techniques of the linguist toward 

the work of the literary historian. " (2). He, that is. means to 

combine the descriptive method of the linguist with the evaluative 
or -intuitive ability of the philolo"ißt. 

(1) Spitzer,. 1962 ;4 (2) Ibid. 
' ýC .. e. 
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Spitzer tries to put his theory into practice by investigating 

the etymology of the two words 'conundrum and quandary'. Spitzer 

in an acknowledged authority-on Romance philology; and his orudi- 

tion is brought into play in such a striking way that he convin- 

cingly proves that 'conundrum can be identified with the French 

word Calembredaine', his original hunch that triggered off the 

whole idea behind the analysis. Ile then manages, through a 

deductive process, to show the correspondence between the "assumed 

etymon" and the collected data from the semantic and phonetic 

standpoints. By the time he reaches this stage in his analysis, 

he is lucky enough to be able to prove that 'quandary must also 

be a reflection of 'calembredaine-. (1) 

The point to be stressed here is that it all began with a 

hunch, an epiphany or a click on Spitzer's part. In the concrete 

example cited above, Spitzer says, 

There is no mathematical demonstrability 
in such an equation, only a feeling of 
inner evidence; but this feeling, with the 
trained linguist, is the result of 
observation combined with experience, of 
precision supplemented by imagination - 
the dosage of which cannot be fixed a 
priori, but only in the concrete case. (2) 

It should be borne in mind,. howwever, that this intuitive element 

is not tonally of Spitzer's own invention. Almost half a century 

before Spitzer's time, the Italian aesthete, Benedito Croce, had 

expressed views similar in many ways to Spitzer's. According 

to Croce, 

Knowledge has two forms: it is either 
intuitive knowledge or logical knowledge; 
knowledge obtained through the irinv; ination 
or knowledge obtained through the intellect; 
knowledge of-the individual or knowledge 
of the univoraal; of individu; il things or 
of the relations between the. -ti: it is in 
fact, productive either of images or of 
concepts. (3) 

It in worth noting that, key words like imaT1nation and intellect 

(1) Ibid., pp. 6- 10 
i2) Ibid.; P. 10' 
. (3) Croce, 1922 :1 
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figure largely in the stylistic theories of both Charles Bally and 

Leo Spitzer. - The latter's indebtedness to Croce stems from 

Croce's insistence that "In ordinary life, constant appeal is 

made to intuitive knowledge. " (1) 

Spitzer's real contribution lies in his belief that the 

spirit of the individual writer cart be examined independently of 

the historical context. In this he differs from pioneers like 

Karl Vossler who sought to describe the style of a given writer 

. t:, been determined. 

Because it would have been rash to cotpare 
the-whole of a national literature to the 
whole of a national language (as Karl 
Vossler has prematurely tried, to do). 
I started, more -modestly, with the 
question: can one distinguish. the soul 
of, "a particular French writer in his par- 

', language?. (2) 

For Spitzer believes that stylistics ": sight bridge the gap 

i 

between linguistics and literary history. " (3) chat he had in 

mind at the time"was the idea that the`linguist',. rigorous 

within the context of a language whose historic evolution has- 

methods of description should replace "the casual impressionistic 

remarks of literary critics", who contented themselves with a 

chapter yat the end of : ä" book, on the writer's style. 

The point to be stressed is that in his quest for the soul 

of the writer through a scientific description of his style, 

Spitzer was revolting against those literary critics who sought 

to discover the man himself (1'homme meine) by digging up his past. 

Nor was Spitzer the only dissident, for before him writers like 

Valery and Larnartine had voiced their resentment against the 

' tenets of those critics who concentrated on, the biography of the. 

writer to the exclusion of any other feature of'his style. 

(1) 
(2) (3) 

Ibid. 
Spitzer-, 1962 

Ibid. '", 
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Guiraud sum:; up this fact where he tell:; u, that Valery used to 

make fun of those who tried to understand a work of art through a 

study of the author's life by saying: 

... Si les circonst; ncos biographiques do la 
passion de Lar.. artino pour iiLrne Charles pouvaient 
expliquer Elvire nouc aurions tous ecrit Le Lnc; 
car a qui nest-il nas arrive de rovenir soli- 
taire, sur les lieux d'un amour perdu. (1) 

Valery, according to Guiraud, goes on to say that "le createur 

de l'oeuvre nest pas la vie de l'auteur mais 1'esprit de l'auteur. " 

(2) It remained for Spitzer to formulate this passing reff ction 

on Valery's. -part into the stylistic theory that has since been 

associated with his name. 

This obsession with the soul of the writer stands Spitzer in 

good stead when he tries to put his theory into practice by atteznp- 

ting to discover the psychological etymon of some writers of his 

choice, just as it has already succeeded in detecting the lexical 

etymon of the conundrum-quandary riddle. Spitzer examines 

Charles Louis Philippe's novel Babu de Montparnasse. The first 

linguistic deviation that strikes him is the novelist's particular 

use of the causative conjuncts a cause de and parse que. Having 
i 

noted, intuitively noted one should say, these peculiarities in 

the man's style, Spitzers intuition tells him that ! 'all these 

expansions of causal usages in Philippe cannot be due to chance: 

there raust bel'something the matter It 
with his conception of causa- 

lity-"(3) To discover the votive fog; ce, Spitzer must needs 

delve deep into the-innermost recesses of the man's psychological 

make-up with a view to reaching; "the radix in his soul', (1+). 

Spitzere analysis of the writer's linguistic peculiarities leads 

him . to the conclusion that "the pseudo-objective motivation mani- 

'fest in hisntyle, is the clue to Philippe's Weltanschauung". 
., 

(i) Guiruud,, 1969 :- 31 
(2); Ibid. 

Spitzer, 1962. -, : 13 
Ibid. 
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Strangely enouGh, his conclusion seems to tally with that of the 

literary critics before him. Philippe, we are told, "sees, as 

has been observed by literary critics, without revolt but with 

deep grief and a Christian spirit of contemplativity, the world 

functioning wrongly with an appearance of rightness, of objective 

logic. " (1) More important still, Spitzer manages to relate 

Philippe's fatalism to the general feelings among the masses of 

the French nation at a particular period of time, the period 

during which the novel was written. 

This backward-forward movement from the details to the whole 

and then back again to other details becomes the main "modus 

operandi" of the philological circle of which Spitzer himself is 

the chief defender. The point to be noted is that here, as indeed 

in his detailed analysis of Cervantes' Don äui. jote or iacine's 

Recite de Theramene later on, Spitzer depends on his gift of 

"seeing part and whole together" (2), a gift which he takes to be 

"basic to the operation of the philological mind. " (3) 

The fact that Spitzer's theory of stylistic analysis owes 

much of its effectiveness to the imaginative or intuitive strain 

in the "linguistic critic" must of necessity give rise to the 

question whether this ability is a question of talent or chance. 

Put another way, can any stylistician, in the Spitzerian sense of 

the word, embark on this to and fro movement without some sort of 

heavenly light to guide him on his labyrinthine way? To this and 

similar questions, Spitzer would say that a stylistician should 
train himself in the art of detecting the striking linguistic 

traits that would enable him to delve deep into the psychological 

make-up of the writer with the purpose of discovering his soul, 

after 'which he should go back once again to the periphery to check 

(1) Ibid., pp. 13 -4 (2) Ibid., p. 25 
(3) Ibid., pp. 25 -6 
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iii:; results . n,; ainct those obtained by other scholars or critics 

working in the oomo field. It is thi:; controlled reading;, this 

rir; orouu traininG, coupled with the above-mentioned procedure of 

verification that Guarantee thc''objcctivity''of Spitzcr's method 

of stylistic analysis. 
ý, 

` 
This, however, is-easier said than done, for no matter how 

intelligently Spitzer might argue his point, the fact remains 

that, as it is, his theory leaves too much room for subjectivity. 

Granted that the "click" will occur through discipline and con- 

trolled reading; : rhat guarantees do we have that two stylisticians 

will react to the linguistic peculiarities of a given text in. the 

same manner? Besides hove can wo knew that in their search for 

the writer's ' Weltan , chauunS' the two atylisticians will core out 

with the same results? It is this idealistic element about 

Spitzer's theory that makes it the butt of adverse criticism. 

The "click", if it over happens, is bound to be eclectic and sub- 

jective. More serious still, it can be erroneous and misguided. 

It seems that for'all his erudition, Spitzer has failed to elabo- 

rate a watertight method of objective analysis. But then who 
has? When all is said and done, one. has to give him creäit for 

. being one of the first linguists to hi-; hlirht the psychological and 

sociological factors underlying the individual writer's style. if 

we add to this the equally important fact that it was he who vindi- 

0 

sated the cause of literary style azainst the highly prejudiced 
theory of Charles Bally, Spitzer's achievement acquires. a maCnitudo 
quite its own. 

The third school to be examined is that of Structural styli- ". 

stics founded by the Prague LiYi ý . ti-tic Circl-o., of . ich ltocnon 
J3kobcon is the most 

. 
111ustriouc reprc ent; itive. Fiore GuiraUd 

throws some lieht' on the objectives of this school whcn ho te11o 
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Au ccno strict at tr: aditionnel, la notion do 

structure ne a' in: )1ique qu' a in 1: tuwuc; at ni 
o :..:. t.. ,,, zu. c,. ýiirc, C, uiltr. ýu: n:., !1 jc ..., lc. v, etc... n, ont pocc. 
19 prob1bmc dune ":. tructurc" de la parole. 

En bonne racthode, done, on ne saur:, it concevoir 
do stylistique s true turct1o qu' au niveau de la 
dcscriptic. n des atat. de Ian-pue particuliers. (1) 

Guiraud further distinguishes between two types of structural 

analysis of texts: . the one concerned with the analysis of para- 

diCtis on the level of the language, and that which is interested 

in the syntogmatic relationships in a given discourse. (2) 

Tzvetan Todorov does not contest this seemingly commonplace 

informaticri'abeut structural stylistics. Still, he holds the 

viers that the 'Linguistic Circle of Prague had its origin in that 

current of literary studies that developed in Russia between 1915 - 

1930, and that has since been known as "Russian formalism". 

According to Todorov, "Le rapport de l'un a 1'autre est inconte- 

stable" (3). This similarity between structural stylistics and 

"Russian Formalism" is summed up by Todorov where he says: 

La forme, pour eux, couvre tous les aspects, tdutes 
les parties de l'oeuvre, mais eile existe seuloment 
commie rapport des elements entre eux, des elements 
a l'oeuvre entiere, da 1'oeuvr` a la litterature. 
nation le, etc., bref, c'est un ensemble de 
fonctions. (t1). 

1/ 

The key phrase in Todorov's statement is "c'est un ensemble de 

fonctions". For what really interests the structural stylistician 

is the functional relationship among items and not the items in 

isolation. Jal; obson seems to endorse this view when he tells us 

that "language must be investigated in all variety of its function". 

(5) A work of art is thus regarded not as an inventory of lexical 

items or grammatical structures, each existing in isolation, but 

rather as a system of values wherein all linguistic signs function 

(1) Cuiraud, 19G9 : 51 
(?. ) -- Ibid. ., (3). Todorov,. 197 .': 9 
(Ii) Ibid., p., 10, '- 
(5) Jakoboon, 19G1F : 353 
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in opposition to one another, and derive their meaning from the 

interrelationships existing amonci them in the totalitj of the 

work. Hence it can be said that the form of the message is 

determined by its constituent parts. As to the various functions 

of verbal communication, these, according to Jakobson, are: the 

emotive, the referential, the conative, the metalingual, the 

poetic and the phatic. (1) 

It follows that a sign can have different values according 

to the place it occupies in the text. Here it is no longer a 

question of setting apart lexical items with emotive or expressive 

effects in the manner of Bally; nor is it a question of defining 

genres or tropes according to fixed rules after the manner of the 

ancients; it is rather a question of pinpoi'ntinc the function of 

each of these items in relation to the other elements of the 

message. ' A text is, after all, a message transmitted by a 

speaker to a listener or reader and reduced to certain form or 

order by virtue of the rules of the common code. (2) Poetics, 

according to such a theory, "deals with the poetic function not 

only in poetry, where this function is superimposed upon the 

other functions of language, but also outside of poetry, , Then some 

" -other function is superimposed upon the poetic function. " (3) 

According to such a theory, any linguistic investigation of 

language, be this on the phonolourical, syntactical or lexical level, 

would not be complete without a correlative examination of the 

relationships between one aspect and another, as well an among the 

total sum of such aspects. Such an assumption is central to struc- 
tural stylistics, and was voiced more than thirty years ago by men 
like Viggo. Brondal who wrote, "dann un etat de laneue donne, tout 

(1) Ibid., P. 357 
(2) Ibid., p. 353 
(3) , Ibid., p. 359 
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est systenatique. " (1) According to Tirondal, any 1an6uaGo is 

made up of elements that hold on to one another. To say that 

language is a system means that it is one coherent whole wherein 

all elements form one unity and every term must depend on the 

other. (2) This necessity claimed here for a linGuistic cystem, 

says Cassirer, "has no metaphysical connotations". It is rather 

a "relative or hypothetical necessity, a necessity that Jakobson 

underlines in the formula: 

si a existe, b existe aussi 
2- si a existe, b manque 
3- si a. manque, b manque aussi. " (3) 

According to this school of stylistic analysis, each stylistic 

feature has its distinctive naturewhich'can be established through 

the principle of identity in diversity.. Just as a phoneme is 

established in language by opposing it to another that has some 

similarities with it, the nature of a stylistic feature can be 
in 

established not only by exanninö its opposition to, but also its 

affinities with the whole. 

Obviously such a'theory puts too much stress on the content 

of the message. This is clearly demonstrated in Jakobson and 

Levi-Strauss's analysis of Charles Baudelaire's sonnet "Les'Chats". 

Here, according to Rdbert Scholes, the two structuralist stylisti- 

cians start by examining "the rules determining the rhyme scheme, 

the syntactical patterns, and various other patterns in the choice 

and placement of words. " (4) After examining the formal character- 

istics of the poem, they offer their interpretation of the semantic 

content" which is not especially dependent on the extensive cram- 

matical analysis. " (5) In other words, they begin by determininG 

(1) Quoted in Cassirer, 1972 : 82 -3 (2) Ibid., 
(3) Ibid. 
(4) Scholen, . 1974 : . 

33 - 40 
(5) Ibid. '` 
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the relationship of each item to the other items in the poem, and 

end up by examining the meaning of such items in the li&ht of the 

overall meaning of the item in language. Such an analysis tallies 

wi-th Jakobson's famous distinction between the syntagmatic axis 

of combinations existing on the horizontal level of discourse, and 

, 
the. paradignatic axis of selection existing on the vertical level 

of, language. 

Although in his analysis of the same sonnet Michael Riffaterre 

shifts the stress from the message to the receiver by opposing his 

own "superreader" to J kobson and Levi Strauss' r, "superpoem, "; 

the fact remains that the structuralists' claim about a literary 

text being "un systeme immanent" is largely dependent on the 

ingenuity of the analyst himself. Such ingenuity implies an 

awareness on the analyst's part of extra-linguistic factors, or to 

put it in Robert Scholes's words, "any commentary on a particular 

poem must attend to more than is present in the verbal structure 

itself. " (2) Here, as in Spitzer's case, the subjective' element 

cannot be totally ruled out. 

Having thus briefly surveyed the history of stylistic 

analysis on the Continent from Aristotle to the more scientific 

achievements of Bally, Spitzer and Jakobson, let us now have a 

quich look at the attempts of some Enölish linguists in this field. 

In England many individual attempts at the stylistic investigation 

of literature have been made over the past fifty years. These 

range from the quasi-stylistic analysis of I. A. Richards' Practical 

Criticism to the more clearly defined scientific analyses of 

eminent stylisticians like Leech, Quirk, Fowler and Crystal and 

Davy. 

I. A. Richards) Practical Criticism is subtitled "A Study of 

(1) Riffater're, '19'i) : 188 - 230 
(2, ) 3choles. , 

197 : 39 
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Literary Judgement" (1). Here Richards drays a distinction 

between the two terms "statement" and "expression". The first is 

primarily concerned with what the utterances in a poem say or 

"purport" to say, the second with the xriters$ mental operations 

underlying the utterances so described. (2) Richards takes 

psychology to be "the indispensable instrument" for the proposed 

inquiry. A close reading of the book will reveal the affinity 

between him and Bally on the one hand, and Spitzer on the other. 

With Bally, he believes in the necessity, of examining the emotive 

resources of language; with Spitzer he shares the belief in the 

importance of controlled reading as a key to the intuitive "click". 

But, unlike Spitzer, Richards is much more concerned with the way 

this "click" occurs rather than with its presence as a fait accompli. 

On the other hand, he shares the structuralists' belief in the 

diversity of the functions of language. 

Language - and pre-eminently language as it is 
used in poetry - has not one but several tasks 
to perform simultaneously, and-we shall mis- 
conceive most of the difficulties of criticism 

, unless we understand this point and take note 
of the differences between these functions. (3) 

These functions Richards divides into four types: Sense, Feeling, 

Tone, and Intention. "Sense" is the meaning we have in mind, and 

- which we want to transmit to the hearer. "Feeling" is our own 

attitude tow ards the message we want to bring to the hearer's 

attention. As such, it represents the emotive aspect of the 

utterance. "Tone" is our attitude towards the listener who 

receives our message, while "Intention" is the effect we seek to 

produce on the receiver of the message, i. e. the purpose of the 

whole message. (4) It is only throuCh a synthesis of all four 

functions that the meaning; of a literary text can be fully grasped. 

(1) ä2ic)lards,.. 1929 
(2) Ibid., '=, p. 8 
('j) Ibid., p., '180", 
(4) Ibid. -, pn. 181 - 188 
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Richards's teachings have attracted a great number of 

followers who tend to interpret a work of art in terms of the 

above-mentioned four functions. One salient feature of this 

school of quasi-stylistic analysis is the absence of any serious 

attempt at describing the linguistic traits, of a given work of 

art in the orthodox way advocated by either Bally or Jacobson. 

Professor Leech, on the other hand, is interested in the 

contribution made by linguistic description to the critical 

interpretation of literary texts. In the introduction to his 

book (1) he makes it clear that "practical criticism" owes much 

to lirfßuistic evidence. He goes so far as to suggest that 

literary terms such as metaphor, irony and rhythm'bannot be 

explained without recourse to 1ineuistic notions". He is 

further of the opinion that 'linguistics and literary criticism, 

in so far as they both deal with poetic language, are complementary 

not competing activities, " (2) view that seems to echo Spitzer's 

main contention about the relationship between linguistics and 

literary history. (3) And like Bally, Professor Leech relegates 

"historical linguistics" to those "ancillary branches of lingui- 

stics" which have to be distinguished frort "Descriptive Linguistics", 

which is concerned with the description of linguistic patterns in 

the abstract, without reference to how, where, when, etc., they 

are used. " (t1) 

Detailed examination of the book is not necessary here, 

especially as we shall refer to it on more than one occasion in the 

course of this study. Besides, Professor Leech sums up the tenets 

of his philosophy in his essay "LanCuaCe and Interpretation", in 

which he tries to practisa what he preaches through an analysis of 

(1) Leech, 1969 ;1-2 
(2) Ibid. ', nrr 60 
(3) Se, e 

-p. 
24 sunrn 

(i+)' Leech, ' o p. Cit., pp. 40 -1 
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Dylan Thomas's poem, "'t'his Bread I Break". The three principal 

dimenaiono on which a 1in-uistic analysis of poetry miLht proceed, 

according to Professor Leech, are those of cohesion, foreurounding" 

and cohesion of foregrounding ý (1) 

By "cohesion" Professor Leech means more than one thing. It 

is "the way in which independent choices in different points-of a 

text correspond with or prosuppose one another forraing a network 

of sequential relations. " (2)- Lexical cohesion, on the other 

hand, consists in "the repetition of the same item of vocabulary". 

Choice of items here is largely restricted to those which have a 

clear semantic connection with other items in the passage. 

Professor Leech is further of the opinion that "in studying co- 

hesion, we pick out the patterns of meaning running through the 

text, and arrive at some sort of 1in uistic account of what the 

poem is about. " (3) 

By "foregrounding" is meant "the motivated deviation from 

linguistic or other socially accepted norms. " (14) These two 

principles, together with that of the "cohesion of foregrounding"" 

whereby "the foregrounded features identifiod in isolation are 

related to one another and to the text in its entirety", are the 

means by which linguistics aims at describing the toxt; the task 

of the critical exegesis being "the exploration and evaluation of 

possible interpretations of the text. " (5) A. close scrutiny of 
this approach will show it to have much in common with the structu- 

ralist approach. In both cases the context seems to be not only 
the source of all deviations but also the norm aGainst which all 
deviations-are'measured. 

(1) Leech, 1965 : 66'- 75 
(2) Ibid., p. 67 
(3) Ibid., p. 68 
(4) 'Ibid. 
(5) -Ibid., p. 72 
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While acknowledging the indispensable role of linguistics 

in the description of literary texts, Dr. Fowler holds the view 

that ctylisticians will"not be fully fitted for their job until 

we can make ourselves become, once linguists, Mless of lin,, uists". (1) 

He would have a stylistician be a comnetent'linCuist and a sensi- 

tive critic at one and the same time, for "blind competence has 

produced many a fatuous or useless analysis: technical analysis 

without thouGht or sensitivity". (2) 

The two methods of analysis advocated by Dr. Fowler are the 

tränsformatiOnal-generative mode of Noam Chomsky and the levels- 

and categories of Firth, Halliday and others. (3) Although he 

believes that a linguistic description of any text is bound to be 

"ideally, absolutely revealing", stylistics does not seek to make 

a list of the linguistic features. of a writer's style. In other 

words, there has to be some eclectic element in the choice of the 

features to be examined. Hence the importance of the subjective 

element in any "verbal analysis" of literary texts. 

To analyse usefully (could one say "critically"? ) 
one must know (or have some at least marginally 
positive clue) %hv one is undertaking verbal 
analysis: and this knowledge will inevitably 
direct the manner of the analysis. (4) 

Dr. Fowler indirectly identifies himself with the Spitzerian 

approach when he insists on the importance of what he calls "A 

preformulated literary thesis, ..., or hunch, or feeling" to any 

productive stylistic analysis. (5) 

Although more than ten years had elapsed between the publi- 

cation of the previous essay and the appearance of Dr. Fowler's 

latest book, Linguistics and the Novel, the main outline of his 

(1) Fowler, 1966 : 159 
(2) Ibid. P-154- 
(3) Ibid., pp.. 155 -6... (4) Ibid., 163 
(5)Ibid. 
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stylistic theory is still the same. Here, as in the aforc- 

mentioned eaaay, Chomaky's "transformational" theory and tialliday'c 

"functional" approach arc otronCly recommended. 

rowler! c point of departure is his belief that just as there 

is a "sentence-1inguistics", there must be a "text-1inauistics". (1) 

Just as linguistics distinGuishes between "form and content" 

(Chomsky's surface-atructure and deep-structure) on sentence level, 

the same technique can hold Good on text-level. (2) On sentence- 

level, surface-structure can be of great help in adverting us to 

aspects of cohesion, paraphrase and ambiguity, while deep-structure 

(which Fowler divides into nrooosition and modality) can explain 

the denotative nature of the utterance, the writer's attitude to 

his readers and the degree of his involvement with the subject. (3) 

Fowler's division of sentence-1in,,, uistics into surface-structure, 

proposition and modality is paralleled in text-linZuistics by the 

scheria text, discourse and content. Text is the perceptible 

aspect of fiction, while both discourse and content constitute its 

"submarine" elements. (y. ) 

By "Text" Fowler means "textual surface-structure's on the 

basis of which a linguist studies, for instance, things like the 

relation between the way syntax is arranged and the nature of the 

information imparted. By "Discourse", he means to study things 

like "dialogue", "point of view", the author's beliefs and the 

relationship between him and his characters, etc. By "Content" 

he means things like plot, character, 'theme and setting. (5) 

In dealing with the first two elements of text-linguistics 

(text and discourse) Fowler is still the perceptive self-confident sj 

stylistician whose knov: ledge of linguistics and literary criticism 

makes his argument both suggestive and illuminating. Although 

(1) Fowler, r977,,. 
_:.. 

ix - xiii 
(2) Ibid., pp. 5-7 
(3) Ibid. ,- pp-. `7 _ °4I+.. _. . 
(it) - Ibid., - pp. 45 - 55 
(5) Ibid., pp. 57 - 122 
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one occasionally fouls that his views are much more coloured by 

those of structuralists like Todorov, Jakobcon, Levi-Strauss and 
a 

Barthes in/manner not attested in the essay of the previous decade, 

he manages'to convince us of the plausibility of his approach. It 

is when he comes to speak of "Content", the third element in his 

text-linguistics, that Fowler finds himself in deep water, so to 

speak., For in his attempt to explain plot in terms of verbs, 

character in terms of nouns, etc., he finds himself unenviably 

caught up in the tricky meshes of the French structuralists' theory 

which threatens to undermine the mainstay of his supposedly lingui- 

stic"äpproach. This is why he ends Chapter 2 on the disappointing 

note: 

We are not ready to say very much about the 
content structures of fiction; in the present 
state of the art, the linguistic study of 
fiction is best focused on Ghat I have called 
"text" and "discourse", because these aspects 
of fiction can be most directly analysed in 
terms of observable sentence-structure. (1) 

Still, Dr. Fowler's contribution to the science of stylistics 

is remarkable for two main reasons. First, his is the first book 

that crystallises not only the author's own enlightening view on the 

subject, but also those of people like ';; ayne Booth, David Lodge, 
mma 

Propp, Greimas and Barthes into one of the best prom tic approaches 

to prose fiction that has ever been put forward. Second, the 

newly acquired continental touch about his approach broadens the 

horizons of his stylistic theory, and fits in with his call upon 

stylisticians to try to make themselves "become, once linguists, 

less of linruists". 

Many definitions of the term "Ctylistics" have been put for- 

ward over the past fifty-years. Eiost of the scholars thus 

engaged seem to agreo-that stylistics is that discipline which 

studies the different varieties of' language, It is not true, 

(1) Ibid., p.: 55 
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however, that stylistics, as Turner puts it, devotes"special 

attention to the most conscious and complex uses of 1anGuage in 

literature". (1) We have seen how Sally excludes literary style 

from the domain of stylistics for just those reasons cited by 

Turner. Besides, many stylisticians choose, for reasons of their 

own, to deal with other varieties of English than that of litera- 

tune. Crystal and Davy's attempt in Investigating English Style 

is a case in point. 

In a sense, it can be said that though the three continental 

schools of stylistic analysis tend to profess tenets and rules that 

seem to be worlds apart; on closer scrutiny the three schools seem 

to be complementary. So much so, indeed, that a coherent styli- 

stic approach would be that which can reconcile within its pale the 

claims of all three schools. An approach that takes from Bally his 

rigorous descriptive technique of delimiting, defining and identi- 

fying the linguistic feature; and from Spitzer his three-dimensional 

vision of : work, artist and age; as well as from the structuralists 

their ability to see all of this as an organic whole, would be 

fairly operational. This is the approach I intend to adopt in my 

investigation of Conrad's prose style. The descriptive analysis 

will be based on the linL; uistic theory of the Quirk Grammar (2) 

regarded by, amon. - 
.. others, Halliday and Hasan as "The major source 

of up-to-date information on English Grammar (up-to-date both in 

terms of the, EnSlish language and in terms of linGuistic scholar- 

ship)". (3) In the majority of cases the stylistic feature to be 

examined will be chosen on the basis of Spitzer's "click theory" 
or fowler's "preformulated" literary thesis, or "hunch". Essential 

to such an approach are the four interdependent principles of choice, 
davintion, norm and linguistic context. 

(1) Turner, 1973 :7 
(2) (luirk et-"a1. `, 1974! 
(3) ' ilallidäy "and llaua'n; `1976 : 357 
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The principle of choice ullovir, us to look into the nature of 

the alternatives open to the writer. The second and third princi- 

pies of deviation-and norm allow us to inquire into the reasons 

behind the writer's conscious or unconscious deviations, be they 

psycholo6ical, aesthetic or otherwise. The fourth enables us to 

fit the writer's works into the linguistic and cultural context of 

the age at large. 

It is a well-known fact that all exteriorisation of thought 

aims at communicating part or all of these thoughts to a second 

party be he listener or reader. In this process of communication 

many factors are brought into play. The speaker or writer is 
i 

governed by psychological, social and linguistic factors. If he 

is intent on impressing his reader, lie has to choose the sort of 

vocabulary or grammatical structure that would help hire achieve his 

end. On the other hand, he has to bear in mind the fact that 

society is a complex hierarchy wherein each group of individuals 

creates the style that suits them best. In other words,. we should 

not expect a sailor to use the language of physicians or university 

dons. Likewise, there is a difference between the language used 

by babies and that of adults. The linguistic' factors governing a 

writer's choice-of lords are in the nature of the language itself. 

This last point refers to the constraints imposed upon us by a 

time-honoured system of language. It is true that chances happen 

now and again; still, the choices open to us are relatively fixed. 

We might tolerate a writer's juggling-Ath ; nord-order, apposition 

or any other linguistic feature, but only within reasonable bounds. 

It is the duty of the stylistici3n to inquire into the whys 

and wherefores of sich choices. Postposition of adjectives, for 

instance, is a well-known literary device, especially in poetry. 
It is the job of the stylictician to point out the difference in 

meaning-botween, tho adjectivo:, faithful in, say "the faithful 
friend'!, and-in "the friend faithful to his ideals"; the one 
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indicatini a pei-rnanent trait of the friend in queotion, while the 

other underlines an occasional or temporary characteristic. A 

ctyliotician tau:; t convince us that the writer uses hin adjectives 

in this or that way because he hopes to achieve a certain end in 

mind. 

This last point can be illustrated by thin example from 

Conro. d's I; ostror. o. After-the hero's tragic death, Conrad tells us 

that Giselle, Nostromols young : end infatuated paramour, "...... 

heartbroken and childlike, her face veiled in her falling hair, 

crept up to her (Mrs. Goulds) side". (N. p. 561) Here the 

adjectival . 6hrase seems to have nothing peculiar about it. A 

close exa:: nination of the sentence will reveal that it refers to a 

circumstantial characteristic of the girl on that particular 

occasion, since grief and childhood are known to be of short dura- 

tion. º1hat helps to bear out this conclusion is that ve know 

Giselle to be a reckless and capricious girl. Thus for Conrad to 

have told us that "the heartbroken and childlike Giselle,. etc. "" 

would have amounted to an outright contradiction of his own denun- 

ciation of her irresponsibility and rashness. 

A stylistician should also be able to. -tell us why. Conrad 

chooses to make Old Violh, 'after shooting Nostromo, utter the 

sentence, "Like a thief he came, and like a thief he fell,! ' (II- P-554) 

in this particular way. He must tell us of the other choices 

that were open to the Triter, and : "rhy he chose to. ^ºove the adver- 

bial phrase forward. Is it the desire to impress his reader by 

the structural parallelism created by this fore-roundinC? Or is 

it rather the novelist's desire to portray Old Viola as a romantic 

type of revolutionary with a poetic touch about him? 

Likewise, a stylistician should be alive to the subtle nunlicoc 

of the different utterances on different occasions. Thus, fora 

Frenchman, "Je -no-peux past, is, not the game as "Jo no puir", the 
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first being less formal than the second. - Only forciCncr:; would be 

expected to use the second alternative in their everyday speech. 

The some thing can be said of, "Come along and meet my rife"; and 

"if you come along, you will meet my wife", the first being more 

friendly than 
. 
the second. 

Closely connected with the principle of choice is the equally 

important factor regarding the writer's linguistic background. 

Nothinth could throw this last point into relief than the oft-quoted 

example of the Arab poet, Ibn I1Jahm, who came from the heart of 

the desert to sing the praises of the Abbasid Caliph, Al Mutawakil. 

True to his linguistic background, the poet started his poem with 

these two lines of verse: 

You (Caliph) are as faithful as a dog, 
lind as ferocious in battle as a he-goat. 
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Instead of beheading him, the Caliph, who was himself a- poet, decreed 

that the man be permitted to stay in the royal palace for one year, 

after which period of time, Ibn iljahxn was brought before the 

Caliph and asked to repeat his poem. This time the poet began with 

the two lines: 

The gazelle-like eyes that I spotted between 
Rasafa and Badur, f 

Transported me to worlds of deliGht known and 
unknown to me before. (1) 

Then he indulged in a very moving euology of the Caliph. At this, 

it is reported that the Caliph put to the poet this simple question: 

"71hat changed you? ". To which the poet replied, "The gazelle-like 

eyes. 0 Prince of the Faithful". By this the poet simply meant 

that it'was the company of the Palace maids and Baghdad women that 

brought about the change. The Caliph's farsightedneso in refusing 

to condemn the man to death, and the poet's reply later on brinFFIE UNIVERS 
out the role played by the interplay of what modern styli sticia ; ! IBRO 

call-dimensions-of-province, dialect and time in the man's poetic 

(1) Raoafa and Badur nro two spot n in Baghdad, capital of tho 
Abbasid empire ' JA, - that time., 
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vision. It reveals, that is, the impact of the linguistic back- 

ground on the man's choice of words. 

In Conrad's case, knoc, ledCe of the novelist's linguistic 

background will help to explain the frequent recurrence in hic 

works of French lexical items. It night also help to explain 

some of the grammatical mistakes in his style. Here, however, 

one has to distinguish between the choices open to the novelist as 

narrator, and those open to his characters. Thus, Conrad's modi- 

fiers as used in the descriptive passages are to be examined in the 

light of the novelist's own linguistic background, while those used 

by the characters should be investigated in the light of what is 

to be expected from them as reflections of their counterparts in 

real life. 

The second principle upon which this approach is based is 

that of deviation. It is a commonplace of literary history that 

writers are influenced by the linguistic climate of their ortn age, 

of past ages, or of a particular group of people. A writer may as 

well indulge in innovations peculiar to himself alone as is the case 

with T. S. Eliot or Dylan Thomas. It is this last typo of practice 

that forcibly imprints itself on the mind of a stylistician who is 

after what is known as deviations from a pre-established norm. 

One should, hocweverl distinguish between conscious and un- 

conscious deviations. In the case of Eliot's copious borrowings 

from other languages in "The Vlaste Land'', or UuTjaaiyýgn.. 1. si notorious 

coinages: "he danced his did'!, "A grief ago", etc., the deviations 

are conscious; whereas the Arab poet's description of the Caliph 

as "a dog and he-Goat" is an unconscious deviation from the 

" language of the court. `,, Of,. the choices open to the Arab poet, 

one may enumerate-'dog, ram, camel, ho-Coat', of which he chose 
"dog" and "ho-goat"; 

-'the first for his faithfulness, the' socond for 

hie ferocity. It is clear' that tho two principles of choice 
ands deviation tend to shade into'one unothor'only whenýth© 
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deviation is a conscious one, but not ;, -: hen it is unconscious as 

in the case of the Arab poet. 

Of the cases of conscious deviations in Conrad's novels, one 

may cite his peculiar use of modifiers. It is customary for 

English people to use adjectives either in the attributive slot 

or in a predicative position after the copula and relational verbs 

like seem and appear. 

She speaks correct English. 
. She-is beautiful; she seems intelligent. 

These are the two normal positions of adjectives in English. So 

when a novelist like Conrad tells us, "There are faces too - faces 

dark, truculent, and smiling, etc. " (T. U., p. 3), we soot a devi- 

ation from the norm. Not that postposing of adjectives is not 

allowed in English;. it is simply infrequent. 

Again, in English, nouns and adjectives are usually co- 

ordinated by means of commas, except for the last conjoin in the 

series which has to be conjoined to the rest by the explicit 

co-ordinator, and. 

He is honest, intelligent and frank. 

But when Conrad writes a clause like, "their eyes brown, blgck, 

grey, blue, had all the same stare, concentrated and, erpty, satis- 

fied and unthinking. " (T. U. pp. 118 - 9) we are struck by a 

deviation from the norm that needs to be accounted for. 

As opposed to these two cases of conscious deviation from the 

norm on Conrad's part, one may cite two examples of unconscious 

deviations. These come from his first novel, Älmn er's Folly. 

No sooner she hnd disappeared, however, than 
a vacue shape flitted out from amongst the 
stalks, of the banana plantation, darted over the moonlit space, and fell in-the darkness 
at . _the 

foot of , the verandah. (p. 156) 

And, he pushed away his olate With an impatient 
gesture on rising from the table. laut now Ilina"hcnrd him not. (p. 65) 

In the first example, Conrad fails-to effect the vubject-auxiliary 
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inversion required under normal linguistic ucaLe. In the second, 

he suddenly opts for the non-periphrastic negative fore. What 

males such unconscious deviations of sliGht stylistic interest 

is the fact that they do not constitute a sustained and invariable 

practice on the novelist's part. In the first case, Conrad soon 

corrects himself in the novels that follow Alrycr's Folly, while 

his use of the non-periphrastic negativc form does not exceed 

some five such examples as against thousands of sentences negated 

in the normal periphrastic woy. ' Such casual features of Conrad's 

style will be pointed out in the course of this study; but the 

I-W 
emphasis will be laid on the non-casual stylistic peculiarities, 

since it is these last that hiGhlight the deliberate and conscious 

intentions of the writer. 

Moreover, one has to distinguish between what might be termed 

synchronic and diachronic deviations. What one might, regard 

nowadays as a marked deviation might not have seemed so to the 

people of the age concerned. Inversion was a common practice in 

t: edieval England, due to the inflectional system of the language 

at the time; and so was Latinism. Nowadays either practices 

except in closed circles, would be regarded as an innovation: a 

deviation from the norm. .ý 
This necessitates the application of what one cay call the 

synchrony in diachrony method of analysis. Such a method has the 

advantage of lookinG into a linguistic feature with the mind's eye 

of the age it was written in. Synchronic description will thus 

examine a particular. feature in an objective way underlining the 

denotations, and connotations of the particular sign at that parti- 

cular age. Diachronic investigation will reveal the change that 

has come, over the. sign, with the passage of time. 

The,.,, fact., thnt 
,. one is able, to spot the deviation presupposes 

that oripo' io already far iliar with the norm. but what is that norm 

aCainct which one can- meacure. doviationo in the light of the 
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proposed approachT -Is it the norm as conceived by the educated 

elite? Is it the language of everyday speech? Bally and his 

followers would say that the norm is 1aneuage with its expressive 

resources. The deviations will be the choice of items outside, or 

not modelled on the repertoire of these roscurces. Jakobson and 

Levi Strauss would argue that it'is simply the context within 

which the sign occurs. A more daring alternative is that sugGested 

by Jean Cohen in his Structure Du Langat_e Poetique. 

On peut figurer le phenomene do style 
par une ligne droito dont losýdeux e^tre- 
mites representent lea deux poles, pole 
prosaique d'ecart nul et pale poetique 
d'ecart maximum. Entre lea deux so distribuent 
les differents types de lanGages effectivement 
pratiques. Au plus Ares du pole maximum se 
trouve le poeme, au plus Ares do lautre pole 
se situe, a n'en pas duuter, le lan age des 
savants. L'ecart n'y est pas nul, mail il 
tend vers zero. Ce que Roland Barthes appelle 
"dejre zero de l'ecriture", c'est dans un tel 
langalte qu'on en trouvera la meilleure approx- 
imation et c'est avec lui quo nous confronterons 
le poeme, toutes lea fois que le besoin s'en 
fera sentir. (1) 

It is against the language'of scientists like Pasteur and Berthelot 

that Cohen measures the deviations in the styles of poets like 

Corneille, Hugo and Rimbaud. The method to be followed in,. this 

thesis is that of measuring deviations against Conrads linguistic 

background and that of the common people and writers of his time. 

This gives rise to the question of the stylistic context 

within whose perspective Conrads works will be examined. It is 

simply that of the works themselves and similar works by some of 
Conrad's contenporaries. A sign will thus be viewed in the light 

of its function in the overall structure of the work under con- 

sideration, as well as in relation to tho way it is used by other 

practitioners in the came field. 

(1) Cohon, 1966 ` :,, 23 
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a 
Is there/Place in such an approach for stntistics? As the 

approach is partly bared on the "c1ic,: " or "hunch" as.; u. a )tion, it 

is natural that a statistical method of some sort should be applied. 

Indeed, in some cases it will be essential, since the credibility 

of the "hunch" can only be verifies: by ivinj; at lc st a rough 

count of the sinn's. degree of frequency in the particular works. 

In some other cases, where the importance of the stylistic feature 

lies not so much in the relative frequency of its various types, 

but in the peculiar way the novelist uses it, statements of fre- 

quency trill-be rather in informal terms, in the manner aavocated 

by Professor Ullmann and Crystal and Davy. (1) 

It could be argued that the approach sugGested here is. 

somewhat traditional. But is it not true that most of the 

stylistic theories so far considered have something traditional 
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about them, something even rhetorical? Bally's "Tableau Synoptique" 

of the expressive resources of language is similar in many respects 

to*Aristotle's storehouse of the various tropes. 
. 

Unlike Aristotle, 

however, Bally's expressive resources are not meant to serve as an 

exhaustive norm. Spitzer reverses the order of genres invented by 

the ancients and instead of examining a work of art as, belonging to 

"a well-defined genre, he investigates the genesis of. the work of 

art as an independent entity with a view to detecting the "spiritual 

etymon" of the writer. Jakobson, on the other hand, borrows from 

the ancients his concept'of the function of linGuistic features. 

But whereas the ancients saw. the function of a genre or figure of 

speech in terns of an end justifying the means, Jakobson sees it in 

terms of the. Istructural relationship between cause and effect. 

Besides, soitzerican echoes resound in the works of eminent stylioti - 
cians like `Dr. Fowler and Professor Leech. 

(1) Cf. Ullmann, 1957 : 29 - 30; 
_ 

Crysta- l and Davy, 1971E : 22 
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The twelve novels covered in this study are Alm ayer's 

Folly, An Outcast of the Islands, The Ilig or of the Narcissus) 

Lord Jim, Nostromo, The Secret Agent, Under ºestern Eyes, Chance, 

Victory. The Rescue, The Arrow of Gold, The Rover. (1) 

Occasional reference to the short stories as well as to the two 

novels Conrad wrote in collaboration with Ford, The Inheritors 

and Romance, helps underline the fact that the stylistic feature 

in question constitutes a salient hallmark of Conrad's language 

as a whole. Consequent upon the proposed pragmatic approach to 

Conrad'sstyle, the corpus chosen for analysis in the first part 

of each chapter is rigorously limited to three chapters of a 

full-length novel or a complete short story or novelette (the 

only exception being the Chap r on Direct Speech, where tho narked 

paucity of the various aspects of this feature in any limited 

corpus makes such a procedure quite inoperable). No preconceived 

stylistic mould is superimposed, in the sense that the, feature for 

discussion is to be examined on its own merits in the particular' 

place it occupies in the text. (2) After being delimited, de- 

fined and identified (i. e. described), the feature is then 
i 

viewed within the stylistic context of Conrads ace. This is 

usually followed by a brief discussion of the artistic signifi- 

cance of the. feature in the overall framework of Conrad's works. (3) 

(1) See Chronology of Conrad's Works, 'p. 453 infra. 
(2) Although The quirk Grammar provides us with the linguistic 

terminology to be used in the course of this study, reference 
to other stylistic theories is inevitable in order to makko 
up for the inadequacies of that Grammar in certain areas of 
style-study. 

(3) However, as my approach is partly based on the "hunch" or "preformulated'"literary theory`, it will be hard in most 
cases to draw a sharp line of demarcation between the 

" descriptive analysis of the feature in question and the 
discussion of its stylistic significance. On the contrary, the tw o processes are bound to be complementary. -JI 
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That Conrad's style is so complex that it deserves to be 
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investigated is something that most of his readers All not contest. 

The present study aspires to prove, among other things, that, as 

a science, stylistics can bridge the gap between linguistics and 

literary criticism. If one can convincingly describe the main 

linguistic features of Conrad's style, short how the conclusions 

reached tie in with the results of one's simultaneous inquiry 

not only into the psychological make-up of the novelist, but also 

into the spirit of the age at large, while viewing each of the 

novels as an organic unit in a larger stylistic context, then the 

main objective of this study will have been achieved. 
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Chapter II 

COi.. 2; D'3 LIN'UI ; TIC 3, 'lCZGROUND 

Conrad's foreiCnness has been the subject of will speculation 

ever since the publication of his, first novel in 1895. Thus, 

Edward Garnett, the man behind the writing of Conrad's second 

novel (1), tells us, in his Introduction to betters from Conrrd, 

that, althouah he could only slightly detect Conrad's "foreign 

accent" in November 1894, when Conrad read to him the new written 

manuscript of An Outcast of the Islvnds, he mispronounced so many 

words that Garnett had great difficulty in following hire. ' Garnett 

soon discovered that Conrad "had never once heard these English 

words spoken, but had learned them all from books. " (2) 

The sane "foreign accent" was also noted by Ford Madox Ford, 

Conrad's friend and collaborator in works like Romance and The 

Inheritors, who wrote, as far back as 1924, that Conrad I'stoke 

English with great fluency and distinction, with correctitude in 

his syntax... but his. accentuation so faulty that he was at times 

difficult to understand. " (3) 

Some thirty years later, Visiak commended the novelist not so 

much for his 'impeccable' English, since his English "was faulty, 

inferior to that of other foreign novelists e; ritinG? in English", as 

for the way Conrad "imagined in English. " (4) Visiak, however, 

chose not to examine the reasons behind Conrad's so called "faulty 

English". He seems to take for granted that a foreigner's English 

will be somewhat faulty, no matter how stupendously imaginative he 

might be. Unlike Gornett or Ford, Visiak ex ncic his criticism of 

(1) In his Author's Note to , ̂, n Cutcnnt, Conrad tells u3 that 
it was Garnett"s diplo^tatic ; 1; ay of coaxing; him into 
havin; ,a try ; it' "another novel" th, t, in a way, decided. 
Conrad's career an a novelist. Cf. 0.1., p2., vii - viii. (2) L. C., p. xix -" 

(3) Ford, - 1924 : 34 
(4) Viciak, 1955 : 13 
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Conrad's English beyond questions of pronunciation to include more 

important aspects such as syntax and lexicology. Rio theory iss 

nevertheless, quite impressionistic in nature, since ho fails to 

substantiate his assumption. with extensive concrete examples. 

Besides, other eminent critics would not share his views. in his 

'Letter of Commendation to the Royal Literary Fund", Henry James, 

who is an acknowledged. stylist in his own right, wrote: 

When I think moreover that such completeness, 
such intensity of expression has been arrived 
at by a man not born to our speech, but who 
took it up, with singular courage, from neces- 
sity & sympathy, & has laboured at it heorically 
(sic) & devotedly, I am equally impressed with 
the fine persistence & intrinsic success. Bora 
a Pole & cast upon the waters, he has worked 
out an English style that is more than correct, 
that has quality &. ingenuity. (1) 

Questions of pronunciation apart, James's views seem to be in per- 

feet accord with Garnett's and Ford's. 

A more analytic approach to the question of Conrad's foreign- 

ness has developed over the past fifty years. But instead of any 

detailed investigation of Conrad's style, critics have contented 

themselves with references to his cosmopolitan background. Thus, 

although Ernst Bendz believes that 

The suggestion that Conrad's style has a foreign 
flavour about it does not necessarily refer to 
technicalities of phrasing or grammar, nor need 
it imply censure. It may simply mean that Conrad's 
treatment of English stands for something new and 
wonderful,, something that was not in the language 
before him, that it conveys a sensation of beautiful 
and-subtle strangeness, or that its inherent rhyth- 
mical strain is pleasingly, if vaguely, different 
from what an English ear is accustomed to. (2) 

a little later he stresses the novelist's "cosmopolitan background" 
when he says: 

To pretend to regard Conrad as having made him- 
self independent, even in his style, of his foreign 
temperament, is a delusion involving all sorts of 
misapprehensions. His artistic medium is English,..., 
but the genius reflected in. it is not the English 
genius. -, (3) 

(1) L. B., Appendix C. ', pp. 200 -. 1 
(2) Bondz, 1923 ; `9g _. -(3) Ibid., p. 112...,. 
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A more interestinC viewpoint is that expressed by Professor 

Leavis in The Great Trrdltion. For, while stressing Conrad's 

foreignness, and thus implicitly acknowledging the novelist's 

cosnopolitan backGround; Dr. Leavis would, nevertheless, regard 

him as the direct product of the EnGlish literary tradition. Dr. 

Leavis tells us that, like Henry James, Conrad "brought a great 

deal from outside, but it was of the utmost importance to him 

that he found. a serious art of fiction in English, and that there 

were, in English, great novelists to study. " (1) 

That Conrad was a foreigner writing in a language twice*re- 

moved from his mother tongue is a fact that he himself owns up to 

on more than one occasion. In. a letter dated lath January 1898, 

Conrad tells CuninghameGraham that he is "shy" of his "bad English" 

and asks his friend to prepare Frank Harris "for'a b--y furriner' 

who will talk gibberish to him at the rate of 10 knots an hour. " (2) 

This letter proves that Conrad did not suffer from any so called 

'alien complex' as a result of his decision to write in English. 

On the contrary, he seems to have derived an immense delight from 

writing in a language whose "very idioms I truly believe hadXa 

direct action on my temperament and fashioned my still plastic 

character. " (3) 

Still, succeeding generations of, biographers and critics have 

tended to set too much store by his fabled 'cosmopolitan background', 

so much so, indeed,; that the stress canb to be laid on his Polish 

origin, or his indebtedness to French stylists like Flaubert and 

Flaupassant, to. the exclusion, perhaps, of all other formative ele- 

ments of the novelist's cultural and psycholoCical m! -:. ko-up. Gustavo 

Piorf's The Polish Heritnr*e of Joconh Conrad is one such book that 

tries to explain. Conrad'sýachievement in-the'liCht of what. professor 

(1) Leavis, 1962 . : 17 
(2), L. C. G;, p 64 
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J": orf calls Conrad's deep ocn ce of Guilt at having betrryrd hic 

country, Poland, by defectin. - to France, and thence to :: n; land 

where he would establish for himself a reputction a: 3 a novelist. (1) 

On the other h^nd, P,,! u1 Kirochner's Conrad: The Psychologist 

as Artist, seeks to underline Conrad'c indebtedness to continental 

writers like Flaubert, t"Iaunacs: nt, Anatole Franca, Turgencv and 

Dostoyevcky out of ä deep-rooted conviction that "Conr. d's philo- 

son ical and artistic tradition was continental. " (2) 

One cannot overlook the influence of the 'continental artistic 

tradition' on Conrad. But neither should one overerºPhasistits 

importance. Indeed, it is-to Professor Leavis's credit that he 

was one of the first critics to insist on Conrad's being "'signifi - 

cantly 'in' the tradition - in and of it". (3) It is one of the 

contentions or this study that, whereas Conrad's prose is bespat- 

tered here and there with some foreign lexical items which Conrad, 

consciously or unconsciously, incorporated into the texture of his 

style, a close investigation will help throw into sharper focus the 

prominent place he occupies in the English linguistic and literary 

tradition. It is my belief that a stylistic study of the man's 

language is bound to reveal that the difference between him and some 

other English novelists is not so much one öf kind as'of degree. 

The main three formative linGuistic elements of Conrad's 

prose are English, French and Polish. In a letter to Charles 

Chasse, dated 31st January, 1924, Conrad Said: 

As to formulative influences, I mutt point out that I do not L: no. t the %ussian lcr-,; uaGe, that I 
know next to nothing of 3u. zivn imririnative 
literature, e:: cept the little I have been able to read in translations; that the formative 
forces acting on me, at the most plastic and impressionable cede, .,., are purely Viostern; that 
is French and I. nClish: and that, as far as I 
can remember, those forces found in me no resistance, no vaCuo, deep-seated antagonism, either racial or temperamental. (4) 

(1) mori, 192? : 127 - 203 (3) Lcavic, 1962 : 1? (2) Kirrrhýý,. into _ 
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In addition to these three elements, his prose reflects the 

novelist's familiarity with other lan, -, u, gcs such as I"; alay, German 

and Spanish. This chapter proposes to examine the possible influ- 

ence of each of these elements on his style. 

Born in what was then known as luszian Poland, Conrad spent 

almost seventeen years of hi's life in his country before lie loft 

it for France in 1874. 
. 

Biographical facts relating to that early 

period of his life have been : ell recorded for us by writers like 

Baines (1) and Jean Aubry (2). What most concerns us here is that, 

by the time he left for franc., Conrad's lin3uistic background was 

already formed. The wonder of it is that ,,: hen he finally'decided 

to write something, he urrote it all in English, a lan;; uage that he 

started learning only after he was twenty years of age. 

P; ajder, however, holds the view that Conrad did have a try 

at writin ; some plays "invariably of patriotic content", which 

were performed by his friends during his sojourn in Lvov in the 

year 1868. (3) N jaer also tells us that Conrad liked at that 

early period of his life "to recite some poems particularly 

Nickiewicz", and that he acquired a reputation for being "an 

exceptionally sensitive child and a book-devourer. " ()4) Najder 

tries to bear out his argument by citing the names of four "inde- 

pendent witnesses" who would testify to the authenticity of his 

information. He also quotes'Apollo Korzeniowski's words to his 

friend, Stefan Buszcynski, about the young Conrad's ability to 

write well. (5) Tenuous as it is, this evidence makes Conrad's 
ie 

decision to write. in English instead of Polish; later on his 

life, more interesting than ever. 

(1) Baino ,, 1971". 
(2) Aubry, 1947 
(3) Najdor, : 19611 : _10 (4) `Ibid. ', 
(5). Ibid., P. 71 



Vlhat is more important in that Najder'c theory is quito 

incompatible r: ith Conrrd'c refusal to write anything, in Polich 

about hic sea voyaceu. In, Juno 1331 hic uncle wrote hira a 

letter asking; him to write "contributions for the Wgdro!, iec in 

Warsaw" about his travels in the cast, contributions which his 

uncle then believed to be "an exercice in your native tongue - 

that thread which binds you to your country and countrymen. ' (1) 

Despite the uncle's insistence , t} young Conrad attempted nothing 

of that sort. 

Conrad. 's reasons for writing in En;; lish will be examined in 

the last part of this chapter. ; '; hatever these reasons rieht be, 

the fact remains that it is quite natural that his English should 

be affected in some way by his native tongue. In his book, Ford 

tells. us that Conrad made no secret of the fact that Polish was 

the 1anguaße of his"intimate, automatic less expressed 

thoughts. " (2) Morf remarks that Conrad translated Bruno 
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ý. inawer's The Book of Job into English towards the end of his 

life, a fact which Morf-believes to be quite indicative of Conrad's 

fondness for his mother ton-mo. Here, again, the argument falls 

apart for lack of substantial evidence. For, one thing, this 

translation, as Horf himself admits, "has never been. publishod, 

nor.. has the p1ny been produced in EnGlich. " (3) 

Conrad's declarations on the subject of his indebtedness to 

Polish seem to invalidate all these speculations about his constant 
borrowings from his native tongue. In the Author's Note to 

A PerronnI Record, he tells us that if he had not written in 
r. nr, lish lie "'would not have , Tritten at a11. " (e+) ' 

(1) " Ibid., P. 71 
(2) Ford, 1924 : 37 
(3) tort, 19211 : 189, 
(ý+) P. R. -j-, ., p. 

:ý 
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Again, in his talk. v; ith Conrad, ! 4roz quoted himau sayin., 

that he 'a1tw, iyc thinks in LnL1 sli. (1) Frwa this 'twilit' with 

ueCroz, we also know that Conrad corrected one or t-., -, o ý; r"ºr,: s;. itical 

mistakes in the collected edition of his viorks. Conrad bravely 

admits that there is "a certain quantity" of these faults in his 

works; faults "that a very -careless man usinG En;; lish as a native 

language would make. " (2) In this way, Conrad ascribes his 

striking deviations from the linsuistic norm to his innate care- 

lessness, rather than to the impact of either Polish or French on 

his adopted'languaie as many a critic would later do. 

Still, interference of the Mother tongue in one's second 

foreign lan"uat; e is so: nethin- that- as often as not happens in an 

unconscious Manner. At least a great portion of what is comu: only 

re-arded as conscious borrowings fror: Polish should be viewed in 

this light. 

Of those Polish writers who exercised some sort of influence 

on the young Conrad, one may cite his father Apollo Korzeniowski, 

himself a writer and'journalist of sorts in his time, as well as 

the two poets Mickiewicz and Stowacki. Baines tells us that he 

was christened 'Konrad' "presumably after the hero of Mickiewints 

' epic patriotic poem Konrad 9allenrod. 1". (3) 

On the other hand, Najder quotes Conrad as saying inýan 

interview of the year 1914: "My father read me Pan % dousz and 

asked me to read it aloud too. More-than once, I preferred 

Konrad Wallenrod and qrazyn, a. Later I preferred Sxowacki. " (4) 

Of the latter, Conrad is quoted as saying: that Slowac ki "est 

1'une de toute la PoloGne, lui. " (5) 

(1) Md' roz, 1931 : 39-40 
(2) Ibid., p. 40 
(3) Bnincs, 1971. __ : 13 
(4) Tiajdcr, 1'964 :. 9 
(5) Ibid., 
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Critics have tended to ovcre: nnhaciao Conrad'a indCbtodne: is 

to his Po1i ,h backc; round by c tpttali;; iný on this and similar 

declarations madc by -him . Morf, for one, would j; o zo far 

as to c^y that Conr:: d failed in his portrayal of the ;; c.; tcrn roan 

because of the "cone n bond between him, the Pole and man of 

imagination, and the. Easter n soul, uhile there was none between 

him and the man of facts of the ; iest... ýý (1) But who would say 

that Conrad's characterisation of Easterners like Dain Wroola, 

! issa or Jewel is more convincing than his portrayal of :! osterners 

like Jim, ! 2azumov or 1innio Verloc? 

Speaking of the impact of the Polish 1ün uai e on Conrad's 

EnGlish, Morf tells us that although there are some polish influ- 

ences in his style, these are "of spoken, not of written Polish. " 

(2) Morf believes that Conrad did not master literary Polish on 

account of, among other things, its highly inflected nature. (3) 

It is also 'a language that teens with loan words, mostly French, 

Russian and German. These two reasons make Morf declare: 

To write in Polish would not only have meant 
for 'Conrad to translate into another lan;; uago 
(and a lanbuage then very poor in nautical 
terms) events lived in English, but to live 
in Poland, and to wrestle with the language 
for years. (4) -" 

t"lorf fails, however, to illustrate his thesis in a convincing 

way. His claim that the iial.. ys call- Jim "Than Jim", just as the 

Polish peasants and servants tust hpve called the young Conrad 

"Pan Jozof" is too far-fetched to admit of carious consideration. 

Beside:, his allegation that Conrad chose to call the ship boarded 

by Jim "Patna" is due to the similarity between "Patna" and '! Polska", 

the Polish equivalent of : oland, can hardly ct; nd close investigation 
(5). 

(1) ! dort, . 1921'1 
.: 

123 
(2), Ibid., pp. 206 -7 
(3) . Ibid. ', "'p. "207 
(Li) Ibid. " 
(5) Ibid., 

-'PP. 
162'_ 4 
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Nor can one unreservedly agree with hi: i that Conrad chocu to name 

the hero of The ! lover, Peyrol, and the island :. here he was born . 

? orauerollen because of these two words' "unconscious association 

with the words floating then through Conrad's mind: Polnnd, Pole, 

Rover, or their Polish equivalents: Polski. Poln', r, norsarz. '" (1) 

The least that cnn be said . about this arL; urlent is that it is not 

that convincing. 

Unlike Morf, Najder is of the opinion that some of Conrad's 

prose passages, especially in Almiyer's Folly and The Rescue, 

reflect "the influence of Polish syntax and Polizh literary con- 

ventions. " (2) He also hints at the neGative and the positive 

effects of such influence on Conrad's prose. But like i: orf, he 

does not substantiate his thesis with concrete exam? les fron the 

novels he refers to. 

While Polish interference in Conrad's English is a possibility 

that cannot be overlooked in a study of this kind, one chould 

guard against any exaggeration of its importance. Indeed, while 

a close investigation of the way Conrad yokes his adjectives in 

the descriptive passages of his novels rni;; h. t reveal the impact of 

Polish syntax on his prose, such an assumption : would n. ever acquire 

the status of established fact, unless it could be proved that 

this practice was never made by a true-born English writer. Once 

it is proved that novelists like Galaworthy, Ford, or Arnold 2jennett 

indulged in the same practice, this will be enouLh to rule out any 

such assumption. 

Of the glaring examples of polish influence on Conrod's prose, 

one may cite his awkward handlind; of the definite and indefinite 

articles in Ena1i: h. ' In Polish, one cays: "Pies to zwierze", 

which means, "A doC is an animal"; or "Twin jeut pits, " which stand 

for, "There is the dog". Conrad' inability to uce the article in 

(1) Ibid. p. ' 18G""` 
(2) Nnjder, 1964 

.: 
29 
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t____ EnGlich correctly in referred to in hendz (1), where he Liven 

us concrete examoles as when Conrad, for instance, spea: ts of 'the 

element that gave the life and dealt the death, " in An Outcact. 

Because none of Conrad's contemporary English novelists would 

make the some mistake, ' one can safely assume such mistakes to be 

due to the absence of the article in Polish. Still, this happens 

very rarely in Conrad's prose; and the unconscious nature of such 

deviations makes them of paramount importance only in an extensive 

study of the influences on Conrad's prose, which is not the main 

purpose of, "this study. Besides, 'such a task can be undertaken 

only by a Pole with'a Good knowledge of both French and English. 

Of all the interesting articles on Conrad's indebtedness to' 
o� 

his mother tongue, Coleman's("Polonisnis'in the English of Conrad's 

Chance" (2) is the most revealing. His reasons for choosing 

Chance is that the novel possesses. "the general characteristics 

of Conrad's major works, expecially his richly colorful style, his 

lavish use of similes, and in the person of the heroine, Flora, 

that Slavonic defeatism with which all his writing is permeated. " 

(P" 463) 
Coleman's point of departure is that as Conrad began learning 

English "during the more difficult period of early maturity", it 

is quite natural that his "English should be influenced by Polish, 

a language he spoke 
. 
from childhood, and which he continued to 

speak "fluently all his life. " (464) . 

Coleman then points out that in the sentences: 

Almost at once Fyne cauGht me up. 
But he would have cauG; it me up. 

Conrad's awkward handling of English Prepositionü i; obvious 

since, 

(1) flondz, 1923 7 
(2) Coleman; 1931 463 -8 
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Each of there is a literal translation of the 
Polish m:, nuer of cxprco , inc the idea of catching 
up with one. 

- 
In Polish the verb do,; onid 

merino 'to catch up with' and is fol! u.: ed y the 
accu sative... (v. l4) 

AC. nin, he ro ardn Conrad's description of Flora in, 11.0he no 

longer looked a child, " to be an echo of the"Folizh equivalent, 

"wygladala no dziecko, " where k meaning like" is usually ounitted. 

And in some other cases, he manages to show the impact of Polish 

syntax on Conrad's English in examples like: 

I have never seen so many things assembled 
together out of-a collection. 

where Conrad obviously means to say, "I have never seen so many,. 

things' assembled except in a collection.;, In which case, the 

use of a genitive construction, as Coleman tells us, "was probably 

a subconscious reversion to the Polish onrocz 'except' with the 

gentitive. " (p. 465) 

fiere, also, Coleman points out Conrad's awkwardness in 

handling the article in English; a fact which he also attributes 

to the influence of Polish. Thus, when Conrad says: 

Yet somehow I Got irrecistible conviction 
that he wa Lexa3pera'tecl by somethinL; in particular 

one can easily see that his decision to dispense xith/the article 

is due to the absence of such a convention in Polish. (p. 465) 

Coleman further sugsests that Conrad's notorious elliptical 

style is the result of Polish influence. As an example of this, 

Coleman cites: 

Followed coiplete silence 

where the absence of the, expletive theroiiiGht be due to the fact 

that, as it is, the sentence 
, 
is a litcrt; l translation of the Polish, 

"Nastapila supc1na cis: a. " (p. 466) 

The same thin; can be said of Conrad's ellipais of "it" ins 

tIay' be that a Glimpse and no more is the 
proper wvyd of seeing; an individuality 
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since in Polish one usually uses mote bye., may be, without the 

pronoun-it in such construction. - as the one liven above. (p. 466) 

When Coleman, however, chooses to question the-Enali, hnens 

of Conrad's use of the word susnoct in, 

Explain it as you : ray, in this world the 
friendles=, TLike the poor, are always a 
little suspect' 

one cannot help wondering whether Coleman is not overstating his 

point. For he believes that Conrad means to say that the 

friendless and the poor are "to be-suspected", and that he deliber- 

ately "clips offs" the 11-ed" of the past participle of the verb 
r -" 

suspect. Still, it could be argued that the word is used here 

as an adjective in the sense of "inspiring distrust". (p. 466) 

Coleman then goes on to point out the influence of Polish 

tense forms on Conrad's English. He holds the view that 

Not only is the English scheme of tense 
sequence, derived of course from the Latin, 
strange to him, but the fact that English 
is concerned mainly with the time of an 
action and not with its quality is surprising 
to the Slavonic mentality. (v. 466) 

As an example of Conrad's mishandlinö of tense in Chance Coleman 

cites the following sentence': / 

And it shall be a funny world, the world of 
their arranging, where the Irrelevant would 
fantacticclly step in to take the place of the 
sober humdrum Imaginative. (p. 1466) 

Vie cannot help agreeing with Coleman that. the future tense in the 

second clause. would be rauch More pertihent than the conditional 

which Conrad as a Pole opts for. 

Conrad also disregards tense sequence in the sentence: 

II toto soothe your uneasiness I will point 
out again that an Irrelevant world would 
be very a: ruein;; if the women take care to 
make it as charming..,. 

According. to c'olcman, Polish "'finds nothing wrong with Conrad's 
-' h -rte 

sentence; a sequence which in normoll English would require that 
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the '"would be"' of the protnciw of this condition be followed by 

'"would tn;: e care"' in the anodouio. (p. 467) 

Co1c irn then }sitz upon the ccntencc: 

Like a bird . thick secretly should have 
1oct` its faith in the hi ,; -Ii virtue of 
flying 

and Lives it to an educated Pole c, -ho translates it into Polish 

as, "Jak Ptak, ktory w glebi serca. (potojemnie, vi cichooci) 

utrccilby uriarg wº xysokn cnotc late nia (lotu), ". (P. 467) As 

it is, the sentence in Polish reflect!; the educated Pole's 

tendency to use the conditionnl rood of the verb 'utracic 

'to lose, instead of the future tense.. 

Coleman would also attribute Conrad'c eccentric choico of 

words and "his turns of speech" to the fact, that in these cases 

his English is tainted by Polish. Here, however, Coleman treads 

on treacherous ground. He cites to verbs used by Conrad-in a 

"peculiar" way. These are the verbs rerret and arrive in 

The savings had been coining in to the very, 
last moment.: And he regretted them. 

He had arrived to regard them as his own 
by a sort of mystical persuasion. (pp. 467 - 8) 

Di. 

In both cases, Coleman sees-the influence of Polish. It is true 

that an EnGlishman v; ould say "and he regretted the loss, " in the 

first sentence, and "He had come-to regard, " in the second; still, 

these examples cannot be explained solely as the influence of 

Polish. In French, the verb recrettcr can also-mean, "eprouver 

de la peine d'avoir pas ou do n'avoir plus. " Likewise, "Ho had 

arrived to regard them, " has'the French equivalent, "I1 an arriva 

(or I1 on cot arrive) a los considerer. " Conrad, as will coon 

be pointed out, was-. quite' conversant with : spoken and written 

French. 

Colemrn finally suCLCCts that looseness of sentence struc-. 

ture and^ Word-order might be due to' Poli:: h influcuco. IIo 

mentions some nizio' examples of Such "1000011 constructions which 

i 
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he believes to have some touch of the "nenoroucnecn of literary 

Polish" about them. In this last point, however, he secmn to be 

at loCgerheadn with I": orf who, as already pointed out, believes 

that Conrad could never raster literary Polish. (1) 

º; hatever the influence of Polish on Conrad's prose riüht 

be, I believe that its importance should not be over-stressed. 

For one thing, a Frenchman might attribute it all to the influence 

of his language on Conrad. Indeed, some of there have already 

attempted something of this sort. For another, Conrad himself, 

as already mentioned (2), frequently asserted that he wrote and 

thought in English. I believe that had he but cared to study an 

English grammar book, many of the controversial grammatical con- 

structions in his novels would not be where they are now. (3) 

II 

Conrad left Poland for-France late in the year 1874. He 

was barely seventeen at that time. For an aubitious young man 

of his calibre, intent on rnckinG his fortune, France was the 

natural place he would head for. At that time French culture 

permeated the upper social strata of most European countries. 

Of the relations between France and the Poland'of Conrad's time 

Visiak has this to say: 

By far the most ponulr. r foreign country 
among the Polish educated classes in 
Conrad's early days . gas France. (4) 

Born to a noble -f2: nily, Conrad could not help being steeped 
in French culture fron his early childhood. His father trans- 

lated Hugo's Les Tr. v, -ti1leur!; do In, Nor, touether with sonic works 

(1) See p. 56 ^unra. 
(2) Sec P. 55 cunra. 
(3) In a letter to the UelCinn, rnan of lottern, Joseýýtt do. ; met, Conrad ;; ýrotc. on 23rd January-1911- "laut "tnru tercel" is not the right word; I nhould have ü nid "acquired". I've never opened an nL11ch rcirnr:,; tr in ray life. " Cf. L. I,., 'Jo1. II, p. 125. (ý) Viciait, l95555 : 

4 
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by Do ViCny. I2ecalline these early incidents of his life, Conrad 

remarks in A Pcrconnt : 2ecord: 

Since the age of five I have been a great 
revder, as is not pork: ps ::. )ndorful in a 
child who was never a: w ore of learning to 
read. At ten years of age I had read much 
of Victor iiu, o and other romr: nticc. (1) 

Again, in a letter dated loth December 1922, he wrote to CeorCe 

KeatinS,: 

Apart from Polish my youth has been fed on 
French and :: nGlish literature. 

I am a child, not of a savage but of a 
: 'chivalrous tradition, and if my mind took 

a tinge from anything, it was from French 
romanticism perhaps. (2) 

He also recalls how he was taught French by his 8overne: s when he 

was hardly five years old. Indeed, he never forgot her words to 

him when he had to part with her. "IP oublie pas ton Francais", 

were the governess's parting words to the young Conrad, who had to 

leave with his mother for their exile in Russia. 

Despite the fact that French was his first foreign language, 

a language he continued to practise and use for a considerable 

period of his life, Conrad never attempted inythinC of real merit 

in French, apart from a few letters. The fact remains, however, 

that French, more than Polish, shows through most of his writings. 

In an attempt to explain the reason behind his ultimate prefer- 

rence for English over French as a means of expression, Conrad, in 

his Authör's Note to A Personal ! record; wrote: 

.... though I knew French fairly well and 
was familiar with it from infancy, I would 
have been afraid to attempt expression in 
a language so perfectly "crystallized". (3) 

In other words, Conrad found in Eni; lish expressive qualities that 

French, for all its perfection, could not afford.. What Lives 

(1) P. R., 
_p. 

70 
(2) L. L., Vol. II, pp. 283 -9 
(3) P. R., p. vii 
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ponderous v; ciCht to Conrail' ctatcmont is that hic t, vo. earl scot 

works, The Congo Di. -iry and Al!, ir'yer'r. Folly, were written in 1E: nLlinh. 

p stylistic study of his 1aagruage, howcver, should neither 

underrate nor overstress hin borro:: inSs fron French. I bolieve 

that his indebtedness to French has its conscious , end unconscious 

side. Thus, in matters of technique, Conrad's indebtedness to 

some French writers is a possibility that cannot be easily refuted. 

This, together with his deliberate use of French idioms for purposes 

of characterisation, or of addin- an air of finesse to his settings, 

constitute the conscious side of his indebtedness to French. On 

the other hand, there are those idiomatic borror; ingc from French 

which, one may safely assume, were unconsciously resorted to, due 

to"Conrad's reluctance to open an EnGlish Grammar. (1) 

Of those French writers who exercised an influence on Conrad, 

Baines singles out Flaubert and Haupassant for being Conrad's real 

"masters". (2) Like Baines, Kirschner detects a striking affinity 

between hlmnyer's Folly and Flaubert's Madame Bovary. (3) Still, 

Conrad denies any indebtedness to Flaubert or Maupascant in his 

letter of the 7th June 1918. 

You-say that I have been under the formative 
influence of ?,;, pdarr, eBovary. In fact, I. read it 
after finishing A,.?., asI did all the other 
works of Flaubert, and an yho, r, my Flaubert is 
the Flaubert of St. " Antoine ind 'Ed(ucation): 
Sent(imentale): and that only from the point of 
view of the rendering of concrete things and 
visual impressions. I thought him marvellous 
in that respect. I don't think I learned 
anything from him. (4) - 

Faced with such conflicting evidence, one feels at a loss as to 

whom one should really believe: Conrad or his biographers and critics. 

(1) Although Conrad is on record as saying that "all ciy work is 
produced unconsciously", such a remark applies to thematic ", or artistic features other than style. Cf. L. L., Vol I, 
p. 181, (letter to Ed-card Garnett, 24F Sept. 1895) (2) Baincc, 1971 : , 181 

(3) Kir, chncr, 1968 : 185 - 91 
([4) L. L., Vol. II, p. 206 
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On the other hand, Conrad shows his appreciation of Haupascant 

in the fo1lo. vin, - manner: 

The work of I: aup; is cant's hands is honest. 
He thinks sufficiently to concrete his fear- 
lesz conclusions in illuminative instances. 
". e renders th ri w:: ithrLkc}.. ct knowtecdCc of the 
means and that absolute devotion to the aim 
of croatinC; a true effect - which is art. tie 
is the most accomplished of narrators. (1) 

Still, Conrad does not explicitly acknowledge 'Xaupass... nt's influ- 

ence on him. Nor does he admit any marked influence of writers 

like Daudet or Anatole France. But this has not stopped scholars 

from establishinG marked affinities between him and these writers, 

ezpeciolly from the literary standpoint. 

When all is said and done, even a cursory reading of most of 

Conrad's novels will, underline the fact that French idioms and 

expressions are there for everyone to see; whereas Polish influences, 

cannot be perceived except by those conversant in Polish. The 

obvious explanation is that Conrad must have realised the dignity 

and : worldwide prestige of French as opposed to Polish, which was and 

still is a language that has not ventured beyond its territorial 

boundaries. This is why we find French and not Polish being spoken 

by Frenchmen like Peyrol of the over, i: artin Decoud of NostroMO, 
I, 

and the Russian Razumov of Under Wentern Eyes. 

While one would expect the French lieutenant of Lord Jim and 

Martin Dccoud, the Parisian-minded dilettante of No. tromo, to slip 

now and again into French as an indication of their bilingualism, 

one would not as readily expect Mr. Vladimir of the Secret A; +ent to 

do the came thing. In the first instance, Conrad resorts to French 

to add that realistic touch to his characterisation which he zi6ht 

0 

have thouGht quite ecoential under the circumct; tncos. In the 

second, ho;: rever, it coons that. Conrad resorts to. French to convey to 

(1) 

65 



his readers that air of fincsco in spccch that people in high 

positions laid a claim to. 

One of the first critics to spot what ho calls "gallicis: as 

in Conrad" is, perhaps, J. M. Stewart, who is of the opinion that 

"numerous oddities can be du- out of his prose,. and many of them 
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are Sallicisms. " (1) Stewart fihds it hard to believe that Conrad 

translated from the French in view of Conrad's repeated denial of. 

such "false" allegations. (2) He nevertheless believes that 

Conrad is greatly indebted to the : French literary tradition. (3) 

Steware'underlines the follo:: inö linguistic borrowings from 

French. These include, "the celebrated case of the three horse- 

men 'arrested' in the course of a journey" in'Conrad's Noctrorno. 

According to Stewart, Conrad means to say that "the three men came 

to a halt". In this case, arrested would be a literal translation 

of the . French"s'arreter'! But this is to ignore the fact that one 

of the possible meanings of the word in En, *li'sh is "to stpp"", "to 

bring to a standstill". The contention that a word as used by 

Conrad does not figure largely in the everyday languago of the 

EnGlish people does not mean that he translated from the French. 

It mijht rather indicate his determination to exploit'to the full 

the linCuistic potentialities of the word. It also testifies to 

the authenticity of what Edward Garnett said about Conrad's use of 

words that he had never hoard spoken. (4) 

Stewart also cites that sentence"from The Secret Pent where 

the word conscience Is used in the sense of"conccioucness" "" Here) 

however, Steuart is justified in his suspicion, for one would not 

say in English, "A woman has no conscience of how little she had 

audibly said". However, it 'seems that, as a multi-1in;; ual, Conrad 

(1). Stowort, 1 968 : 20 
(2) iL. L., -Vol: II, p. 206 
(3) Stc; vnrt, 1968 : 20 
(4) 500 p. 49 :: u rn. 
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could not help tliic interference of hic first for' ihn l:: nuu te in 

his t.: ncli. h. Besides, to cn pita1i ºc on Conr,. d' : uncon2clous, use 

of some ten or twenty French words in a novel of at least 150,000 

words like Noo tromo would be cb, urd. 

As I have c1reüdy pointed out, French influence on Conrnd's 

Eng-lish has its conscious and unconscious aspects. Lot us now 

examine Conrrd's The Rover so that v: e can determine in a i�ore effcc- 

tive way the extent of Conrad's 'oorr oýwin;; s fron French. 

I have chosen to : analyse The Lover for throe reasons. Firstly, 

it is a noyel about France. Secondly, apart from the setting 

which is in and scraewhere around the approaches to the port of 

'Povl. on, all the major characters are French. Thirdly, it is 

Conrad's last complete novel, and as such, what linguistic borrow- 

ings one would unearth would be those which 'Conrad, consciously or 

not, could not dispense with for more than a quarter of a century 

of an active literary career. 

On the conscious level, Conrad uses French words because no 

English word would be quite equivalent in meanins to the word used 

in the context. Thus, words like sins-culotte and Lendarme which 

he uses in reference to Scevola and other military people 
cannot 

be rendered in English in one or two words. The word sans-culotte, 

ecoecia11y, is used to refer to those soldiers of the French revolu- 

tion who wore a special type of tight troucers that distin-uished 

them from other soldiers past and present. (R. pp. 22, '211) 

The novel is interspersed with many other French words which 

Conrad could have easily tr_, nslated into EnClish, but which he, for 

some artistic reason, inteCrated into the texture of hin probe. 
Of these 'one can mention wordQ like cito cn (p. 3); chef d'enc. rnIro 
(p" 75); s, llc (p. 79); ferrztere (p. 13); yncret An^t;, ia (p. 3); 

I, n belle ý'r: "ncc (p. 2o7)* p' (p. 67), etc, 
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The WAS to be noted about these French words, is, that most, 

if not all, are quite comprehensible to the average educated 

English render, º; e also notice that Conrad usually renders into 

EnG1ish those problematical expressions which he feelo to be beyond 

the grasp of the avernCe reader. Sccvola is always referred to as 

"lo buveur de senge"; but this is soon dropped for the EnGlish 

equiv ^? ent, "blood drinker". 

This method of continual retort to French words has the ad- 

vantage of constantly reminding the reader of the theme of the 

novel, which is that of tiapoleonic France. It also helps Conrad 

maintain that air of verisimilitude with rcgird to söttinC and 

character portrayal. 

Generally speakinü, it could be said that conversational 

French was a mark of finesse or polite affectation that novelists 

like Ford, Gal worthy, and Henry James used in 'their novels for 

purposes of character delineation. Consequently, it seems unfair 

to reproach Conrad with something that other En-lish novelists 

freely indulged in. 

Conrad consciously uses French words in an Anglicised form, 

so to speak, as when he tronslates the mission Real'is cntriisted 

with as, "You will make up a packet of dispatches end pretended 

private letters as if from officers... " (p. 112) Now, Conrad 

uses the word pretended in the French sense of "pretendull, which 

in English would be rendered as faked. ;; hether Conrad uses the 

word in the full knowledGe that he k is using an un-Englinh word 

just to emphasise the forei%n nature of the dispatch, or he uses 

it because he strongly believes pretended to be a synonym of fnc 

one cannot be sure'. A few lines later he uses fake d instead in, 

"all these faked letters and dispatches. " 

Somotimeý' his connciouc uoa Of conic EnClioh ºrordn cootr. s to 

indicate desire on hi;. part to exploit to the full the lintuictic 
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potentialities of these words. The word arrest is used by Conrad 

on four different occasions in The Rover. In the first instance, 

the word is used in the sense of "to -check or stay": 

The sound of the rule's hoofs outside caused I 
Peyrol to start but the : -roman arrested him. (p. 21) 

In the second instance, it is used in the sense of "bring to a 

standstill": 

With his head just protruding from under the 
half deck forward, arrested on all fours... (p. 123) 

In the third instance, it is used in the sense of "attract": 

,, 
But that did not arrest his attention. (p. 211}) 

In the fourth instance, it is used in the sense of "stop": 

He arrested her with a raised hand. (p. 149) 

It should be noted that the OED cites all four alternatives among 

the possible Meanings of the word. Still, critics intent on 

pointing out French influences on Conrad's English would have us 

believe that such uses of the word have been inspired by the French 

,AA arr eter or s'arreter. 

In some other cases, however, Conrad uses words that snack of 

possible translation frort the French as in': 

Peyrol got up 0-at--of his way, but could not 
restrain himself from asking ... (p. 66)! 

Here Conrad means to say that Peyrol could not help astinw. The way 

he puts it seems to indicate direct translation from the French 

Ilse defendre de", "s'ernpecher de", though not necessarily from 

"se restreindre'7a". 

Other possible French borrowings occur in scntences like: 

That doesn't advance you very rauch, "Growled 
old Peyrol. (p. 11) 

" He had overstepped the line. (p. 213) 

The first sentence seems to be a literal translation of the trench, 

Olga ne vous'avance an rion", while the second is an exact rendering 

of the French, "I1 avnit daparse la ligno". Still, in both ca. -as 
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one feels th. ̂ . t the z. nj; ti;; h w rdinC of the sentences has nothing 

-; 
vront; with it. It could oven be arCucd that Conrad merely wants 

to enrich the language of his choice. 

The s: me thing can be said in justification of Conrad's use 

of the word consmte in the sense of "p rpetrate" in 

Yes, in the days before the crime was 
c onsurn nat ed ..: (p 

. 32) 

or of the word 'came in the sense of ""occured" in: 

It came to him that he had never cared 
for any plunder that fell into his hands. (p. 35). 

On the. unconscious level, Conrad uses some few words or idioms 

that betray a marked French influence. Thus for him to write: 

"Have you ever tasted of prison, 
" 
Peyrol? ", he 

asked suddenly... (p. 73) 

we realise that the verb tasted of is an unmistakable rendering 

of the French "goüter de ". -. 

Again, when he uses . 'tell to., instead of "say to" in the 

sentence: 

Ile personally could not - or perhaps would 
not - tell even to himself... (p. 71) 

Conrad is here translating the French' dire a, soi-meme"' into the 

English tell to ,a practice which no English writer, would tolerate. 

One last such use occurs when he tells us: 

Peyrol sat as serious as a judge. "You 
haven't much to make a living of, " he 

" delivered himself at-last. (p. 17) 

where he uses the word, deliver in its French sense of "soulagerl'; 

a meaning which the English word has, but which seems eccentric in 

the context. 

The conclusion that can, be drawn from the above analysis is 

that while some of the stylistic eccentricities of The Rover can be 

ascribed to'direct French influence, in most cases Conrad uses his 

words with tha'purpose of enriching the medium of expression at his 

disposal. 
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Despite the fact that a thorough investigation of any of 

Conrad's novels will not reveal greater indeeteanens to the French 

1inc.; uistic tradition than has been attested in The Rover, some 

scholars seen to believe that the briL; htect gems in Conrad's 

1'nClinh casket must of neces^ity be of French origin. Ono such 

assumption is that held by Y. Houvouet in his doctoral thesis on 

"French LinGuistic and Literary Influences in the ': forks of 

Joseph Conrad". (1) 

Houvouet's main contention is that "althoush Conrad's artistic 

and ohiloso? hical back-round was indeed European it was in the main 

French". (2) He tries to bear out his contention by saying: 

It may be si;; nific^nt that 'the French', as 
Retinger recalls, 'were the first foreigners 
to acknowled6e Conrad as a great writer' and 
that Conrad himself appointed G. Jean Aubry 
as his literary executor, a an whom he des- 
cribed as a 'Frenchman of Frenchmen'. (3) 

This, however, is inconclusive evidence, especially as French 

recognition of Conrad's talent came after and not before he started 

writing. 

Among the other reasons cited by liouvouet for Conrad's supposed 

preference for French is that he seems to have realised that 

"English was a language in which it Was impossible t /write a direct 

statement". (4) Here Houvouet is drawing on Ford's reminiscences 

in his book on Conrad, where he writes: 

Conrad's indictment of the English language 
was this, that no English word is a word: 
that all Enr lish words are instruments for 
excitinS blurred emotions. 'Caken' in 
French means 'made of oak wood' - nothing 
more. 'Oaken' in English connotes, innumer- 
able moral attributes: it will connote 
stolidity, resolution, honesty, blond fea- 
tures, relative unbreakablenesa, absolute 

(1)- Houvouct, 1971 
(2) Ibid., 'p. 22 
(3) Ibid. - '. -. 

. 
(4 ) Ibid., p9,76 
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unbend;. b]. eness - also zrdo of oak.... The 
consequence is, that no injlicü-word hia 
clean edi; cc: a render iz; nl::;: ys, for a 
fraction of a second, unconsciouc as to 
; wich meanin of the worn tue writer may 
intend. Thus, all En; ýlich prose is 
blurred. (1) 

Houvouet canitnlisea or Ford's statement, claiming; that Conrad 

thouZht in French because of the language's "exactness", its clean 

edges and its comparative freedom from secondary connotations. " (2) 

Such a statement, however, contradicts Conrad's declaration in his 

letter of the 7th June 1918 to Hush 'Aalpole: 

"You may taxe it from me that if I had not 
known English I wculdn It have written a 
line for print, in my life. C(lifford) 
and I were discussing the nature of the 
two languaCes and what I said vas: that 
if I had been offered the alternative I 
would have been afraid to Grapple with 
French, which is crystallised in the form 
of its sentences and therefore more exac- 
ting and less appealing. (3) 

Contrary to what E; ouvouet suggests, it was the "blurred" quality 

of English-that attracted Conrad. This is why Gurko rightly 

believes that English' attracted Conrad, "because, it expressed, to 

begin with, the nature of the universe as he conceived it. French 

remained incompatible with his metaphysics. English was by-'intrin- 

sic character its perfect linguistic medium". (1}) 

Ignoring all evidence to the contrary, Houvouet proceeds to 

give us hundreds of examples from 'Conrad's novels in a bid to prove 

that Conrad thought out in French what he later rendered in English. 

Thus, he tells us that when in The Rover, Arlette calls Peyrol 

"a horrid sea-wolf", it is because she too "is speaking French and 

saying 'loup de mer "'. (5) lie believes that an Englishman would 

say "sea-dog" and not "sea-wolf". But Arlette is not English. 

(1) Ford, 1924 : 214 
(2 ) ilouvoue t,., 1971 : 76 
(3) L. L., Vol II, p. 206 
(h) Gurko, 1965 : 61 
(5), Ilouvouet', p. 66 
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Decider., any En;; li;: h dictionary would tell us that : i,., -wolf "c: an 

me na lnrGc vor: iciou , fioh, the bar.;;, a vi! ciný or a pirate. ' 

'rho fact that Conrad ; )utc to good u ,c the linguistic recourcec of 

:: n;; 1inh is thus interpreted an French influence. 

ilouvouet further observes: 

One of Conrad' 
:s 

: hott ': r cquent grýllicis: n8 
stems from hiconfusion bot: wrccn 'resumer' 
and 'to resume' which, he uses in the sense 
of the French word, i. e. 'to sum u3'. (1) 

fie quotes many examples fror. Conrad's novels to this effect. It 

is true that the word as used by Conrad means "to slut up" as in 

the sentence from hostromo cited by ; iouvouet, "The O. S. N. superin- 

tendent in Sulaco... w was very proud of his Company's stondinö. He 

resumed it. in saying... " (2). Still, among the possible meanings 

of the word. in EnGlinh are: "to begin n. ain; to renew; to reoccutiy 

to take up again; to recommence; to summarise. " 

Houvouet also tells us that when Conrad uses sen:; iblo to 

in such contexts as, "The severity of that reproof did not affect 

Ch4rles Gould, but he was sensible to the Clancos of others... " (3), 

he is definitely using a translated version of the French sensible 

a, since, according to Houvouet, "in these contexts one would expect 

'sensitive to' in rnodern English. " (1t) Still, "senbitive to,, is 

one of the possible reanings of the word sensible in English as 

the OED would tell us. Hence one may safely assume that a novelist 

who could easily enucierate some seven different meanings of the word 

"o. nken" must have been fully aware of'the possible connotations of 

the word sensible as, indeed, of many other words which nouvouot 

attributes'to"French influence. 

I": ore important still, is that Ford, the celf-proclaimed finest 

ntyliet in ';: nC1i ih; üscs the word cenhible to in the sense of 

"sen. itive to.. ' ;. hen he observed that writers like himself itnd' Conrad, 

(1) Ibid., :p Tl06 
(2), Ibid. " 
(3) Ibid. ',, p. 113 
(hl ' this.. n_ 
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"werc not rt ; id even in their o: ": n Mcthedn. 'they were yenntblc to 

t1ýe fret th: it comnromis.: in -it : -Il Union nýýcer, ý: rrv to the execution 

of a : ehr: c öf nrt. " (1) Do we have to assume then that Ford, too, 

thought out in : ranch what he later rendercd in EnG1iah? The 

point I would like to stress here in that Cönrad'c linCuistic 

practice cannot be judged by lodern 1in--uistic standards alone. 

It has to be viewed within the 1in;; uistic context of his own times. 

S. ' 

The third major element of Conrnd's linöuistjbackGround is 

English; a language he started to learn when he was over t: venty. 

Thus, while he was a native speaker of ? olish$ and whereas hic 

family took good care to teach him French from the early age of 

five, he acquired his Enjlish only after he had signed as an able-* 

bodied seaman in the English steamer, "The Iavis", on the 24th 

April 1878. 

Before boarding "The Mavis", however, Conrad had come into 

contact with the English 1an, ý-, uabe on two different occrtsions. 'In 

A Person-71 Record, he tells us that late in the year 18073, he stayed 
i 

at a hotel at Hospenthal . whore he soon discovered that ". 

The place was really a boardinC-house for 
some English engineers engaged at the corks 
of the St. Gothard Tunnel; and I could listen 
my fill to the sounds of the English l,. ný; uage 
as far as it is used at a breakfast-table by 
men who do not believe in wasting many words 
on the mere amenities of-life. (2) 

The first En. lish phrase he had ever heard addressed to him 

however, was that made up of the three . cords "look out there" shouted 

at him by "the, biG fat, sailor" of the "James Testoll", the first 

English chip, "on whose side I 'ever laid my hand., ' (3) That was 

into, in 1874, soon after he arrived in 1"Iarseilles to work in the 

(1) Ford, 19214 : 211 
(2) P. R., P. 39- 
(3) -ibid. ,, ti. 135 
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French º"lerchant ' P: avy,; ;a career thnt extended from 1874 to the time 

he boarded "The ; iavic" in 1378. 

Nothing would better illustrate Conr; 'd'n early faecinrti'n with 

the language of his choice than the way he describes the impact of 

the 1 rst-ilcntioncd event on him. 

A few stroke, brouj ht us a1onraide (the James 
; restoll) and it was then that, for the very 
first time in my life, I heard myself addressed 
in LnC1ish - the speech of my secret choice,. of 
my future, of long friends 'hips, of the doopest 
affections, of hours of toil and hours of ease, 
and of solitary hours too, of books read, of 
thoughts pursued, of remox bored emotions - of 

, my very drams: (1) 

Jhat interests us most in the above statement is that Conrad makes 

it crystal clear that for him English was the language of "books 

read" and "thoughts Pursued". In the light of this and similar 

other declarations, the claim that Conrad first thought out in. 

French or Polish what he later on *rendered in English would not 

stand close investigation. It would stand more to reason to say 

that Polish or French interference in his English was something that 

the multi-linguol novelist could not help at some time or other in 

his eventful career as a novelist. 

As to the wa; y he picked-up his English after joining the 

British Merchant Service, Conrad himself told 1: eCroz'in their intor- 

view of the year 1922: 

As I had always been a readinG boy I remained` 
a reader after goin3 to son, and reading is the 
best : goy to pick uply language. But I still 
absolutely refused to learn eratnmar, and I 
picked up my first English by hearing it s_, oken 
on colliers along the East Coast. (2) 

Thin ci:, ap1y means that anyone wishinZ to inve3ticato the 1nn;; uaLo 

of Conrad should seek its pozsible sources in the 1anguaGe of the 

seamen Conrad 'corked with, as well as in the 1anGuauge of the LnC1is'1 

writer3 with y: hoce . orkc Conrad must have been convercnnt. 

(1) P. R., p. 136 
(2) Hctroz, 1931 : 29 
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The same idea in, repeated in that letter of the 23rd January 

1911 which Conr' d wrote to Jocehh de Smet: "my first I: n; ýli: h readinC 

was the ýt+ newspaper, and my first acquaintance by the ear 

with it was the speech of fishermen, shiptirriShts and sailors of the 

rast Coast. " (1) His dedication to the lanGuaßo of his choice is 

sharply thrown into relief by the fact that, in less than eighteen 

months, he was able to pass the first examination for officer in 

the Merchant Service in January 1880, "including a viva-voce of 

more than two hours. " (2) 

But since Conrad, persisted in declaring that he never opened an 

English grammar, it seems quite likely that his English was of that 

self-constructed sort that tried to emulate the . rritinGs of those 

English writers, whose books helped build up that stupendous word- 

power which finally enabled hip: to start work on fi. lmayer's dolly. 

It is no exaggeration to say that the school of the English Merchant 

Service was the first educational institution wherein Conrad was 

initiated into the secrets of the "blurred" English lcnguage; a 

process that was co.: iplemented by his vast reading of English litera- 

ture. 

Conrad never denied the difficulty he had with I? nglish--as a 

medium of expression. This fact is also corroborated by his friend, 

Galsworthy, who tells us that Conrad "had to subdue to the purposes 

of his imagination a lsn;, uage that was not native to him... " (3) 

The equally impressive fact is that Conrad racked his brains for 

the right word. 

This last point can be vividly illustrated by what Conrad had 

to say with regard to the iriprecice lantuago used by iýourn, ilistn: 

(1) ' L. L., Vol . II, pp. 124. 
(? ) 

_.. 
Ibid.. 

(3) G-lu: rorthy, 1927-.. _ ..:... 89-P _. 
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Before an anchor can ever be raised, it rust be 
let Go; and this perfectly obvious truism brings 
me of once to the subject of the aetjradation of 
the sea l,. n uaCe in the daily prc s of this 
country. 
Yöur journnlist, :: hether he t^kes chnrGe of a 
ship or a fleet, almost invariably "cants" his 
anchor. do-x, an anchor is never cast, and to 
take a liberty with technical 1an*ua e is a 
crime against the clearness, precision, and 
beauty of perfected speech. (1) 

It w35 this perfectionist tendency on his part that elicited 

from Constance Garnett the suggestive words: 

A letter of yours which Edwerd showed Lie 
lately has been the narrtest and most a; -)prec- 

. -iative praise I have received for : iy Turgenev 
and frankly I feel that praise from you who 
have such mastery of language is worth the 
praise of forty English reviewers. For I 
feel, 'as I have always told Edward, that your 
brain does not' think English thoughts, - as 
Turcenev's own - it is more delicate, more 
subtle, richer and more varied than ours. 
Your use of adjectives - so chosen, fastidious, 
often ironical reminds me again and again of 
Turgenev's manner. It is really you that 
ought to have had the task of translating him. (2) 

. But even if he had so wished, Conrad would not have been ablo to 

translate Turmenev simply because he knew no Russian. It is my 

belief that whercas Conrad's active sea life on board French and 

English ships from 1874 till-1394 provided him with the lantua e he 

was later on to use in his characterisation of searen'and in his 

descriptions of life at sea, it was his extensive reading of English 

literature that provided hin with the medium he needed for the more 

ambitious descriptions of exotic settinCs and other noro sophisticated 

characters. 

Indeed, Professor Sherry seems to endorse this view when he 

tells us that Conrad's readings in Lombroso might have been behind 

"his choice of features for the Profc or of The Seerot 11^cnt: (3) 

In like manner, Professor Sherry proves that East;; ic;: 's Venezuel: i 

p. r3 
(2) L. C.; 

=. p. 111 
(3), Sherry, 1971,: 274 - 85 
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is behind Conrad's creation of Sir John in Nostromo, just as 

Frederick Benton ti 1illiümy's On 1*. ^ny The Life "! ndi Exploits of 

a Yankee Soldier, would account for the vihole incident of the liLhter- 

ful of silver. (1) On the other hind, Martin Decoud's portrait in 

No: tromo is seen to be a reflection of that 'of C=r1os hartin who 

. '. iý mentioned near the be-inning; of Maoterman's book, Seven Eventful 

Year in Paraguay. (2) 

From argon. - the English writers who could have influenced 

Conrad's English, one may cite the names of Shakespears", tarryat, 

Jane Austen,, Dickens, Henry James, Galsvworthy, CunninGhame, Graham, 

Wells, Byron, Crane and Ford. It'is against the background of the 

English written by these authors that Conrad's langucge should be 

inveetigated. 

Conrad read Shakespeare, iarryat and Dickens in abridged Polish 

translations before he was ten years of age. (3) In A Personal 

Record, he recalls that his first introduction to English literature 

was at his father's hands, who translated Shakespeare's The To 

Gentlemen of Verona. (4) His first introduction to literary 

English, however, came many years later when he started reading 
i 

Anthony Trollo1! s novels in English. (5) 

Of Dickens, Conrad tells us that Iadame Delestang "used to make 

me think of Lady' Dedlock in "Bleak House". this last book Conrad 

defines as "a work of the master for which I have such an admiration, 

or rather such an intense and unreasoning affection, dating from the 

days of my childhood... "", -(6) Although critics usually put the. 

stress on Dickens's literary influence on Conrad in matters relating 

to-characterisation or nentinientaliaation, hin linCuictic influonco 

(1) Ibid., tip. 162 -6 
(2) Ibid., p. 1G5 . 

.: Z., p. 
'0 

(3) "1P 
(it) Ibid., p. ý71- 
(5) Ibid. 
CG) Ibid., ` p. 12I 

I 
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on Conrad is, a poJcibility that should be taken into account in the 

p. occnt 
study. 

On the other hand, Conrl di frien. lchio : rith people lilce 

Cunnin-hrimQGraha-m nu ;t have had its effect oa his :: n, -liüh. Accord- .. 
to ,; atta, Authur Cymons "felt that irah= offered in his tales 

"a more excitin;; interest . tiron perhaps any writer of the day, with 

the one exception of Joseph Conrad of whom his writings sometimes 

reminds (sic) me. " (1) 

Moreover, Conrad's collaboration with Ford is a well cnoyn 'fact. 

It is worth hcntioninr that Conrad looked upon his friendship with 

Ford as a"lifelong habit - of :; hick I am not ashamed, because he 

is a much better fello«t than the world gives hint credit for. " (2) 

The same thin; can be said of Conrad's possible indebtedness to 

Wells; Symons and Henry Jamies. - Conrad's letters abound with refer- 

ences to his friends of the literary profession. He learned as 

Much fror their criticise of his works as from the examples they 

set him in writing in English. In. a letter to Edward Garnett dated 

13th February 1397 he states, "I have already read the book (James's 

Spoils of noynton). It is as good as anything of his - almost -a 

story of love and :" rrongheadedness revolvinr, round a houseful1 of 

artistic furniture. " (3) 
. 

As is quite obvious from this und similar 

declarations, Conrad not only read the works of his contemporaries, 

but he also read them critically. It stands very much to reason 

then to assure that these works affected his EnGliSh in some way. 

Aside from Polish, French and English Conrad's linGuistic 

background seems to have been slightly influenced by his precarious 
familiarity with 1": a1ay, Italian and Zpa niüh. A1thourh Professor 

Sherry's Conrad'Ü 'aotcrn %orldeotablishen beyond any doubt Conrad'.,. -. 

(1) L. C. G., n. 23 
(2) L. L., Vor. II, p. 25t (Letter dated 20th October 1905 to ;; ells). (3), L. C., p. 7i 
(4) Sherry, 1966 
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familiarity with the Malay play of life, there in, little indication 

that Conrad knew more thin a few words of iki:; lcy . However, what 

little he know ws enou;; h to help him dive his descriptions of the 

exotic settinj; s that air of truth and authenticity they needed. 

ºlords like "Tuan", "Rajah Laut" and "Orang Blnnda" mi;; ht seer, too 

few and sparsely distributed to dcsorve serious consideration; the 

fact remains, nevertheless, that they give to his works that touch 

of verisimilitude which no other English word could do if used 

instead. 

The sale thins can be said of Conrad's doubtful familiarity 

with Spanish and Italian. What few Spanish and Italian words that 

one comes across in novels like ilostromo and The Arrow of Gold seem 

to suggest that Conrad had a fairly Good'knö;: ledGe of both languages. 

Still, he is not known to have been conversant with either of them. 

Conrad's linguistic background might be made up of more than 

three major elements; but it is my belief that an investigation of 

his style should be conducted mainly against the backGround of the 

English linguistic tradition. In the meantime, possible indebted- 

ness to any of the other linguistic elements should not be totally 

overlooked; 'but neither should it be overemphasized. Only in this 

way can scholarly objectivity be maintained. 

ý, 
-. ' 

ý_ 

ýk ý.. 
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Chapter III 

PUNCTUATION 

When, late in the year 1912, Max Beerbohm published a short 

story entitled "The Feast by Joseph Conrad", which he originally 

conceived as a parody of Conrad's "The LaGoon", he did not fail to 

reproduce some of the striking features of Conrnd's style. The 

opening; paragraph of Iieerbohm's parody reads as follows: 

The hut in which slept the white man was 
on a clearing between the forest and the 

. river. Silence, the silence murmurous and 
unquiet of3trop+cal night, brooded over the 
hut that, baked11by9ýhe sun, sweated a vapour 
beneath the cynical 1i. -ht of the stars. 
Mchamo lay rigid and 10atchful at the hut's 
mouth. In his upturned eyes, and along 
the polished surface of his lean body black 
and immobile, the stars were reflected, 
creating an illusion of themselves who are 
illusions. '(1) 

Beerbohm's 'aping' of Conrad's mode of expression is remarkable 

for the way it catches the spirit of the great novelist's stylistic 

peculiarities. It puts into sharp. relief : ghat has since been 

alternately called Conrad's "diffuse descriptions", (2) or "over- 

rhetorical prose. (3). 

Among the stylistic devices parodied by Beerbohm-is Conrad's 

notorious manipulation of certain punctuation marks, especially 

commas, dashes and suspension points. Although Beerbohm did not 

attempt a scientific investigatiop, of Conrad's style, his parody, 

which was mainly conceived in jest, is'of some importance for us, 

if only because it helps underline the fact that a writer's "diffuse 

descriptions', or "overrhotorical style" is largely deaendent on his 

crreful use of punctuation marks. ' In order to make his meaning 

clear, or produce the desired rhetoric, -1 effect, he has to master' 

the c1uoive art öfpunctuation. Indeed, orte can safely say that, 

(1). -_Boerboh! 1,1912: :, 125'- 30 
(2)Macy , 19OG. ' 

697 = 702_ 
(3) : Said, ,. '19GG ': 3 
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like any other stylistic device of a writer's works, punctuation 

should be retarded as an individualistic trait. 

To say that punctuation plays an importc. nt part in Conrad's 

style does not mean that it iu the all import-,. it feature of his 

style. On the contrary, comared to other features, punctuation 

mi ht seen to be the least important from the stylistic stndpoint. 

It is mainly becvusc I retard punctuation as an artistic device 

that I have decided to begin this study of Conrad's stye with it. 

For I will susaest that punctuation maraca are used by Conrad tQ 

reflect the subtle nuances of the spoken language. As such, some 

marks, especially his dashes and suspension points, miGht well be 

treated as the equivalent, on the graphic level, of those elements 

of paralancue that are found on the spoken "level of language. 

It is to be regretted that whereas the prosodic and paralin- 

guistic features of utterances have received adequate treatment 

from eminent linSuistc like Crystal and Quirk (1), no such attempt 

has so far been made to discover the psychologist behind the artist 

manipulatinG a certain set of punctuation marks. If the "non-' 

verbal phonology" of an utterance (2) is to be investiGated by the 

linguist- who is intent on. ä complete description of the spoken 

language, there is no reason why a similar investigation of a writer's 

punctuation should not be conducted alone the same descriptive 

lines. After all, punctuation marks can be as expressive on the 

graphic level of an utterance as those non-verbal features are on 

the phonic level. In other words, a writer's das' es, full-stops 

commas, colons, etc.,. should be regarded as the graphic elements of 

this paralancue, t'; hich should attempt to study, apart from the 

variations that can occur in respect of loudness, tempo and pitch 

in 
Aa 

given utterance, (3) a writer's manipulation of his punctuation 

(1): '_ Crystal end Zuirlc; 1964 
(2)'Crystal and Quirk's cquiv3l6nt for the "prosodic and. paralintuictic- features of an'utteranco. " Cf. Ibid., p. 10 (3) 

. 
Ibid. 
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marks. These last, I believe, are as indicative of a writer's 

personality as thoso other non-verbal features are of a speakerta 

psycholoty. ' 

Despite the apparent dearth in the descriptive investigation 

of individual writers' use of punctuation marks, interest in this 

stylistic feature dates back to the days of the English dramatist, 

Ben Jonson whose The English Grammar (1640) contains a small 

chapter on punctuation, which he entitles "Of the Distinction of 

Sentences", and which can safely be regarded as the earliest extant 

treatment of the subject. (1) 

From the beginning, Jonson was alive to the grammatical func- 

tion of punctuation marks as lines of demarcation between one 

sentence and another. Although his division of sentences into 

perfect and imperfect - the former being distinguished by either a 

pause or a period, while the latter is characterised by a comma or 

semi-colon - might seem too arbitrary if judged by modern linguistic 

criteria, the tenacity with which he pursues his subject is reall, 17 

remarkable. 

Of the then known punctuation marks, Jonson reserves a place 

of special prominence for the comma, colon and period which he 

believed to have been invented "as well for the speaker's ease, as 

for the plainer deliverance of the things spoken. " (2) Joncon 

himself was particularly fond of. the semi-colon, so much so indeed 

that his excessive use of it in his works can be looked upon as 

highly characteristic. 

Jonson's treatment of the subject in his Grammar was meant 

to meet the needs of a growing number of readers who felt that, 

with English freeing itself from the inhibiting shackles of latin- 

based inflexions, some sort of graphic symbols or marks should be 

invented, a system that would make it easier for them to discern 

clý (Z) 
Jonoon, 1947 : 551 -3 Ibid.,. p. 551: 
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the logical relationnhips among; the different linguistic cler onto 

of a sentence. 

T. F. Husband and M. A. iIusbrnd throw this last 

ari; u: ncnt into 

relief when they tell us that "the Christian era was some centuries 

old before the practice (punctuation) vitas corr. only adopted by 

scribes and copyists. " (1)_ This they attribute'to the fact that 

highly inflected lar. CunGes like Greek and Latin "are to a Great 

extent independent of the help that may be given by the division of 

a text into minute sections. " (2) 

Thus, so long as writers thought and wrote in Latin, they did 

not feel a pressing need for a system of marking that could clearly 

define the relations between the different parts of a sentence. 

It was only when authors attempted to render in English that they 

originally thought out in Latin that the real trouble began. For 

these authors were usually conversant titbLatin, with the inevitable 

result that they imposed on their, native tongue constructions which 

ultimately tended to make the meaning too vague and complicated for 

the average reader. Such a state of affairs necessitated the 

invention of a system of marking that. could clear up ambiguity. 

Consequently, one can safely assume that in English prose style the 
1 

marks of punctuation are signs devised with the purpose of performing 

in English some of the functions performed by inflexions in 1anGuaGes 

like Greek and Latin. 

Jonson's pioncerini; attempt in this respect was followed by 

other endeavours (3) which sought to make it easy for the reader to 

understand the lancua6e in its written fora. Still, one hallmark 

of-such attempts which stretch ed, ovor a period of more than two 

centuries - rieht to the beCinninG of the nineteenth century - is 

that the cycten ofimarking they advocated proved in the final 

, -(l) 
Husband -. and Husband, 1905 ;3 

; (2) Ibid., P. 33, 
(3) Cf. Monteith,. 17011 
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analysis to be mainly grammatical, in the sense that stress was 

laid on the elucidation of the different relations between one 

element of the sentence and another, rather than on the e-r.? loration 

of the subtle nuances of an utterance beyond its bare -ieaninr,. 

This might have been due to the lingering influence of Latin on 

English composition, an influence that culminated in the birth of 

the neo-classical doctrine of the Enlightenment. So it can be 

said that when Wordsworth and the other romantic rebels later on 

advocated a return to the more simple diction of everyday lanöuage, 

they were, among other things, calling for the establishment of a 

system that would deliver the language of the Latin-based heavy 

constructional convention of marking. 

It was with this intention in mind that John Wilson wrote his 

Treatise on English Punctuation towards the middle of the nineteenth 

century. Wilson's Treatise is important not only because it was 

thought to be the locus classicus on the subject till the end of the 

century, but also for the possible impact it might have had on the 

writings of the early Conrad and some of his contemporary novelists. 

(1) 

Wilson introduces his subject with something highly reminis- 

cent of the argument-of some modern linguists in defence of what is 

known as paralangue: 

... as oral speech has its tones and inflec- 
tion , its pauses and-its emphases, and 
other variatiöns of voice to'give greater 
expression to the thoughts which spoken 
words represent, - and to produce on the mind 
of the hearer a more rapid and' intense im- 
pression than lifeless enunciation could 
effect; so written or printed lsnguaCe is 
usually accompanied by marks or points, to 
enable the reader to comprehend at a gltnce 
the precise and determinate-sense of the 
author, -a sense which without these marks, 
would in may instances be gathered only by 
an elaborate and painful process and very often. be misunderstood: ' (2) 

.ý (1)'. -Wilson, 1856 
(2); Ibid.,, pp. 1", - 2 
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For . ilson, punctuation "is the art of dividing a literary 

composition into sentences ond. parts of sentences, by means of 

points, for the purpose of exhibiting the various combinations, 

connections and dependencies of words. " (1) His Trestise acquires 

special si&nificonce for the way it underlines the rhetorical 

effect of punctuation. For whereas previous grammarians could 

only discern the grammatical function of punctuation,? Iilson draws 

a distinction between the Grammatical and the rhetorical functions 

of the art of marking. 

According to Wilson, a punctuation mark is grammatical when it 

focuses attention on the meaning of a sentence by delineating the 

logical relationship between its parts. To this category belong 

the comma, the semicolon, the colon and the period. A mark is 

rhetorical on the other hand when it aids "delivery", that is when 

it helps the speaker produce a certain rhetorical effect on the 

hearer, or for that matter on the reader if we regard written 

language as the graphic representation of a writer's interior mono- 

logue. Harks of interrogation, exclamations, parenthesis, and the 

dash are relegated to the second category, with the important 

reservation that they also have some grammatical function. "" Thus 

they are 

... rhetorical, in proportion to the degree 
in which they exhibit the force and intensity 
of a style that is rhetorical in its structure; 
but they are also grammatical because they 
often serve to indicate, in connection with 
other marks, the natural -construction, and 
sense of the passages in which they occur. 

. 
(2) 

In ad: iition to these two categories, ;; ilcon sneaky of those 

other marks which "bear more relation to letters and syllables than 

to words and sentences. " (3)" -Those he calls "letter and syllabic 

marks", which include quotations and what he calls "miscellaneoun 

(1) Ibid., p. 2 
(2) Ibid. ', rp. 171 
(3) Ibid., p. 176. . 
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points". 
'I-larks like hyphens, apostrophes, brackets and reference 

narks arc fart and parcel of this last claass. 

Conrad could havo been influenced by Wilson's views on the 

subjoct, for ho said much attcntion to typojraphical corrections 

as will soon be shown. But he could also have been affected by 

what can be called the psyc-holougical a2nroach to punctuation, an 

approach which :; ný much in vogue at the turn of the century, and 

which can be re, arded as a prototype of the modern liberal views 

on 1inouistics. 

This avaroach ac: enovl edges that punctuation marks have both 
i 

a grammatical and a rhetorical function to perform. Still, unlike 

Wilson who seems too dogmatic and arbitrary in his viers, the 

psycholoüical approach leaves much room for the individual ingenuity 

of authors on the ground that it has something to do with the author's 

'psyche' or 'gestalt'. 

The philosophy behind the now approach was summed up in an 

article by Garrison in the July number of the Atl-ntic 1"; onthiy, 

1906. (1) Garrison's main thesis is that "no two masters of the', 

art would punctuate the same page in the same way; " and that an 

author's punctuation is "largely determined by his style, or in 

other words, is personal and individual. " (2) He further believes 

that "if any composition. is so pointed as to convey the author's. 

,, meaning, it is oll pointed. If it is, in addition, free from all 

ambiCuity, it is still better pointed. " (3) 

A few years later, the American C. H. '; lard called for what he 

termed "a crusade aGainst confusion" und differcntinted betiveen two 

types of punctuation. For him, "Genius, manipulates punctuation 

(1) Gar: icon, 1906. 
,i 233'-' 9 

(2) Ibid., p. 233 
(3) Ibid., p. 239 
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for its artistic purposes, but the cyntern we teach is quite mechan- 

ical and arbitrary as the I": orce code, quite as exact and completely 

defined. " (1) i 

The s, ie vie, we held by. Summ, in his classic book on Ilodern 

Punctuation. Sun. meydeclared himself to be 'an opponent of the 

"formalistic" and "�legislative" approach to the subject out of a 

deep-rooted conviction that "punctuation is not a matter of mechan- 

ical correctness; it is an art. " (2) His main contention is summed 

up in the following; quotation: 

fý 
The fundamental truth is that all 

structural punctuation marks in straight 
reading matter are rhetorical points, 
because they are at once grouping points 
and (intentionally or other: aise) enphasis 
points, with effects on movement. (3) 

Sumneyteas also of the opinion that "an experienced writer means a 

point as definitely as he means a word. '? (4) 

A more interesting theory on the artistic values of punctu- 

ation has recently been put forward by E. L. Thorndike in an essay 

on "The Psychology of -Punctuation" which puts into sharper focus 

the tenets of the ., hole nsycholoGical approach to the subject. 

Thorndike believes that punctuation influences "emphasis, movement 

and style. " (5) He also believes that punctuation, is closely re- 

lated to the : writer's personality. He goes so far as to say that 

''it will be an easy task for any explorer of personalities who is 

hopeful of important results from any honest examination of symptoms 

to compare punctuation profiles with bioCraphical facts concerning 

authors. " (6) Still, apart frort ita yutjVcctivencsa, Thorndikeve 

essay fails to show us in a concrete way hour punctuation is a 

reflection of some personal traits of certain authors. 

(1). ' Ward, 1915 : 
(2) Sumr, $, 1919 : 
(%3) 

. 
Ibid. , p.: r5 

452 . ý_ 6 
4 Ibid., p. 91 
5 Thorndiko 

, 194, ; 222-8 6 Ibid. 
, p. 22£3 
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In the followini; paCeo I x1.11 investigate four punctuation 

marks in Conrad's second novel, An Outcnmt of the Islands. 't'hese 

are the full-stop, the comma, the dash and the suspension points. 

This is followed by a ctatisticnl account of the punctuation marks 

in eicht other novels ertendine over the whole period of Conr^d's 

stylistic development. Comparison , pith four of Conrad's conteo Q- 

oraries will help place him in the stylistic context of the age. 

Conrad was a stylist whose constant preoccupation with "le mot 

juste" Made him- resort to More than one stylistic device to achieve 

his end. At one time, he . 7ould breathe new life into the almost 

obsolete meanings of some xords. At " another, he , would draw on the 

Biblical overtones of some others. His dedication to matters of 

yl shows up in many of his letters. One such letter deserves 

to be quoted at length; for, here, his fondues for 'Ile mot juste' 

is too obvious to need further comment. The letter was written in 

September 1910 to Mrs. E. L. Sanderson as a stylistic review of her 

Some South Afric:,, n Sketches. 

follows: 

The latter part of it reads as 

I hope you won't suspect me of the intention 
of teaching you. You have your own ; style, your 
own expression. -. ' The alterations on the page / 
are merely illustrative of my s=pying that your 
prose Wi. nts a, little "bracinG up". For instance 
A is a simple re-arranöement, the picture of the 
lilies starring (sic), etc., etc., being completed before the effect of'surprise is mentioned. In 
B and D, I have erased a few, words : rhich detract 
from the actuality of the impression. 
see 

G. I re-arranged this passage. I think the 
construction is bettor thus. - In descriptive 
writing one must either evoke image, or make 
statements. The .., ords `ntr ini*e nros nee are neither image nor statement. Power, instead 
of nrcnence, is I think all ri ht. Comnelling I don't like very much. In view of what follows fntrºt- might do. - 

Lower down I,. chan o shores for birthright. Less, 
-precise 

certainly but amore s,, word. (1): `. u.. astive ,.. 

(1) L. L'., Vol . II;.: pp 117' 81 
.;., 
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Nor could he as a stylist noalect the important question of 

punctüntion. Indeed, his insistence on doing for himself the 

'roof-readinC of his works testifies to the peculiar attention he 

paid to the cli htest details of his style. In one of these 

letters to his American publisher, Doubleday, he says: 

Besides, I felt that in justice to myself, 
and also to your efforts on my behalf, I 
must see the proof sheets; not for material 
alterations, but for the exact setting of 
the text. I felt this the more because 
your printers would be setting up from a 
typewritten copy : °hich I myself had not 
seen, but which, I am sure, contains the ` 
usual amount of errors and mistakes of a 
kind that cannot be easily discovered by 
the most conscientious of proof readers. (1) 

" In a more revealing letter he tells Algernon Methuen: 

I am very sensible of your kind attention 
in warning me of the 2nd impression in time 
for correctiö ns. There grill be five -3 
caused by myk oulty proof reading and 2 
typographical errors. You :; gill find them 
on the enclosed sheet of paper, clearly 
set out. (2) 

This letter is significant in more than one respect. It'proves 

that Conrad did the proof reading for the first impression of the 

novel in question, The Secret Agent. - It also proves that he him- 

self spotted the two typoGraphical errors and that he corrected than 

"on the enclosed sheet of paper". The fact that he' attributes the 

faults in the first instance to his "o-. -m faulty proof-reading' might 

be just a courteous attempt not to put the. blane for it on his 

printers. The important thins to note, however, is that it was he 

himself who pointed out and corrected the errors. 

It could be argued that punctuation is the main preoccupation 

of printers. This cannot be true' all alont; the line. For one 

(1) Ibid. , 'p. 214- 
... 

(Letter dated 21st Dec. - 1918). In the. samo 
letter. Conrad tells his publisher: "I am perfectly aware that 
I' had no book-proof- from you for the 'previou:, books, but 
this erns only. because 

. then 
_the settinu,, up 

. at Garden City was done from printed texts which wero already c.. refutly rovi sed 'by me, --(Cf. pp., 214 5) 
Vol-II, pp. -1-38 -' 9 (Letter of 7th Nov. 1906) 
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thin, "; i1oon in his Tre; itisc tells us that printers (at least those 

of Conrf-, d'3 time) felt loath to use dashes for certz. in technical 

reasons. -(1) For another, in his essay on "Coordination and the 

Comma", Raymond : illcr is of the opinion that "'mechiznica1 rules are 

uniform in their operation and take no account of subtle variations; 

least of all do they meddle with the interrelation of independent 

clauses. " (2) Besides, we have seen from Conrad's letters how he 

insisted on correcting the typoGraphical errors by himself. And 

Conrad himself acknowledges the principle of change or evolution in 

his style ,., here he tells Barrett Clark: 

My attitude to subjects and expressions, 
the angles of vision, my methods of 
composition; will, within limits, be 
always changing - not because I am un- 
stable or unprincipled but because I am 
free. (3) 

To understand the importance of punctuation in Conrad's works, 

let us try to unravel the stylistic complexities of this unpunctuated 

sentence from Under Jestern Eyes. Razumov is now in General T-i's 

room where, 

Filling a corner on a black pedestal stood 
a quarter life size smooth limbed bronze 
of an adolescent fiGure running , / 

Conrad p=tuates this short sentence in the following, -manner: 
Filling a corner, on a black pedestal, 
stood a quarter-life-size smooth-limbed 
bronze of an adolescent figure, running. (U. Irl. E. p. 43) 

of the comma before "running"' in the 
The placing punctuated version is necessary because it puts into 

relief the relationship between the head noun phrase of the pre- 

positional phrase, of an adolescent fig-ure, and the n-odifying 

particinle, running. The effect, is both grammatical and rhetorical. 

It is grammatical because it, points out the close relationship be- 

tween the noun figure and-the' reduced relative' clause running which 

could have easily been used. in'the attributive position in'comething 

(1) °lil: on, 1856 ; 237 

. 
'(2) ! Siller, 1908 317 
['711 L. L.. - Vol'. II. D. 204 -. ý;. (T. n4- +.... 

_.. . ý, 
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like, "of a runnintadoleccent figure". It-in. rhetorica1 becauuo 

it draws the rcnier'a attention to the cyntactically isolated 

modifier. First, one cannot help fcclinf, ' that it ; va:: added to 

the sentence as an after-thou;; lit, in which case the dash would be 

much more effective. Second, it is elliptical in nature: it stands 

for somethinC like, ";; `sich was runpinj". - On the other hand, the 

: reimäining com:. las in the sentence, underline the syntactic relation- 

ship between the foregrounded poct: acdifyin.,. - participial phrase, 

fil? in r^ corner, the adverbial phrase, on n black. nodestal, and 

the rest of the sentence. A less complicated renäerinG of the 

sentence would read: ... 

A quarter-life-size smooth-limbed bronze of 
a running adolescent figure stood on a 
black pedestal, filling a corner. 

Here again the comma is necessary to indicate the syntactic relation- 

ship between the "running figure" and its postmodifying phrase, 

filling n corner$ : "rhich, in the absence of the comma, would be taken 

for a modifier of pedestal rather than of the whole fi;, 'ure (pedestal 

included). 

As An Outcast of the Islands will be constantly referred to in 

connection with other features of Conrad's style in the coming 

, chapters of this study, I will restrict myself in the present 
instance 

to the three closin; chapters of the novel (52 pages). Let us . first 

bc,, in with Conrad's ful tops. Here is how Conrad describes the 

meetinC between Almayer and the Malry , I"Iahmat, who is Coins to 

carry Joanna to her white. husb;. nd, : lille: ns: 

Almayer ex. mined the ran th3u,,,; htfully. 
how could he-find out- whether "... iie. had it! Lately' ho'had osployed that man and his two brothers as'extra boatmen to carry stores, 
provisions, and new axes; -to a of rattan cutters so: io dictcnce u» the river. -A throe dr.. ys' expodition: - ̀  He would test him now in th. ̂ . t, way. " (p" 317) 

Isere we Gotr four full-stops, each of . which ia' cupposed to mirk the 

end«of n separate centenco. Still, of. the four utter. rncoc, throe 
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only contain finite verbs, :: hereno the penultimate one contains no 

vcrb , nt c. 11, A three d"y^' c: ry'diti on. As such, the phrase is 

inseparably connectcd to the preceding eentenee, and is equivalent 

to a ccntenti l relctive clause like, "which is a three d^ys' 

expedition'. nonce nothing heavier then a comma after river 

should separate it therefrom. 

When Linga rd finally deserts : 7ille: ns to his inevitable fate, 

the omniscient narrator has this to say: 

The bitter peace of the abandoned clearings 
entered his heart, in which nothing could 

", -live now but the me;: ory and hate of the past. 
Not remorse. In the breast of a tan possessed 
by the masterful consciousness of his individu- 
ality..., there could be no place for such a 
feeling as that of remorse. (p. 327) 

: ere, amain, we feel that the utterance, Not remorse, is so closely 

connected to the precedin0 sentence that nothinG but a comma or a 

Beni-colon should separate them. Still, as in the preceding example, 

Conrad uses the full-stop, a practice similar to that of free-lcnce 

journalists. In both cases, the use of the full-stop is a rhetori- 

cal device aimed at spotlighting one of the many particulars of the 

statement conveyed by the sentence. 

Sometimes the full-stop precedes an utterance which would be 

-treated as a complete sentence in its own ri;; ht, were it not for the 

absence of one. or more of the syntactical items which the traditional 

concept of a sentence requires. Describing ºi1lems's hallucinations 

with regard to his longed-for escape from Sambir, the omniscient 

narrator says: 

lie had a- terrible vision of shadowless 
horizons :: here the blue s : -, y and the 
blue sea riet; or a circular wnd blazing 
enptiness :: here a dead tree and a dead 
man drifted together, endlessly, up aAd down, upon the brilliant undulations of the streit;. No Chips there. Only 
death. lnd tho_river led to it. (p. Zap} 

Obviously, the first -sentence . with its main clnuse nnd several 
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dependent c1, nunen 13Lclosely connected with the second utterance, 

1o Whin thhere, that only a semicolontoGethar tith'none conceooive 

co-ordinator like but and the two items, there were, are needed to 

make them one sentence; in which last, case the utterance, Only- 

death, vould require just something like, there was, to make it a 

complete sentence. The conversational tone of the passage seems 

to justify this peculiar use of the full-stop, for, in a sense, the 

pas3a e could be conerued as a mere reporting of the interior dia- 

logue that went on in Jillems's mind on that occasion. 

At other times, the full-stop is used as a means of singling 

out one word in the sentence for special emphasis: 

He could stretch out his hands, he could 
call for aid, for support, for sympathy, 
for relief - end nobody would come. 
Nobody. There-was no one there -. but 
that woran. (p. 337) 

Here, the main reason for the use of the full-stop after the noun, 

Nobody, is to emphasize the outcast's sheer despair and utter disil- 

lusionnent. 

In the followinG example the full-stop is used after a clause 

of some thirty words which, nevertheless, contains no finite verb 

at all: 

And he could see things there! Things 
charming and splendid passing before 
him in a magic unrolling of resplendent 
pictures; picture; of events brillic; nt, 
happy, inexpressibly glorious, that 
would make up her life. (p. 320 

The whole utterance I'Things charming.. '. her life! i3 simply a clause 
expanding the object of the procedin., sentence. It is nothing but 

a series of modifiers that are syntactically related to that object. 

still, the utterance ends with a full'-stop, 
-a-"* though it could bo 

a complete sentence inIit's io n right. The two sentences would be 

anpropriatoly connected through either a coma or a. dash. But, 

because Conrad is intent on heightening the rhetorical tone of tho 
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n1cc. ýýeý he ends the first eentenco : ": ith . ̂. n oxclamition mirk; and 

Navin, - done this, he hn s no choice but to treat the following 

cl, -'u. -, c as an independent unit. 

As opposed to these CaSCJ : °hcre the full-ctop is used whore 

it is least needed, there are many ex; mp1c where the use of the 

full-stop is deferred to give the descriptive novelist core elbow 

room to cram more and more details into the texture of his over- 

taxed prose. Indeed, there is not one single descriptive tableau 

in the early novels that : would not be broken u into twice or thrice 

of the sentences it is made up of. Here is one the number such , 
tableau made up of one extra-long sentence: 

And as he stood in the still night, lost in 
his enchanting and gorgeous dreams, , while 
the ascending, thin thread of tobacco sr.: oko 
spread into a faint bluish cloud above his 
head, he appeared strangely impressive and 
ecstatic: like a devout and Mystic worship- 
per, adoring, transported and mute; burning 
incense before a shrine, a diaphanous shrine 
of a child-idol with closed eyes; before a 
pure and vaporous shrine of a srall god - 
fraGile, powerless, unconscious and sleeping. (p. 320) 

ReadinG this seemingly ever-expanding sentence, the reader feels 

that the full-stop is forcibly beint; pushed 

Normally, the sentence should end with the 

Instead, Conrad opts for the colon ; which is 

context. It is as thouCh Conrad felt that 

from one place to anothor. 

aodifier ecstatic. 

hi,:; h1y improper in the 

some sort of . ause should 

be inserted at this stoße in the description, and bcc: usc he had in 

mind the host of commas and semi-colony the passe Se abounds in, ho 

chose the heavier colon to clear up any ambiguity that might result 

from excessive use of the sarge marks. Still, the contcnco could 

have ended here with a full stop, and a now sentence could have 

started with somethinC like, "In this way he was like a devout..., 

etc. ". Apparently, Conrad had the question of stylistic economy 
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in mind. That ie; why he chooo the colon, wherewn nothing tioavier 

than the comma ohou1d have been used. The prnctico is reminiscent 

of punctuation in the Old Pe at:: rinnt ;: here the colon in uoed in placo 

of the acni-colon, and in some cases of the cor-. 1a. Sucli, hovevcr, 

was not the norm at -Conrads timt wcan the colon was mainly used 

for the listing of the particulars of the acncra1 item precedinG it. 

It is charzcteristic*o Conrad to let his sentences drag out 

into a series of -repositional or adverbial phrases that have morn 

often than not a marked effect on the movement of hin prose. 

He was intoxicated by the subtle perfumes 
" ,. of the night; he was carries. awc'y by the 

suggestive stir of the warm breeze; he was 
possessed by the exaltation of the solitude, 
of the silence, of his momorics, in the 
presence of that figure offerin;; herself in 
a submissive and patient devotion; coming to 
him in -the name of the past, in " the name, 
of those days x, rhen he could see_ nothing,.. 
think of nothinc, desire. nothina-but her. 
embrace. (p. 338) 

.. And, all at once, it seemed to him thzt he _" was peerinj into a sombre hollow, into a deep black hole full of decay and of :; hitened, 
" bones; into nn i:.;: icnsc apJ inevitable grave 

full of corruption where sooner or later he 
must, unavoidably, fall. (p. 339) 

In the first passage, there is nothing wrong with the use of the 

semi-colon to connect the first three interrelated clauses. The 

sentence should have ended then in a full-stop;, instead, there 

follows a series of propositional phrases which in turn are succeeded 

by a series of adverbial and post. -; odifyin-; clauses which render the 

sentence into the stylistic monster that it really is. 

The second sentenco should normally end 7ith z full-stop 

immediately after a. combre hollow or %hitonea bones at most; instead, 

the full-stop draG3 on into that chain of exp; nding phrases that are 
out of all proportion ;.. 'tti -the nature of the information being 

imparted. 

The above-quoted; cxvmplco have-alao shown the way Conrad 

honvily depcndc. on, the comma as. a means of under1ininC the Crr, mmatical 
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relation hip between the various cle: nentc of the centencc. Thic 

gr3n: a tical function of the comma c, -.,. n be further illustrated by 

the following Short ccntence: 

Ä1n- yer valked to it, and oic, cin ; it up 
revived the flame by ? ullinG the wick 

" with hic fingers, :; hic: he -, hook directly 
after with a grimace of in. (p. 319) 

The comma before the relative clause at the end of the sentence 

hi:; h1i, hts its non-restrictive nature. The sentence could also 

be punctuated in a different way by using two ccm a: to bracket off 

the yrticipial clause, nicking it un, to make the first part of 

the sentence read: "A1mayer walked to it and, picking it up, revived 

the fleme, etc. ". 

The saris grammatical function is apparent in sentences like: 

N, ahmat passed through the gate in silence, 
but before the bar had been put un behind 
him he had made up his mind that if the 
white man ever wanted to eject him from 
his hut, he would burn it and also as many 
of the white man's other buildings as he 
could safely get at. (p. 318) 

This concatenation of co-ordinate and subordinate clauses would 

hardly be comprchen sible without the commas. Still, Conrad 's 

method of punctuation is a broad one. A narrow method would 

place a semi-colon after silence and two commas between but and 

before, as well as between him and he. Besides, the sentence could 

be broken into two separate units if a full-stop were put after 

silence. But this would be reckoning without Conrad's notorious 

u:., nia for the over-lonü descriptive sentences. 

Apart from its ramriintical function, the comma in Conrad 

serves a rhetorical purpoce in those passages », here the novelist's 

temperament or feelinGs gain the upper-hand. SpcakinG of Willems's 

dren^ýs of imminent salvations, the omniscient narrator observes: 
He thought- of eccapc °'- - of - somothinC to 

" be done. 

'Phero werd ships there - nhipa, help, 
white men. Mon liko himcolf. Good 
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men who would rescue him, take him away, 
take him far away where there was trade, 
and houses, and other men that could 
understand him exactly, appreciate his 
capabilities; where there was proper food, 
and money; where there were beds, knives, 
forks, carriages, brass bands, cool drinks, 
churches with well-dressed people playing 
in them. (p. 329) 

Asa means of co-ordination, the comma, in the above passage, serves 

a traditional grammatical purpose. Its rhetorical function lies 

- in the way it mimes the recurrent pauses in Willems's reported 

monologue. It helps bring out the intensity of his feelings. Wo 

also notice that for reasons of clarity the novelist replaces two 

commas with semi-colons before the two adverbial phrases beginning 

with where. 

The comma is also a salient feature of the novelist's style in 

those descriptive passages where his fondness for the various types 

of modification is on full display. 

She followed him with a timorous gaze, with 
a gaze for ever expecting, patient and en- 
treating. And in her eyes there was-the 
wonder and desolation of an animal that knows 
only suffering, of the incomplete soul that 
knows pain but not hope; that can find no 
refuge from the facts of life in the illu- 
s;,, pry conviction of its dignity, of an 
exalted destiny beyond; is the heavenly 
consolation of a belief in the momentous,,,, 
origin of its hate. (pp. 334 - 5) 

Here it is no longer a question of indicating the pauses indicative 

of the agitated nature of the speech of the character concerned. 

The interplay of commas and semi-colons is primarily aimed at clea- 

ring up the ambiguity that might stem from this peculiar ctrinCing of 

post-modifying clauses. It also creates come sort of balance among 

tho various elements of the sontonco, a balanco that is an intogral 

part of the rhythmical pattern of Conrad's prose, especially in the 

, works of, the oarly period.., (1) 

(1) This point is dealt with in come detail in the oighth Chapter on "Co-ordinators and Other Connoctivea's. 
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ti'ýe nor: come to Conrad's suspension 

points which are usually 

throe or more full-stops in combination desiLned to indicate a 

1on. - pause or an onisdion in the speech of the speaker. The way. 

Conrad uses these points in the following paaoate is quite revealing: 

'Let me come . in. . hy this anger? v7hy 
this silence? ... Let me watch .. by your. 
side. ... Have-I not watched faithfully? 
Did harm ever come to you when you closed 
your eyes while I was by? ... I have waited 
... I have e; aited, for your smile, for your 
words ... I can wait no more. .... Look 
at me ... speak to me. Is there a bad 
spirit in you? A bad spirit that has 
eaten up your courage and your love? Let 

.,, 'me touch you. Forget all ... All. 
Forget the wicked hearts, the angry faces 
... and remember only the day I came to 
you ... to you! 0 my heart! 0 my life! " 
(P. 336) 

The first set of suspension points made up of three full-stops is 

clearly indicative of a long pause that followed a complete sentence. 

The second set consisting of only t,. -., o full-stops underlines a shorter 

pause between the elements of the same sentence. There follows a 

set of four full-stops to indicate that the preceding sentence has 
underline 

come to an end ands the long pause that intervened between it and the 

following sentence. All this proves that Conrad did not uce his 
fi 

punctuation marks indiscriminately. The suspension yoint in euch 

cases spotlights the intense emotions of the speaker and lends par- 

tiel credence to what Summt says about suspension points being 

"vague and emotional". (1, )) 

Sometimes the reader gets the impression that suspension points 

are. used by the omniscient narrator as a means of anolo"izine for 

his.. inability to catch every word uttered by the speaker as in this 
, iosr 

c 

from V1i11ens's monoloGuo: 

(1)r Sum'ae r, 1919 : 183 _4 

ýt' ` 
.. 't ý-..... 

.. 
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lie thought; she does not know, hlmayor 
held his tonº; ue about rissa. But if she 
finds out, I ;: a lost. If it hadn't been 
for the boy I . could ... free of both of 
the:. ... The idea darted through his 
he^d. Uot " he! tia rried .... Swore 
solemnly. 1,0 ... sacred tie .... 
Lool; inG on his wife, he felt for the first 
time in his life something approaching 
remorse. Remorse, arisin;; from his con- 
ception of the awful nature of an oath 
before the altar. ... She mustn't find" 
out. ... Oh, for that boat! (p. 3'i9) 

It could also be argued that the suspension points are used as a 

means of transcribing the speech of the emotionally disturbed 

1.7illems in a, realistic m nner. Caught up in his o:: wn dirty tricks, 

: 7illon s is torn between his newly-born fidelity to his lawful : life 

and his soul-searing desire to escape 'at any cost from his demanding 

mistress. lillenis secretly hopes he could get rid of both. His 

agony and sheer embarrassment are partly realised through this 

excessive use of suspension points. 

On rare occasions a set of suspension points occurs where a 

comma is normally usod: 

And while she begged, entreated, kissed 
his hands, crept on hic shoulder, adjured 
him in the name of God, to forgive, to 
forget, to speak the word for which she longed, to look at his boy, to believe in 
her sorrow and in her devotion - his eyes, 
in the fascinated immobility of shining 
pupils, locked far away, far beyond her, 
beyond the river, beyond this land, through 
days, weeks, months; looked into liberty, into 
the future, into his triumph. .. into the 
great possibility of a startling revenge. (p. 347) 

Apparently Conrad uses suspension points here to indicate the 

dramatic shift in the string of adverbial phrases used. The last 
of these phrases serves as an unexpected anti-climax to the thron 

that precede the suspension points. As such, this eccentric use 

of the punctuation mark°helps-prepare the reader for the oudden 
af __ 

shift, in tone in 
_. "a 

manner that would not obtain if the com, na tuna 
uccd inctoad..: =w 
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Suopcnsion points are alao used to indicate a transition from 

the narrc; tive style to "free indirect speech", or "le style indirect 

libre" as it is called in French. (1) 

äome gray off, t; ahmat and his brother 
exch^nGed words in calm undertones. . 
This ws the strong d:; u, hter of the holy 
man who had died. The white man is very _'. tall. There would be three vonen and the 
child to take in the boat, besides that white 
man who had the money .... ' The brother 
went away back to the boat, and Mahmat 
rein ined looking on. (n. 354) 

Apart from the first and last sentences, which are pure narra- 

tive, the middle sentences constitute the reported version of the 

dislojüe between rlnhmat and his brother. The shuttle movement 

between the two modes of style is. indicated by a set of four full- 

stops. 

Occasionally such transition in style is accompanied by ellip- 

sis of one or more elements of the sentence: 

tjuillems pushed his wife roughly behind the 
tree, and made up his mind quickly for a 
rush to the house, to grab his revolver and 

.. Thoughts, doubts, expedients seemed 
to boil in his brain. (p. 352) 

This is imirediately followed by a reported version of the man's 

thoughts. The important thin. - to note is that the suspension points 

serve the double purpose of heralding the shift from narrative to 

reported speech and of indicating the ellipsis of ndverbials like 

suddenly , -all of n sudden-, etc., 

Conrad frequently uses the dash for a variety of purposes. In 

this example it functions as a substitute for the common mark of 

parenthesis: 

He (I', lmayor) heard him (Ali) talk with the 
head -watchman'- sometimes quite clone to 
him in the darkness - then moving off, 
coming back, tiionderinG ; and, as the time 
pan;. cd, g; ro"rring unoacy. (p. 316) 

(1)7 . Sce Chapter V infr, l. 
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The uze of the dash tniLj, ht be meant to indicate Alrnuyor' c astonish- 

ment at the reason or the purport of that rapprochement between hic 

ncrva nt and the watchrian. 

In the fo1lo;: inj; example the dash is used in p1c co of a pooi- 

tivc indicators like "n: -raely and words of cirnilor import: 

Now, the Rajah Lout could make himself in- 
visible. Also, he could be in two places 
at once, es everybody knew; except he - the 
useless watchman - who knew no more about 
white men than a wild pig. (p. 317) 

-The dash also serves the purpose of clearing up any ambiguity that 

might result frem the mixing up of personal pronouns. 

Sometimes the dash is used in. 
-place of comr-as as a means of 

bracketing off a non-restrictive relative clause: 

There was a bi- room. On the. floor a stall 
binnacle lamp - that had found its way to 
the house years ago from the lumber-room of 
the Flash - did duty for a night-light. (p. 319) 

The difference between the dash and the comma in such contexts is 

that the former is more emphatic than the latter. Besides, it 

could be construed as a means of highlighting an after thought on 

the part of the narrator. 

Sometimes the dash is used as a means of separatinC members of 

a balanced structure. from the rest of the sentence fQr purely 

rhetorical ends: 

Those three human bcinGs abandoned by all 
were lilac shipwrecked people left on an insecure and slippery ledge by the retir- ing tide of an angry sea - listening to 
its distant` roar, living-anguished between 
the menace of its return and the hopeless 
horror of their solitude - in the midst 'of 
a tompcat of passion, or ro ret, of disgust, 
of despair. (p. 326) 

1tlthou;; h the other shorter phrases in the pnssn&e are as well 
balanced, the two l oncer, post-modifying p rticipial clauses aro 
set apart by means of the dish, +an+d this mikes their rhetorical 
impact the more'tellinj;, 'rnd hiGhlirht3 their poetic contont. 
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In the following quotation the dashes are used to indicate 

ellipeis and to introduce : concluding clause upon which othor 

elements of the sentence depend: 

He stopped - could not help g1, ncina at her. 
In Al the sombre gracefulness of the straight 
figure, her limbs, features - Al was indistinct 
and vcGue but the gleam of her eyes. (p. 335) 

In the first sentence, thednsh is used as a means of dispensing 

with the use o subordinators like bec: )use and the repetition of 

the third person pronoun. In the second, it in the wnerno of re- 

1wting the clause containing the only finite verb to the rest of the 

sentence., 

On other occasions the dash is used as a means of bracketing 

off :: 'hat is best Icno:: n in drema as stake directions fron the reit 

of the narrative: 

He heard her whispering - her face hidden 
on his shoulder - of past sorrows of 
coming joy that mould last for ever; of 
her unshaken belief in his love. (p. 338) 

There is also an element of ellipsis here, since the use of the 

dash helps the novelist do without prepositions like with or sub- 

ordinators like , hile: "v: ith her face hidden", or "while her face 

was hidden.... " 

AlthouCh the line of demarcation between the dash and cuspen- 

lion points is a vague one, Conrad's use of the two marks in tho 

some passage enhances the impression that he 'ras fully aware of 

the subtle difference between them. Let un ex... mino closely this 

di^logue between WillcH and his estranGed wife, Joanna, towards 

the end of the novel: 

He shouted 
"How did you come? " 
She answered in hurried words, looking 
at him intently - "In a big, ccnnoc= with three man., I know 

. everything. Lin"ard'a away. I come to 
save you., I knovj. -...: Alnnyer told mo. ii 
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"Canoe! - A1mayer - Lic3. fold you -. You" 
ot,: i: acrcd ';! i1lc: is in a distracted manner. " 
It; 1hy you? - Told what? " 
: lord:, ftt lcd hitr.. : ie star ed at his wife, 
tninkin;; with fear that :; lib - stupid won . an - 
had been made a tool in sor. e pl: -. n of treachery 

... in some deadly plot. (p. 31t5) 

It cecris that : -: ith Conrad tho dash man used on such occcsions to 

indicate a pause longer than that hiGilli3hted by the cusponsion 

points. Besides, as is clear from iil1cis's reaction to his wife's 

information, the dash is much more appropriate before echo words as 

a means of bringing; out the speaker's wonder and amazemont at tho 

unexpected turn of events. 

From the previous analysis orie can conclude the following ; ., 
1. rlthouýh Conrad's full-stops arc used as a means of de- 

liinitinC the boundaries of sentences, they are occasionally used to 

separate two parts of the same sentence for eGiphotic or dramatic 

purposes. On the other hand, especially in descriptive passa, -es, 

a full stop is more often than not made to drag on into a coring of 

modifiers, prepositional or adverbial phrases that have a marked ... 
effect on the-movement of his prose. 0 

2. Although his commas are usually used to perform the normal 

grammatical function of specifying the relationship between the 

various elements of the sentence, they are also used to perform the 

rhetorical function of isolatin- one particular element of the 

sentence for dramatic or emphatic purposes. In other casos, they 

serve as a means of hishlichtinG the speaker's intense feelin6s, and 

in'-the case of the novelist-narrator they underline his unconscious 

involvement with his subject. -,. , 

3. Suspencionlpoints are used to, indicato omiccionc or a 

sudden' turn of- thought or, as: an,. aidý towards a more realistic trans- 

cription, -Of a character' c` speech. .ý. They are also used by the 

novelist-narrator as a means or apologizing to the reader for hin 

inability to report the exact'. words of the speaker. Hero peculiar 
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-till, they are used to mark the unexpected transition from nar- 

rttive style to "free indirect s ccch". 

4ý 1t dash is oftc: l used as a ncans of stylistic variety 

when it replaces norm^1 narks like parenthesis, Commas or appooi- 

tion markers like "namoly -, that is ", etc. It is also used to 

bracket off parallel structures, ctaae directions, or to indicate 

a dramatic turn in speech. 

Althoußh these four punctuation marks constitute a strikin, *ly 

salient feature of the ocrly style, they tend to decrease in 

number in the novels of the riddle and late Conrad. Besides, in 

the late novels other Marks not attested on a sinificnnt scale in 

the early novels are given special prominence. 

To prove my point, I have counted the relative frequency of 

some nine punctuation marks in the first fifty pages of eight of 

his novels: A1 ^. yer's Folly, Lord Jim, The Secret Agent, Under 

ºestern ryes, The Arrow of Gold, Chanco, Victory rind The : over. 

This is not a random choice. Alza. ̂ . yor's Folly is Conrad's first 

novel in order of publication, a fact sufficient in itself to make 

one assume that here one would meet with the peculiarities of a 

style in the making. Chance, Vic tort', The Arrow of Gold and 

The (lover have been selected because they are supposed to represent 

that stamme in Conrad's development when his style took a turn towards 

the more simple and less exacting. Lord Jim, The Secret . ", gent, and 

Under ; je^tern Fycs have been included, the first for acknowledged 

artistic perfections,, the second for boing on a different plane in 

terms of conception and structure, the third for its intermediate 

position between two staCes of stylistic development. 

The result of this crude statistical : method is cii; nificv: nt. 

Iiore first is a chart of, the infor: aticn Cnined: 
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A. F. L. J. S. A. U. '--'I. E. C. V. A. G. R 

Periods (Full-otops) 497 576 763 908 903 852 650 657 

Comrms 999 1033 983 59I 597 850 855 730 

Semicolons 59 99 89 3Z 35 59 29 28 

Colons 2 2? 18 4 13 31 25 19 

Parenthesis 8 10 6 11 3 '40 10 

Dashes 79 124 . 85 167 33 140 61 25 

Suspension Points - 15 2 32 12 2 54 18 

question Marks 32 35 56 43 40 72 49 118 

Fxcla^ýation harks 52 48 25 44 23 38 19 19 

The chart clearly shows the marked difference between the number of 

commas and periods used in Almiyer's Folly and Lord Jim, two of the 

novels dealing with the Malay Archipelago and those used in the other 

novels, one of which at least (Victory) also treats of events that 

took place in the Bally Archipelago. In both Almnyor's Folly and 

Lord Jim the proportion of commas to periods is-that of almost two 

to one. -In Victor they are of equal proportion. But in Chance 

Conrad uses twice as many periods. In the rest of the novels 

commas and periods seen tobe of proportionate number. 

It seems that with Chince Conrad's style started to undergo a 

change towards the less complicated. 
. 

Ch co, au Baines tells us, 

proved to be "the turni ng; point in Conrad's financial fortunes as 

a-writor. " (1) It was through Chance also that Conrad "suddenly 

became a best seller. " (2) The, reasons for the novel's success 

or failure might be those cited-by F. R. Leavis and Crankehau (3) 

(1, ]3 piney, 197]. : 456 
(2) Ibid.. 

-.. (3); Cf. I, ccvic, 1962 : 222 - 5; Cranlcuhaw, 1963 : iý7 
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who both regard it a: i a literary maytergiece, or those mentioned by 

Baines and Oliver larner (1) who look on it as "one of Conras3 most 

imperfect novels. " (2) There is little doubt, however, that Conrad 

wrote his works with an eye on the3ublic. Baines goes so far as 

to say that O'Ch"ince was, to a greater extent than Conrad's other 

novels, decked out to catch popularity. " (3) This popularity 

which his soul hankered after, nnd to which his letters constantly 

refer (as far back as 1907 he wrote to J. B. Pinker, "As I've told 

you my mind runs much on -popularity norr. " ('i) was ultimately assured. 

by the appearance of Chance in book form in 1912. 

Two illustrative examples from the early and the late Conrad 

will help put into sharper focus the dif; erence in style in so far 

as punctuation marks are concerned. It has been established that 

Conrad uses suspension points in situations of high emotional tension. 

Two such situations occur in The Nigger (1897) and Victory (1914). 

Here first is the passage fror The Ni gger: 

He (the ni(.; Ser) spoke s: as. modically in fast 
ruches .. vith long pauses between, as a tipsy 
man walks.... 'Cook had just given me a 
pcnnikin of hot coffee. .. Slapped it down 
there; on my chest - banged the. door too. ... I felt a heavy roll coming; tried to. save my , 
coffee, burnt my fingers ... and fell. out of 
my bunk. . . ". She went over so quick. .:: . Water came. in through the ventilator. ... I couldn't move the door ... dark as a grave 
... tried to scr;. rmblc up into the upper 
berth. ... Rats. .. a rat bit my finger as 
I Sot up.... I could hoar him swimming below 
me. .... I thou; ht you could never come. ... I thou, 'nt you were all zone: overboard. ... 
of course ... could hear noting but the 
wind. . . `. Then you came . : '. (p. 105) 

And here is the passnSe from Victor: 

"1lhistleo, yells omens, 
, sien ls, portents - What do- they matter? " 

: 
Ito (zIeyot) ;; aid. bßut 

v at about, that crowbar? ' 
, 

Suppose I had it! 

(1) Cf. Baines, ' 1971:. -: -455 - . 46?; ; arner, 1951 (2) - Baines, p. t}58ý. 
(3) Ibid. 

Vo1. II; . jpp.: L8 -' 9' . (Letter' dated 18th T: ny 1907) 
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Could I :; trend in c. uibu; bh at the side of the 
door - thin door- and untach the first pro- 
trudin- hood, ccitto blood and brains over 
the floor, over these wnlls and then run 
stealthily to the other door to do the sane 
thins - and repent the performance. . . V' (p. 361) 

In the grimace fror. The Nilger, James : gait speaks after a narrow 

escape from what looked like inevitable death, and his s? cech reflects 

his agitation through a host of suspension points. In that from 

Victor y2 Hoyst finds himself virtually crippled in the face of the 

three emissaries of evil, and his utterc. nces betray his bowilderment. 

Still, in this last instance the number of suspension points"is 

reduced to ä ninirium. Althoumh cona 
i 

abound in the second passage 

in a runner highly re iniscent of the early practice, the general 

. impression one sets from a comparison of the early and late novels 

is that Conrad's rhetorical narks underjo a Grolfini; decline in 

frequency after the early experiment, --l period of his career as a 

novelist. 

The carne contention applied to Conrad's use of the comas in 

some of his descriptive pa.. sscges. Thus, if we coipnre one deccrip- 

tive passaüe frort Ah yer's Folly with a similar one from The Arro;: 

of Gold ewe night be able to further differentiate bot"rween the two 
ool 

styles. In the following passage from his first novel, Conrad is 

describing one of the love scenes bet; roon A1moyer'a dauGhter, Nina, 

and her Malay lover, Dain Maroola: 

His o, -., n boat gras there anchored by a stone, 
and he steopod into it, , Keeping his hc. nd on 
the gunwale of Nina's canoe. 'In a moment 
the two little nutshells with their occupants 
floated quietly side by side, reflected by 
the bl'ek grater in - the din light struggling 
through a, c, -nopy of donee folingc; while 
above, away up in'the broad day, flamed immense 
red blossoms sending down on their heads a 
shower of great' dew-sparkling petals that 
descended rotating slotly in a continuous and perfumed ctrbmm; and 'over thorn, 'under them, in the sleeping; water; all around them in a ring of `luxuriant vegct. ztion bftlicd in the 
urarm air charged with strong and h;. &rch perfurnes, the 'intense work of tropic; 8l nature went on; 
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plant r. shooting up: w: r'rds, ent;.: ined, interlaced 
in inextricable confusion, cl±mbing madly and 
brut, lly over each other in the terrible 
silence of a deeper^te struCgle towards the 
life-CivinC cunohine above - as if struck 
with sudden horror at the seething mass of 
corruption below, at the death and decay from 

which they sprang. (p, 71) 

And here is a similar passaCo from The r. rror of Gold 

Certain streets have an atmosphere of their 
own, a sort of universal fame and the particu- 
lar affection of their citizens. One, of 
such streets is the C; nnebiere, and the Jest: 
'If Paris had a Ca: inebiere it would be a 
little Marseilles' is the jocular expression 
of municipal pride.... 
There was -part of it where one could see as 
many as five big cafes in a resplendent row. 
That evening I strolled into one of them. 
It was by no means full. It locked deserted, 
in fact, festal and overlighted, but cheerful. 
The wonderful street was distinctly cold (it 
was an evening of carnival), I was very idle, 
and I was feeling a little lonely. So I 
went in and sat down. (p. 3)' 

The first thing to note here is that the first passage is. made up 

of just two sentences, the second of which contains ei, ht commas, 

two semi-colons, one colon, two dashes and one Period. The role 

played by commas is certainly grammatical in'the first instance, 

but its rhetorical function: shows up in the novelist's insistence on 

creating balance: through antithesis in over them, under them; 

through cumulative ropetitiön in shooting uaw rds, efi ttrined, inter- 

1; nced; and through, synonymous repetition in, at the soothing mn, c 

of corru, ticn belo; t, at, the death and decry from which they sornngo. 

The same can be seid of Conrad's use of the comma to Give further 

weicht to the synonymous 
: 

phr, ses: while above, nw-y un in the broid 

dry, etc. 

This, however, 
. 
does not mean , that balance in this and similar 

par ,a ; es is solcly.. created by 
, this clever use of,. nunctuation mar. co, 

for there, i ,.. the question of. -the dclibcrýite 
-foreý; roundin;; of ccrtnin 

advorbinl_ phracoc , 'and 
the concciou ; . arrnneoment of the variouo :__. 

clcmente : of the sent once. It 1a not for 
., nothing; that wo het this 
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inversion of subject and predicate in the clause beCinning with, 

: "'hi1c above, un in the broad d-, y, f1 icd imnience red bloom :: omc, 

etc. The important point to be stressed here is that in such 

cases Conr, d concciouoly uses punctuation as an aid towards the 

creation of rhythm in his novels. This second sentence can be 

broken do-, n into as much as four or even five short sentences, but 

then the distinctive rhythm of Conra, d's prose would suffer as a 

result of this mutilating process. 

Likewise, one can 

to separate, clauses wh: 
i 

the same artistic end. 

determined to exhaust, 

tual attributes of the 

safely say that Conrad uses the semi-colons 

Lch are in. their turn heavily punctuated for' 

One can easily see that the novel ist is 

at one breath, the whole physical and spiri- 

situation. 

One may even ,o so far as to liken such passages with their 

sensuous appeal to Spenser's descriptions of the "Bo; fer of'Bliss" 

with this one difference: in Conrad's Passago, the reader cannot ' 

help feeling that the novelist is grapnlinC with images or'ideas 

beyond the reach of his still uncertain mastery of his adopted 

language. Hence' the insistence on details and the excessive use 

of punctuation marks. 

On the other hand, in the passage from The Arro of Gold, the 

tone appears to be less exacting, in the sense that it does not put 
too much strain on the reader's ability' for comprehension. In 

this pas;; aGe, the sentences are short,, and althouch the same insis- 

tenco on details still shows up in phrases like, fe^tnl and over- 

jjr, hted, but cheerful, the hith`frequency of commas (as compared 

with the other punctuation marks in the passaGe) does not detract 

from the affable nature of'the speaker's voice who coo=. -. intcnt on 
winninC us over'to hic side' throur, h hir, eacy Vi ay of narrating hic 

oxperiences. L1k0 Conrad himself; the narrator 4cems tobe intent 

on courting' the'ccnnibilities, of the readin''public. 
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The Arrow of Cold, however, in distinctive n^iong Conrad's works 

for the striking; number of parentheses it toctnc with. The inter- 

estin., thing about it is that Conrad uses this mart in Places where 

he would use the dash in the earlier novels. Indeed, the high 

frequency of this item in this novel of 1919 appenrs to be one of 

the Mannerisms of the late . Cori-nd. Here are some illustrative 

examples: 

"I have heard that some dealers in fine objects, 
quite merbenrry people of course (my : nothor has 
an experience in that world), show sometimes.... W-38) 

"If you stay with me long enough, and I hope you 
will (I really can't sleep),... (p. 40) 

"Rita had spotted him out of the corner of her 
eyes as he passed them, putting his enormous 
paw in a still More enormous Clove, airily, you 
kno;. ", like this. " " (Blunt waved his hand above his head),... (p. 1+2) 

'ý'º', e had been drinsing that straw-coloured wine, too, I won't soy like water (nobody would have 
drunk water like that) but,... (p. L, 6) 

It could be said that Conrad uses his parentheses here to keep some 

parts of the sentence' "out of the tray", as it were, so that tho sen- 

tence in-xy run on with the least possible interruption. As such, 

they (parentheses) are lesc. rhetorical'than the dashes and suspension 

points of the early novels. ' They are in tune with. tho easy going 

conventional tone of the chatty style. adopted in this novel. On 

closer scrutiny, however, -this mannerism of Conrad's seems to be part 
end parcel of the change that cameover'his style with years. It 

1oo s as though he was always experimenting with language in his 

unswervin- quest for the "mot justell 
gas Well as for What might be' 

termed the "marque juste", 

This discuscion' öf Conrade punctuation marke cannot be 'termi- 
näted, withiout'touching lightly. upon -his peculiar use of quotntion 

marks, especially in Lord dinnnd to a lesser extent, mnnco. Tho 

multiple quotation system which Conrad adopts in Lord . lire, for 
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instnnce, especirlly in the rendering of I"inrlow's thjughtu, direct 

speech, and of other chrr. cters' vsides makes it. hardly credible 

that the : whole Marlow story could be told in three hours time, as 

Conrad himself used to claim. In fact. -if one were to take into 

account the time needed for Marlow to pause for his numerous commas 

and other mr rats (m.., inly his quotation within quotation within further 

quotation. system of rendering his experiences), one : could find it 

hardly likely that Marlo'º, could finish . -. ith his story in three days. 

Conrad did not invent his punctuation marks. All other writers 

of his age used them with varying degrees of frequency. But Conrad's 

marks, aside from the fact that they tend to be more striking in the 

early than in the late novels, are also a distinctive feature of his 

style because they feature prominently in emotional situations. 

This is what gives him that touch of singularity in so far as punct- 

uation is concerned. As already pointed out in Chapter II of this 

study, Conrad continually referred in his letters to his friendship 

with Arnold Bennett;. he also liked and collaborated with Ford 1-1adox 
"1 

Ford. Besides, he held : Henry James in great esteem, respected 

John Galsworthy and admired H. G. Wells. And he read them all. 

Hence a comparison between his punctuation system and theirs miGht 

prove interesting. 

Let us now-take. one of those emotionclly. charged paccacos frort 

An'"Cutcnst'and compare it ; vith similar paseaGes from the novels of 

his . aforementioned_contemporaries. Toaards the and of the novel wo 

come ecrO s this dialogue between 'ofillems and his wife, Joanna: 
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And she pleaded humbly abashed - before him, 
before the unmoved i: )? e. -, rr, nce of the man she 
had wronged in defiance of human and divine 
laws. lie heard not a word of what she said 
till she raised her voice in a final appeal - 
I... Don't you sce I loved you always? They 
told me horrible things about you ... 
My own mother! They told me - you have bcon - 
you have been unfaithful to me, and I, .. ' 
'It is a th mned lie! ' shouted ;: illems, waking 
up for a moment into righteous indignation. 
'I knorw! I know - be generous - Think of my 
misery since you went away --- Oh! I could 
have torn my tongue out. ... I will never 
believe anybody - Look at the boy - be merci- 
ful -I could never rest till I found you 
.9. Say - "a word - one word. .. (pp. 31i9 - 50) 

And this isýhow Arnold Bennett renders a similar dialoGue between 

Marie and Dr. Colpus in The Gates of Cdrnth: (1) 

'I will tell you, then' he cleared his throat, 
stood up, and walked about the room. 'Have 
you not noticed, Marie, that one wedding often 
begets another? ' 
' º1hat do you mean? ' 
'I mean, ' he continued, ' 'that the sight of tor. 
Forrest's connubial bliss makes me envious of 
that unexceptional bridegroom. ' 
'Well? ' 
'Mario let me entreat you tobe sentimental. ' 
Marry me -I love you,, for your beauty and for 
your sins. Have I not worshipped long enough 
at the outer shrine, unrewnrded? ' 
'It was because you loved me I suppose' she 
remarked with sarcastic emphasis, 'that you 
haggled with me this morning like a very Jew'-' 
'My-dear girl, one does not haggle over, half 
a million. One haggles over half a crown; 
but where hoff a million is concerned we' call 
it negotiation. Besides, I only haggled in 
order to prove to myself that --- I 'What? ' 

'That I could twist you round my little finger. ' 
he held up that appendage and shook it at her. 

" 
(pp. 25 - 6) 

These two passages have more than one thing in common with this 

passage froii. Ford's The Good Soldier: (2) 

(1) 'Bennett,, 1927- 
(2) Ford, 1915 
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It w, -s one of those moments when thinking was 
imnocn: ible, Lconarn said. It was as if stonos 
were being thrown at her from "every direction 
: nd she could only run. She heard herself 
exclaim: 
'Edward is dying --- because of you. tie is 
dying. ile's North more than either of us * 
The girl looked part her at the panels of the half' 
cloned door. 
'My poor father; she said, 'my poor father. ' 
'You must stay here, ' Leonora answered fiercely. 
'You must stay 'here. I tell you you must stay 
here. ' 
'I am going to Glasgow, ' Nancy nnslwered. 'I 
shall go to Glacoo, r to-morrow morning. 11, ß 
mother is in Glasj; oa. ' 
It appears that it was in Glasgow that Mrs. 
Rufford pursued her disorderly life. (p. 187) 

If we look closely at these three passages, we will notice that 

they all deal with sentimental affairs of some sort or other. Though 

the three are almost of equal length, the Conrad passage contEina 

twelve dashes cnd six sets of suspension points as against two dashes 

only in the Bennett passage and one dash as well as one set of sus- 

pension points in the pässage from Ford's novel. There can be no 

doubting the fact-that the Conrad passage is the most rhetorical in 

nature. As to which. is more effective fror: the dramatic point of 

vie:, opinions may differ.. Still, I believe that Conrad's punctu- 

ation system helps bring out the full impact of the aomanlc agony 

and the husband's sheer bewilderment. At least this,, is how primi- 

tive people are likely to talk under the strain of emotion. While 

the lack of the dashes and suspension points in the Bennett passage 

riCht be commensurate ; rith the insipid feelings of the rogue, Dr. 

Col2us, and the aging coquette Mrs. Cavalossi, the lack of those 

dramatic marks in the Ford, passna . 3e can; only emphasize the artifici- 

ality not only of the sentiments expressed but also of this t: nd other 

similar dinlogues in the novel..,, 

The same, difference-in style can be. noted in theso three 

passaCes from Conrad, Galsworth 
s 

y and gell.,. Phoy, }t, avo one important 

thin,, in common between them. They are all written in the form of 
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interior monoloGuo within the mind of one or other of the chorlctern 

of the novels. The first is zi;; nin from Irr Outcast. It is the 

morr. rnt v: hen ';: illc":: ýo finally meets with his death at the h utdo of 

hic ttal:. y mistress: 

Ho saw -i burst of red flame before his 
eyes, -nd :. as deafened by a report th; it 
seemed to hirn. louder than a clan of 
thunder. Sor. ethin;; stopped him short, 
and he stood :: s? iriný in his nostrils 
the ecrid smell of the blue smoke that 
drifted from before his eyes like an 
im: lensc cloud. ... Niosec, by Heaven! 

. Thought so! ... And he saw her 
very far off, throwing her zmic up, while 
the revolver, very small lay on the ground 
between them. ... Hissed! ... Ho 
would o and dick it up now. * Never before 
did. he understand, as in that second, the 
joy, the triumphant delil; ht - of sunshine 
and of life. His mouth was full of 
somethin- salt and warm. Ho tried to 
cough; spat out. ... º; ho shrielts: In 

" the name of God, he dies! - he dies! - 
Who dies? - i; ust pick up - Night! - What? 

". Night already. '. . .. 
(p. 360) 

i 

The second nassalte is taken fro: i Gal worthy's The 1":. ßn of 

Dro, erty, the first in the . , cries known as The Fors Byte c a. Hero 

So mes Forsyte is being tortured by the"uneasy feoling that his 

wife, Irene, the most prized item in his collection of beautiful 

things, is madly in love with Phil Bosinney, a penniless ss architect. 

Cn this specific night his aCony increases: (1) 

And suddenly it shot through his mind, like 
a sick : can's fancy: Shat is. 

. 
doing? - that 

fellos: who haunts me, who wau hare, this 
evening, uho,.!. s in love with my wife - 
prowling out there, pcrhr s, lookinC. for her 
as I know he was lookin;; for her this after- 
noon;; watchinG my houac, now, for all I can 
tell! ` 
He stole across. the, landin: to the front of the house, etoalthily drew aside a blind, 
and raised a window. 

The arty light clung about the trees of the square, as 
_though 

:; iaht, like a great., downy moth, had Mused the:., with her winGs. 

1 

(1) Calsworthy, 19 74 
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Yet suddenly, very faint, for off in the 
de^thly stillness, he heard a cry writhing, 
like the voice of come :: anderin j soul barred 
out of heaven, and crying for its happiness. 
There it iz c again--- a;, ^in! Sounec shut 
the window rhudderin,,, -,. 

Then he thought: 'Ah, it's only the pea- 
cocks, across, the eater. ' (p. 211) 

The third passcce comes from :; ells's she Island of Dr. ! -toreau; 

(1) 

0 

We went on come way in silence. 
'I wonder what can have happened, ' he said 
to himself. Then after a pause, again: 
'I did a foolish thing the other day. That 
servant of mine... I shored hi: 1 how to skin 
and cook a rabbit. It's odd... I saw him 
licking his hands... It never occured to me. ' 
Then: 'We must put a stop to this. I must 
tell Moreau. ' 
Ile could think of nothing else on our home- 
vward journey. Moreau took the matter even 
more seriously than I: ontgomery, and I need 
scarcely say I .,,, as infected by their evident 
consternation. 
",,,, e must mrke an exemple, 'slid Moreau. ' 
I've no doubt in my mind that the Leopard 
n,, -, n was the . sinner. But how-, can we prove 

" it? I wish, Montgomery, you had kept your 
tast for meat in hand, and done without these 
exciting novelties. We may find-ourselves 
in atmess yet through it. ' 
'I was a silly ass, ' said Montgomery. 'But 
the thing is done no,,,.,. , And you said I 
might have them,. you know. ' (p. 96) 

In the pascaüefrom Conrad we get some eight sets of suspon- 

sion points and five dashes asarainst four such dashes in 

Galsworthy's passage and three sets of suspension points in the 

Wells' passage.. All this shows that with Conrad the dramatic 

in:: ediacy of the moment is sharply brought out, whereas with both 

Ga1sworthy and Wells the dramatic effect is of a more muffled nnturo. 

Conrad's marks arc nennt to capture the confuocd thouchto of the 

moment of the protagonist's death. , With Cwls; ýorthy, however, 

iý\ "n.. 1 1 .. 1 A'7 C 
k1, J . to W. L1CJI 

-L i -j (O 

i ,. ý... . 
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judging by the great attachment Soames felt for his wife, one 

would expect him to react to his jealous thoughts with utterances 

separated by pauses as would tally with the man's internal 

agony. But nothing of the sort happens-. The same thing applies, 

on a smaller scale, to the passage from Wells where the moment 

of illumination on the narrator's part is given a dramatic tinge 

which is nevertheless not what Conrad would do under similar 

circumstances. Still, of the two contemporaries, dells appears 

to be the one nearest to Conrad in the use, of dashes and suspension 

points. 

Although James avoids suspension points in his style, his 

sentences can be as complicated and crammed with commas and 

semi-colons as Conrad's usually are. As a representative example 
" 

of his peculiar practice here is one such sentence from the second 

volume of The Ambassadors: (1) 

He was conscious of how much it was affected, 
this sense, by something subdued and discreet 
in the way she had arranged herself for her 
special object and her morning walk - he believed 
her to have come on foot; the way her slightly 
thicker veil was drawn - a_mere touch. But 
everything; the composed gravity of her dross, 
in which, here and there, a dull wino-colour 
seemed to gleam faintly through black; the 
charming discretion of her small compact head; 
the quiet note, as she sät, of her folded, grey- 
gloved hands. (p. 8) 

Like most of Conrad's sentences, James's (which is by no moans 

the exception in his style) could be easily broken dotivm into three 

or more separate units. A host of commas and semi-colons, to- 

gether with a process of, progressive ellipsis relate the various 

parts of the loosely_constructed 
-sentence to each other, the--thing 

that forcibly reminds us of Conradl. s. practice. Absent from the 

James passaCo,, howover,; is the: rhetorical tone implicit in Conrad's 

(1) James, 1.923 
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habitual insistence on creating balanced phrases and clauses 

that betray his dedication to questions of rhythm and suspense- 

building in a manner that contrasts with James's desire to use 

his commas and semi-colons as a means of cramming as many details 

into the texture of the sentence as could be thought of. 

This does not moan that James's prose is free from all attempts 

at producing rhythm, for one occasionally comes across sentences 

that forcibly remind us of Conrad's method of letting his full- 

stops run into a series of of-phrases as in: 

He had the habit, in these contemplations, 
of watching a fellow visitant, here and there, 
from a respectable distance, remarking some 
note of behaviour, of penitence, of prostration, 
of the absolved, relieved state; this was the 
manner in which his vague tenderness took its 
course, the degree of demonstration to which it 
naturally had to confine itself, (pp. 5- 6) 

These, however, seem to be more characteristic of the lator than 

the earlier James. Besides, the rhetorical nature of such con. 

structions is not strikingly foregrounded as it usually is in 

Conrad's case. 

This brief comparison has shown the difference between Conrad 

and his contemporaries to be. a question of degree. , It has proved, 

that is, that Conrad merely. overindulged in a practico that appearo 

to have been too much in vogue at the time, Tho fact that writors 

nowadays (except perhaps in journalistic style) tend to shun such 

a system of punctuation (1), does not necoscarily mean that Conrad 

was wrong to make a practice of it, for at'his. time it was normal. 

Besides, what really matters is. Conrad's reasons for his ovorindul- 
donee in the then prevalent convention. 

(1) It is noteworthy " thhat" The' Quirk` Gram mzr does ' not 'deal with suspension points in the Appendix oti Punctuation, whilo dashes are thought--,, to be only ucoful'where too much use of the comma might-result in unnecessary confusion. C. F. Quirk of al., pp. 1054 - ßl. 
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I have purposefully excluded The Nigger of the "Narciccus" 

from my statistical-account of the relative frequency of punctua- 

tion marks in Conrad's novels, because, of all his works, this is 

the one most interspersed with his characteristic marks. Indeed, 

the most cursory glance at this short novel will not fail to spot 

the myriads of suspension points, dashes and commas it abounds in.. 

The reasons for this are not hard to guess at. In the first 

place, unlike his first two novels, The Nigger is told by a sailor- 

narrator who is himself one of the crew of the "Narcissus". As 

such, he cannot be expected to overhear, or be party to, every bit 

of conversation between the various characters. Hence the apolo- 

getic nature of his style that shows up in his excessive use of 

suspension points as gap fillers. 

In the second place, the novel is about seamen who before, 

during and after the famous storm scenes are in the habit of bancyy- 

ing pieces of information and jokes in a manner that would not be 

realistically transcribed without this peculiar punctuation system 

which mimes the broken and interrupted nature of such utterances 

and lends credibility to. the narrative tone. 
the 

Besides, with the sea. serving as /novel's everlasting back- 
1 

ground, the narrator (who is none other than the young Conrad) 

gives rein to his poeticised sensations and impressions of his 

past experience. Hence the preponderance of rhetorical marks 

like the commas and semicolons. 

Here is an example of the Sailors' method of bandying pieces 

of information: 

... The growling voices hummed steady amongst 
bursts of laughter and hoarse calla. 'iere, 
sonny, take that bunk! ... Don't you do it!. 
... What's your last ship? ... I know 
her. ... Three years ago, in Pugot round 
0 ... (P. 5) 
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Here we note the novelist's care to give the impression of the 

speech being the realistic rendering of what he 'heard. The 

third set of suspension points separates the question What's your 

last ship? from the statement I know her. Apparently the-speaker 

received an answer of some sort to his question, the thing that 

the narrator did not overhear, and this is where this particular 

typographical convention stands him in good stead. 

On the other hand, excessive use of suspension points in the 

speech of Mr. Baker helps the narrator draw a Comic picture 

of the first mate of the "Narcissus" 

.I get the nigger, and will take that ... Ough! that cheeky costermonger chap in a black 
frock-coat. I'll make him. .. Ough! ... 
make him toe the mark, or my. .. Ough! .. 
name isn't Baker. .. . 11 (pp. 20 - 1) 

The unusual recurrence of suspension points in Barker's case is 

as much indicative of the pauses in his speech as it is 'of tho 

narrator's desire-to poke fun at him. 

The narrator's manipulation of the rhetorical quality of his 

marks shows up in descriptive sentences like: 

They (seamen) must without pause justify their 
life to the eternal pity that'commands toil 
to be hard and unceasing, from sunrise to sun- 
set, from sunset to sunriso;... (p. 9O)ß, 

where balanced constructions are embedded in the texture of his 

prose, creating the characteristically Con-radian overlonC son- 

tences of the descriptive tableaux. 

The same attempt at the realistic transcription of seamen's 

speech through a host of dashes and suspension points is attested, 

on a smaller scale, in "Typhoonli, where emotional tension during 

the storm scones makes Captain MacWhirr utter sentences like: 

c : Ja ý 5. 
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Had to knock him down. ... This minuto. 
You heard, Mr. Rout? " (p. 68) 

The elliptical nature of such utterances fits in with the dramatic 

nature of the situation. 

In Jim's speech suspension points are meant to lend credibi- 

lity to Marlow's claim about Jim being "inarticulate". To 

Marlow's offer to help Jim, the latter suddenly is overcome with 

emotion and Marlow tells us: 

He snatched my hand as though he had just then 
seen it for the first time, and dropped it at 
once, "Why! This is what I- you - I... " 
he stammered, and then with a return of his 
old stolid, I may say mulish, manner he began 
heavily, "I would be a brute now if I "". It 
and then his voice seemed to break. (L. J. p. 184) 

On the other hand, Marlow's wonder at Jim's naive optimism 

jr, highlighted as much by the exclamation mark as by the set of 

suspension points in, 

UU... Jove! I (Jim) feel as if nothing could 
touch me. Why! this is luck from the word Go. 
I wouldn't spoil such a magnificent chance! " 
... A magnificent chance! Well, it was mag- 
nificent, but chances are what men make them, 
and how was I (Marlow) to know?... (p. 241 ) 

Although Nostromo is relatively deficient in dashes and sus- 

pension points, the few that one comes across here are not without 

stylistic significance. To Dr. Monyghan's confession of boliof 

in Nostromo's intrepidity, the latter says: 

"Ah! And whom am I to thank for that? What 
are your politics and your mines to me --- your 
silver and-your constitutions --- your Don 
Carlos this, and Don Jose that ---I' (p. 456 

e The occurrnce of the dash before the noun phrase your silver is 

highly revealinG. ' First, the dialogue between the two men taken 

place after Nootromo'a return from his nocturnal adventure on the 

plucido and the subsequent death of hic co-adventurer, Decoud. 

That he should pause before uttoring, the noun phrase shows hic 

determination to Iceep the silver for himself; but it also shows 
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that this secret decision was not taken without some short-lived 

pangs of remorse or hesitation. 

Any further discussion of the stylistic significance of 

punctuation marks in Conrad's novels is not necessary here, espe- 

cially as this will be indirectly touched upon in the following 

chapters. The point to be stressed at this stage is that, minor 

as it is, this feature of Conrad's style has an undoubted function 

in the overall structure of the novelist's works. 

i 
// 
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Chapter IV 

DIRECT SPE II 

In Joserh Conrad: The Modern Iragination, Professor Cox 

quotes G. B. Shaw. as saying that uonrad)s prose "was too pure 

for English. " (1) The obvious implication is that his English 

is too literary, a charge that was constantly levelled at him 

by his own, friend and collaborator, Ford. (2) However, there 

seems to have been no love' lost between Shaer and Conrad. On one 

occasion Conrad told Garnett. that Sharr ««pretends to be deep 

but he never gets to the bottom of things but rides off on some 

tricky evasion. "'(3) The charge was nevertheless repeated by 'the 

eminent Conrad scholar, Douglas Heuritt, who sunned up his objectiono 

to Conrad's direct speech in the following manner: 

His conversations are often. 'literary' - 
not only those of Itarlov:, where no discord- 
an-i note is usually felt, but even of such 
personages as Don kin in The Nigger of the 
'Narcissus'. Above all, he can never catch 
the note of the uneducated. (ti) 

Still, viewed against the linguistic context of his ago, 

Conrads fictional speech will be shown to have its debit as well 

as its credit side. On the one hand, -one will. have to admit, 

'though not without some -reservations, 
that nowhere in Conrad dooa 

one come across the extensive-use of regional and class dialects 

which the novels of'men like 'Dickens; Hardy (and to a lessor 

extent those of Bennett and Gale orthy), teem with. Indeed, 

Conrad'himself seems to havo been quite coacciouc of hic linitations, 

He once told Garnett that while other writers could"lean on dial¬ 

(1) : Cox, 1974 j: 78 
(2) Ford, ; 1924 
(3) L. C. P. xxx 
(4) Hewitt, '1975 ' 110 = 
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he had only his impressions to rely on. (l) On the. other, one must 

give hin credit for the'variod methods of speech presentation 

brought into plat in most of hic novels. I propose to examine 

these two assumptions in two consecutive chapters. For one 

thing, it is vainly through direct speech that the varieties of 

EaSlish can be represented. For another, I believe that all 

other methods of speech presentation such as what is comaonly 

known in French as 'Ile style indirect libre", narrated monolosuo 

.. 
". 

oý dia ogtze are aspects of reported speech. Direct speed 

is the subject of the present chapter, while reported speech in 

" all its possible forms will be dealt with is the next. 

Generally speaking, fictional speech is the language which 

"a novelist puts into the mouths of his characters in their daily 

transactions with each"other, as well as in their day-to-day 

reactions to the vicissitudes of life. As to direct speech in 

fiction we have Page's definition. of it as the actual words 

uttered by characters in-"dialogue', monologue or soliloquy. " (2) 

In addition to these three forms of fictional direct'speach, one 

may cite* those cases of interpolated direct speech, which are 

. often inserted into the text of the narrative with a view to 

giving an air of authenticity to 
-reported speech or narrative 

style. The speech of the French Lieutenant in Lord Jim is one 

such example of interpolated direct' speech., Marlow' s technique 

of giving us the original French version of the actual words - 

uttered by -the, - Frenchman, side by side With its English counterpart 

-helps give his narrativ© that touch or convincingness which it 

oftenneeds. .. 1... . 

(1) L. C. p... 38 , (Letter,, dated 18 June 1896) ; (2) PaCö,. 1973 : 24. The following diccuc;; ion of the 
varioua, forna' of-direct-, speech; is largely based on 
Pago'o book, especially pp. -is 24.. 
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In novels, fictional direct, speech is linguistically marked 

by the following features. First, it is usually contained with- 

in double inverted commas. In Almayer's Folly, Tom Lingard 

tells Almayer: "Call me father, my boy. She does, ". (p. 11). 

The double inverted commas, however, are not always a necessity. 

Sometimes direct speech- is contained within single inverted commas 

as is the case with most of Marlow's speech in Lord Jim. In 

some extreme cases, inverted commas are not used, as when Willems 

stood before Aissa "looking down on the ground and repeating to 

himself: "I must get that revolver away from her, at once, at 

once. " W. I. P. 355) Here the commas are replaced by a colon. 

Such variations are rare in Conrad who sticks for the most part 

to the convention of containing direct speech within inverted 

commas. 

Second, direct speech as used by novelists is preceded, or 

followed as the case may be, by ,a verb of saying. ELegant 

, variations on the traditional verb of, saying (woran like-remarked, 

, observed, suggested and hinted) may, also be used., Occasionally 

. Conrad doos without'the verb of saying, as when Almayer "lifted 

his head and confronted the anxious yet irate seaman. "I - of r 
course - anything you wish, Captain Lingard. "" 11 (A. F. p. 11) In 

such, instances Conrad-trusts, to the. reuderis perspicacity to 

provide the. missing, element, 

Third, fictional; direct speech, must contain some. of the para- 
linguistic features indicativo of_stress, pitch or intonation, in. 

the reader's voice.,: This -canbe effected through the use of 

capitalisation, 
_ita1icisation and. hyphenation or. their 

.. EItjlis_tic 
variants,. i. e. phrases-. like, he muttered, ohe shriekod, etc.,,.,. 

-Indeed, all,, punctuation marks can bouood' as, aids. towards a 
, quasi-realistic. reprosontation=. of diroct speech. 
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One, however, should distinguish between those stylistic 

variations intended to. indicate the paralinguistic features of 

a speaker's voice and those phrases and clauses used for "stage 

directions", since while the latter refer to the physical move- 

ments accompanying the speech act, in the former case physical 

action can be only heard and not seen. Stage directions in a 

novel help make up for the absence of physical gestures that can 

be easily represented on stage. Thus, when Aissa "caught up 

the weapon, put it behind her back and cried --- "You shall not- 

have its" 11 (0.1. p. 359) the clause caught up the weapon, etc., 

gives the reader a visual immage of what would happen, were the 

scene to be enacted. 

Besides 9 direct speech can be accompanied by what Page calls 

"attributions to speakers", by which he means those devices a 

novelist uses to avoid"IIconfusion or tedious calculations on the 

reader's part. " Such devices, Page regards as "an obvious sub- 

stitution for an element provided in the theatre by the phycical 

presence of the actors. " In Nostromo phrases and clauses like 

I'Docoud whispered, lightly, " (p. 219), or "Mrs. Gould spoke rapidly, " 

(p. 250) can be regarded as one such device since they holp pin- 

point the speaker's identity. 

Finally, fictional direct speech may be interspersed with 

"direct comments or moralising"' on' the novelist's part. Such 

'comments can also be indulged in by-one or other of the characters. ' 

Marlow in Lord Jim or Chance and the old teacher of languages in 

Under Western Eyes may be-cited as two cases in point. 

Like most novelists, Conrad uses direct speech extensively 

in his works. Whon'all'is said and done, the stylictic intoreat 
of direct speech in Conrad'lies"-not, co'much in the way `he manipü- 

lates its various forms, ' äs 'in the way" ho uses"`it as a means of 
reflecting the difforont'variotioe of: Englich. To:. throwthis 
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last point into relief let us examine a representative passage 

from one of his novels. 

In Under Western Eyes we come across this dialogue between 

Razuaov and Haldin: 

Razumov turned away and strode up and down the 

room. "It would have been possibly a kindness, ' 
he muttered to himself, and was appalled by the 
nature of that apology for a murderous intention 
his mind had found somewhere within him, And 
all the same he could not giveit up. He -became 
lucid about it. "What can he expect? ' He thought. 
': The halter - in the end. And I... ' 
-This argument was irrterrtipted -by "Hä2din' s voice. 
''Why be anxious for me? They can kill my body, 

but they cannot exile my soul from this world. 
I tell you what -I believe in this world so 
much that I cannot conceive eternity otherwise 
than as a very long life. That is perhaps the 
reason I am so ready to die. " 
'? i'm, " muttered Razumov, and biting his lower 
lip he continued to walk up and down and to 
carry on his strange argument. (U. vr. E. p. 58) 

In this passage we have a conflation of interior monologue 

and direct speech. In both cases the actual words of the speakers 

are contained within inverted commas. The main difference between 

the two forms of direct speech is that, from the stylistic stand- 

point, direct speech proper presupposes the presence of two or mono 

speakers, whereas interior monologue highlights the novelist's 

preoccupation with the revelation of the character's mind, a pro- 

cess which deals with more than the conscious, verbal level. This 

stylistic difference apart, we notice that both forms are linguic- 

tically marked by the use of the. invertod coanas, a verb of saying 

and certain punctuation marks to indicate the paralinguistic fea. 

tures. of the speaker's voico. 
_r., 

Elegant variations on the tracii- 

tioual. verb of saying are. represented by words like mutterod, 

thou ht, or, a whole clause: "This argument was interrupted by 

Haldin's voice. "- Suspension points-exclamation mdrk d, ' fullctopo, 

commas and dashes constitute the main paralinguiutic markers of 

thoir speech. Stago. directionc are provided by narrative sent.. 
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ences like "biting his lower lip he continued to walk up and 

down... etc. '' Conrad, however, was no more extraordinary or 

unique in this use of these conflations of direct speech than 

were novelists like Dickens, Bennett or Galsworthy. What really 

distinguishes him is his limited success in the representation of 

the different varieties -of English in his novels. It is this 

PARTIAL failure that constitutes the debit side of fictional 

`speech in Conrad. 

Conrad made no secret of his desire to use speech for charac- 

terisation, i. e. for individuation and typification. In a letter 

to the Swedish professor, Earnest Bendz, Conrad, referring to 

The Arrow of Gold, claimed that "the construction of the spoech 

is shaped on purpose to characterise the person. " (1) In such a 

case, linguistic realism demands that the uneducated Tom Lingard'a 

speech should reflect the peculiarities of his Devonshire dialect, 

as ' well as of his social: standing. as a, wandering sailor. 'In like 

manner, the Goulds of Nostromo should speak a language different 

in some way or other from' that used by the American Holroyd. Be- 

sides, the English used by a savage Malay woman like Aissa of . 
An 

Outcast should be different. from that used by afairly educated 

foreigner like the Swede, -Heyst, of Victory. The fact remains 

that most of, if not-all, Conrad's major characters speak what 

might be regarded as standard` English, while regional variotica 

and`other substandard, forms of speech are allocated to minor 

characters. To do Conrad justice, ', 'one should differentiate be. 

tween the demands -of -linguistic,, realism on the one hand, and what 

ProfessorýQuirk calls &ý"congruence' &hb-fundamental intention: -"', 'on 

the-other. -(2)- For 'whereas, lin guistic, realism might: -, roquim, that 

(1, , . NL. L. Vol. II p. 259, 

,.,. (2) quirk; -"-197V"'-: "'l-'-- 37'-'--'- Wýr 

Is 
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a certain character should use a specific variety of English, 

the aesthetic ends the novelist is out to achieve might dictate 

something else. 

This gives rise to the question: What possible varieties 

of English can a novelist reflect in his fictional direct speech? 

According to the linguistic theory of the Quirk Grammar, -there are 

six such varieties: region, education and social standing, subject- 

matters medium, attitude, and interference. These varieties share 

one common core or nucleus, English, and are interrelated in more 

' than one way. (1) Of these six, those varieties of region, edu- 

cation and social standing, and interference are the ones that 

are fairly represented on a significant scale in Conrad's novels. 

What is more important, Conrad appears to have been more at easo 

when dealing with that last variety of interference. Let us first 

have some idea about the characteristics of each. 

Regional varieties or dialects refer to the locality from 

which a character comes. They are realised either phonologically. 

or, to a lesser extent, grammatically., Thus, a Yorkshireman 

tends to drop the initial glottal fricative /h/ whore a Londoner 

would keep it. Again, while a Lancastrian pronounces the /r/ 

sound after vowels, a Yorkshireman would. not. Grammatically, a 

Yorkshireman would say/)"sez/ where, a Londonor, would rather say. 

III said". Moreover, while. a New Englander, might say "I see it""p 

a 
. 
Pennsylvanian would use. "I seen� it" and a Londonur "I raw it,,. 

Closely related to regional varieties are those varieties 

of education and social standing. , Hero the tendency is to oquat© 

regional dialect with uneducated Ea lish,,. whi1o standard glich 

ie. used to refer to,, that, educated speech. which cuts acroca 
dialectal boundaries. As. far as Conrad's fictional speech is 

(1} Quirk of Al., 1974 : 13 - 32 
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concerned, -one can say that most of his characters speak that 

kind of quasi-standard English with occasional lapses, either 

into substandard, or more frequently still, into that kind of 

literary English which can only show the precarious hold Conrad 

had on spoken English in general. 

.. Subject-matter varieties refer to the kind of English a. 

certain character might use on different occasions, and according 

to the nature of the subject he discourses upon. On the other 

hand, while varieties, of medium differentiate between written 

and spoken English, attitudinal varieties distinguish between 

formal and informal English, the former being more or less rigid 

or frozen, as opposed to the latter which tends to be hearty and 

colloquial or even intimate and slangy. 

Finally, as is indicated by its name, interference varieties 

refer to the impact of a character's native language on the 

foreign language he has adopted. In this sense a Frenchman 

speaking English might confuse the palato-alveolar affricato /t$/ 

with the voiceless fricative /J/, just as an Arab might mix up 

bilabial plosives due to phonological differences between their 

native tongues and the acquired, language. Likewise, a Pole 

speaking English might find it difficult to use the definite and 

indefinite articles or even the adjectives, as an Arab, might be 

puzzled by the aspectual contrasts,. of, the English verb, duo to 

grammatical differences between their respective mother tongues 

and English. 
4., 

In addition to the above-mentioned six varieties, a writer 

may , 
individualise one , or.. 

"more 
of his characters by, bringing out 

certain eccentricities in their speech.., This. may, be realised 

through eccentric. pronunciation, a highly, peculiar.. feature of 

4_ 
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syntax or through the continuous repetition of a lexical item 

or phrase in the character's speech. 

00 

Conrad differs from many of his contemporaries in using a 

very limited range of regional varieties in the speech of his 

characters. Indeed, with the exception of a sustained -attempt 

at rendering the dialect of West Country sailors in The Nigger 

(1897) his achievement in this field is remarkably poor. ' What 

minor instances of regional dialects that one may come across in 

the novels before and after The Nigger pale into relative insigni- 

ficance compared with that one and only sustained venture. 

The reasons for this striking phenomenon are'not hard to 

guess at. The Nip er is unique among Conrad's works for being a 

novel wherein a group of English seamen are crammed into the narrow 

body of the ship "Narcissus" which is meant to serve as a micro- 

cosm of the living world. This fact alone makes the task of 

differentiating between them on the basis of their respective 

speech peculiarities of the utmost importance. If it be argued 

that The Nigger is similar in that respect to "Typhoon", where no 

such differentiation between the characters' speech occurs, the 

fact remains that, unlike "Typhoon", the real heroes of The Nigger 

are minor uneducated characters like Wait, Donkin, Belfast and 

Charley, whereas in "Typhoon" the real heroes are the relatively 

educated Captain. MacV7hirr, his chief mate, Jukes, and the first 

engineer, Soloman Rout. Besides, in the Nijº9er Conrad's main 

interest is in the collective psychology of the seamen peopling 

the "Narcissus", whereas,, in "Typhoon" his main interest in in the 

description of the*typhoonand its impact on `the relationship 

between the-"literalist", ' Captain MacWhirr and hic chief aided. 
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This is why The Nigger abounds in dialogue and instances of 

regional dialects, as opposed to "Typhoon" which has the most 

straightforward and least metaphorical style among his works, 

Reading The Nigger one is constantly aware of the novelist's 

painstaking attempt to differentiate between the speech of the 

various characters, while with "Typhoon" no such attempt at high- 

lighting the speech peculiarities of the characters concerned is 

made. 

Let us now try to trace those instances of regional varieties 

in the various novels. Almayer's Folly, with its cast of Dutch- 

men and Malays, is not likely to reflect any of these varieties. 

What English is spoken here is the subject of the 'two varieties 

of education as well as of interference. The only Englishman 

mentioned by Almayer in his speech,, the Devonshire sea-captain 

Tom Lingard, hardly puts in an appearance. The same thing can 

be said of An Outcaat where Dutchmen and Malays dominate the 

scene. Here, however, Lingard finally turns up. Unexpectedly, 

Lingard's speech has no traces of any peculiar dialect. It can 

be treated only under varieties of education and social standing. 

Apart from his tendency to drop the /a/ sound in uttorances like 

Jupon my word, " phonologically his English is too pure-for regional 

dialects. (p. 17) 

In The Niger DonkinIs cockney, as well. as the substandard 

English of sailors like BelfaSt,. Charley and the nigger are both 

phonologically and grammatically realised..., Like . Captain MacWhirr 

of "Typhoon" Belfast. is an Irishman. Here is a sample of hic 

speech: 

Belfast shrieked like an inspired dervish: --"" ". So I seez to him, boys, seoz I, 'Boggüa' 
yer, Pardon, sorr, I seez I to 

, that - socond .. mato .., a of that steamer. -_'boggins, your-r-r pardon, sorr, the Board of Trade must gave been drunk 
when they granted you your cortificate! 1 
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'What do you say, you --! ' Seez he, comin' at 
me like a mad bull... all in his white clothes; 
and I up with my tar-pot and capsizes it all 
over his blamed lovely face and his lovely' 
jacket. ... 'Take that! ' seez I. 'I am a 
sailor, anyhow, you nosing, skipper-licking, 
useless, sooperfloos bridge-stanchion, you!. ' 
'That's the kind of man I am! '-shouts I. ... 

He follows his utterance with: 

p. 8) (N. if, 

"Not bad! Not bad! "" screamed Belfast. "If 
it wasn't for us sticking together. .... Not 
bad! They ain't never bad when they ain't got 
a chawnce, blast their black farts. .. oil (H. N. p. 9) 

Phonologically, Belfast's dialect is realised by replacing the 

pure vowel with a glide of some sort as in chawnce where the 

pure vowel /a/ is replaced by the diphthongal glide /av/, while 

in words like seez the diphthongal /e2/ is replaced by the con- 

tring diphthong /Ja/. (1) One also notes that he tonds to drop 

initial glottal fricatives. Moreover, he replaces velar /j/ with 

the nasal alveolar /n/. On the grammatical level, we notice 

that he inflects the present form of verbs for the first person 

singular as in I shouts, and I seen. 

Unlike Belfast, Captain MacWhirr who, we are told, comes 

from Belfast, suffers from. no such irregularities in his'speech. 

Apart from his tendency to replace the /u/ sound with tho /i/ in 

words like you which he pronounces ºe when used as a subject or 

fee when used in the accusative or dative case, his English is 

free from the phonological and grammatical peculiarities of his 

fellow Irishman Belfastýof The Nigger. 

Of the other sailors of the-"Narcissus", ` Donkin talks 

Cockney English. He is always'in the habit of using certain 
lexical items-that distinguish him from other'cockney speakers in 
the ;. novel: 

t 5; 

(1) Gimcon, 1970. All-phonetic transcription is bacod on Gimcon's book. 
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"That's a fine way to welcome a chap into a 
fo'c'sle, he snarled. "Are you men or a lot of 
'artless cannybals? " -- 
0 60 "'Cos why? " he continued very loud. "The 
bloody Yankees been tryin' to jump my guts out 
'cos I stood up for my rights like a good 'un. 
I am an Englishman, I am. They set upon me 
an' I'ad to run. That's why. A'n't yer 
never seed a man 'ard up? Yahl What kind of 
blamed ship is this? I'm dead broke. I 
'even't got nothink. No bag, no bed, no 
blanket, no shirt - not a blooriin' rag but 
what I stand in. " (pp. 11 - 2) 

Like Belfast, Donkin drops the glottal fricative /h/ in initial 

position, and replaces the velar Is l with the alveolar /n/. Un- 

like Belfast, however, Donkin's dialect is distinctive for the 

recurrent use of the word blo omin' and the contracted forms of 

verbs like are not and the conjunct because which he pronounces 

'A ! n't and 'cos respectively. He also uses the double negative 

in clauses like I'ayen! t got nothink. In this last example he 

replaces the velar /ýq/ with a compound of both the alveolar /n/ 

and the voiceless velar plosive /k/. 

Donkin's cockney is far from being consistent. For while 

the preceding examples show that, as a cockney speaker Donkin 

drops the initial glottal fricative /h/1 there are times when 

Donkin chooses to -add one such sound to words where no such sound 

.,. normally appears. Thus, a little later in the novel Donkiny 

answers Jim's inquiries, about the ship he ran away from by saying: 

"In course I ran, "He (Donkin) mumbled. "They 
booted the life hout of one -Dago chap on tho 
passage'ere, then started on me. I cleared 
hout'ere. -- "Left your dunnage behind? " 
"Yes, dunnage and money" inswered Donkin, 
raising his voice "a-little: ""'got nothink. 
No clothes, no bed.... A. bandy-legged little 
Hirish chap' ere ' as' giv©` me ̀  a- blanket.... " (N. N. ' p. -23) 

Aside from his way of using phrase s'likein course-in place of, 

of course Donkin adds an initial' %h/ to tho` wordo out and ' Iriah. 
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Conrad later acknowledged his fault in a letter to one of his 

critics, C. S. Evans by name, where he tells him: 

All the phonetics of Donkin's speech are wrong, 
alas! A real cockney drops his aspirates - but 
he never adds one. It is the country people 
who do that. I have for that the undeniable 
authority of Mr. Edwin Pugh. A cockney. will 
naturally say "ome" for 'home , but he would 

. 'riever say (for instance) o eration for opera-.; 
tiorr. What I ought to have done was to aie 
every initial h out of his speeches, since I 
called him a cockney. (1) 

Among other things, this letter helps explain why Conrad never 

repeated that attempt at sustained representation. of regional 

dialects in any of the novels that followed The Nigger. 

On the other hand, young Charley's dialect is contrasted with 

Podmore's. Charley tells Podmore "I know about gentlemen morn'n 

any of you. I've beten intermit-with'em.... I've blacked their 

boots. " Podmore, the self-styled saviour cook of the "Narcissus" 

shouts at him "Keep your mouth shut when your elders speak, you 

impudent young heathen, you. " (N. N, p. 33) In. his speech Charley 

tries to justify his claim about his familiarity with gentlemanly 

way of life by drawing on some of the lexical items that a gentle- 

man's repertoire of language abounds with, but he obviously fails 

to guess at the right word, with the result that words like intermit 

highlight rather than play down the 'substandard nature of his speech. 

In contrast to this, Po. dmore's English reflects the impact of bib- 

lical readings on his language as a whole. 

If dialect seeks to reflect' the speech habits of a community 

or group of people, idiolect performs the same function with 

respect to one speaker only. In the Nigger Mr. Baker's idiolect' 

is not meant to refer to the-speech characteristics of a group of 

people, but 
.I1.11 1- 

rather of Mr. Baker himself as an individual speaker. 

(1) L. L. Vol. II9 P. 
-'248' 
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His idiolect is mainly realised through paralinguistic features. 

The fat mate of the "Narcissus" has this peculiar way of punctu- 

ating his utterances with grunts and long pauses which Conrad 

renders in the following manner: 

Now he (Baker) was giving his last orders. 
"Ought... You, Knowles; call all hands at 
four. I want... Ough:... tn. heave short 
before the tug comes. Look out for the 
Captain. I am going to lie down in my 
clothes... Ough!... Call me when you see the 
boat coming,. Ough; Oughi ... " (N. N. p. 21) 

The recurrent use of ou h's_and suspension points is meant to 

underline the man's tone of voice. Excluding this, there is 

nothing phonologically or grammatically distinctive about Baker's 

speech. 

After The Niger Conrad virtually abandoned all attempts at 

rendering dialectal varieties on any large scale in-his-novels. 

Lord Jim, for -all its artistic perfections, is markedly- defici- 

cient in terms of phonological or grammatical representation of 

English. Jim who, Conrad tells us, came from an English parsonage 

at Essex, speaks a language which lies mid-way between standard 

or educated English and that other kind of colloquial English 

which can hardly be attributed to any specific dialect. As a 

sample of Jim's'-language one may quote his words to Marlow: 

ttJovef Sfouldn*t 
, 
do 

. 
to lose the thing- 

... JlOuld hang the 

ballt'-affair röimd-his=neci!!! (L. 
t . 234)" One, -may eontrast.. auoh 

utterances with Eris- super-literary.. wo. rds 60, Doramin. latter_. 
on 

in the' navel: 1rT whom. you have 
. 
tried-and 

". 
fouund : always true 

ask you to let them go ... CaII - 
in : -ýaiYr ýWari s 1yöür s örs; "' y 

frierni, for in Fthis =býsiness" L: 
- shall nat le »(Pý392ý vThe. 

ference between, the, two ; utt 
... _.. ,_e -arrcesvis highlig}zted "'by the , hig hljw. 

colloquial, na of'; ph ases 
,. 
like b ýblöödyýäffäýr `ýäII 

r" 
cri -" ..,,., 

___ º ýý-ry well, (p. I25)etc. These, howaver,, are., the sort off; words a: foref 
is likely o picku from -books 

ex 
P or by nteni J`} the. radio; -Hk Xý 

. Yri' Lt: 
ý.. , ate. r.. li. 

.. I11"4. 
~ 

wý ý4. °. t+ . 
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I mean there is nothing Essex-like about them. 

The only significant instances' of dialectal representation 

occur.,, in the speech of Chester who offers Jim a job after his 

disgrace. Chester's dialect is realised grammatically through his 

" fil, G 
tendency to inflect the verb say for first person singular, and 

lexically through his constant use of slangy words like in a 
jiffy, 

grub, cabby and screw. (L. J. pp. 164-7) The same thing can be said 

of Captain, Jones, commander of "The Fire queen", who inflects verbs 

for the first person singular in "Says I, I'Dopt you mind old. Jones, 
into 

sir,... ", "I-imay. be a hard case " answers I andkthe colloquial con- 

tracted form ain't in "but I ain't so far gone", as well as colloqu- 

ial lexical items and phrases such as like a fighting cock, a Punch 

and Judy show and dunnage. (p. 63) 

These minor instances apart, Conrad sometimes uses italicisa- 

tion to indicate the speaker's tone of voice. Chester tells Marlow 

"Do think about it", and Jim, referring to Stein, wonders how "he 

came by" the flintlock pistols which he gave to Doramin. (L. J. P-264) 

Conrad intends italicisation to indicate the pitch prominence given 

to the verb do and the pronoun. he in Chester's and Jim's speech 

respectively. When all is said, such instances can hardly make up 

for the apparent paucity of dialectal variety in a. novel of Lord 

Jim's calibre. 

Despite the fact that most of the characters in The Secret 

Agent are English, the only case of regional variety is that of 

the London cabman who drives Stevie, his sister Winnie and their 

mother to the old people's charity home. The cabman tells Stevie: 

"Look 'ere, young feller. 'Ow'd you like to 
sit behind'this 'oss up to two o'clock in the 
morning p'raps? " 
Stevie looked vacantly into the fierce little 
eyes with red-edged lids. 
"He ain't lame, " pursued the other, whispering 
with energy., "He ain'. t got no sore places on 'im. 'Ere he is. 'Ow would'rou'like --º' (S. A. p. 166) 

On'the phonological level, the cabmanss dialect is similar in many 
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ways to that used by Donkin. Like him, the cabman is inconsistent 

in his pronunciation of the initial glottal fricative /h/. Some- 

times he drops it as in 'ere and loss; at others he keeps it as in 

he. He differs in that he does not mix up alveolar and volar 

nasals. Nor does he pronounce the frictionless continuant /r/ 

before the alveolar fricative /s/, and geminates this latter sound 

instead as in loss. On the grammatical level,. his dialect is 

characterised by the use of the contracted form of the copula as 

in $ain'tt which stands in his speech for either "is note" or "has 

not". He also uses the double negative 'ain't no in place of tho 

more grammatical "has not got any". Hero Conrad uses italicisa- 

tion in the underscored words to indicate the pitch prominenco in 

the man's tone of voice. 

Like the rest of the English in The Secret Agent, all English 

speaking characters in both Nostromo and Under Western Eyes havo 

nothing to distinguish them in terms of regional varieties. Theirs 

is that kind of English which can be best dealt with under varie- 

ties according to education and social standing. Captain Mitchell 

of Nostromo might feel at a loss as to which adjective he should 

use in his description of people or events ("Certain forms of 

death are - er - distasteful to a-a- er-respectable man"s p. 13)s 

and the old English teacher of languages in Under Western Eyes 

might use italicisation to indicate pitch prominence in his speech; 

still all these are paralinguistic -features common to all varieties' 

of English. 

Conrad's attempt to transcribe the English Ricardo'a dialect 

in Victory suffers from a terrible inconsistency. In hid conver- 

sation with Schombergý;, Ricardo says: "It surprised you, didn't it? 

That' s why I am giving you this yarn of how he came to be with us, 
like a sort of dog-dashed 

sight, more Useful, 'though "I '(V, p. 11+ 2) 
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He also chooses on occasions to inflect the present form of the 

verb for the first person singular: "Anyhow, 'I tells him, ' he-- 

wants to be killed some way or other. " (V. p. 143) He uses slangy 

At phrases and words like `, setitle your. hash»(133) to mesa- "put axi 

end to your life" �twig to meant -'istealm(P-138) and swa -whick, in 

his dialect, means "'plunäer"(p. 297). Later orr, Ricardo slips into 

a more outspoken form of dialect when - he tells. I_r Jones: 

"I am sup-prised at you, sir: It's the very 
way them tame ones - the-common 'ypocritS of the 
world - get on. When it comes to plunder drif- 
ting under ones very nose, there's not one of - 
them that would keep his hands off. And I don't 
blame them. It's the way they do it that sets 
my back up. Just look at the story of how he 
got rid of that pal of his! Send a. man home to 
croak of a cold on the chest - that's one of your 
tame tricks. And d'you mean to say, sir, that 
a man that-Is up to it wouldn't'bag whatever he 
could lay his hands on in. his--1ypocritical way? 
What was all that coal-business? Tame citizen 
dodge; 'ypocrisy - nothing else. Noy no, sir! 
The thing is to 'extract it from hin as neatly 
as possible. That is the job... " (V. pp. 264 - 5) 

Judging by Ricardo's previous utterances, one noteshere that, 

contrary to what was observed on those occasions, Ricardo -finds 

it difficult to pronounce-the frictionless continuant /r/ in words 

-like surprise, or keep the 'glottal fricative in initial position 

for--words like hypocrite. In this last example Ricardo drops 

the /r/ sound and geminates the-voiceless bilabial' plosive /p/ 

, 
instead. He also drops the initial /h/ in. hypocrite-but keeps 

it in-other words like hand-and home; 'a fact which would suggest 

some eccentricity in hie speech, - were it--not-that he displays no 

such eccentricity in the previous examples. 

No further instances of regional dialects-are riet with in. 

The Shadow Line or The Arrow of Gold.. In the Rover, the English 

crew of the "Amelia" speak that sort of-fairly educated language 

'which is occasionally marred. by sporadic-lapses-into slang. 'v "! 

This= however,, is mainly realised - through the use of certain 

-yy 
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lexical items. 'Symons tells Peyrol "Do you think they tell a 

boat's crew? Go and ask our officer. He went up the gully 

and our coxswain got the jumps. He says to me 'You are light 

footed, Sam', says he; 'you just creep round the head of the 

cove... " Q. P. 130) Aside from clauses like got the jumps, thero 

is nothing in the crew's speech to indicate dialects of any sort. 

Finally, one may mention the speech of the loafer in Chance, 

and of Shaw in The Rescue as fine examples of idiolect representa- 

tion. Both Symons and the loafer of Chance drop initial /h/s. 

Symons tells Captain Powell "I was only wondering where this Iere 

gentleman 'ad gone to, sir", (C. p. 15) and the loafer tells. young 

Powell "Let's carry your things in, Capt'in! I've got my pal $er©$' 

(C. p. 26) Both seem to be cockney speakers, but they have comp 

eccentricity of speech peculiar to each one of them. Symons has 

this habit of dropping the bilabial nasal /m/ and geminating the 

/s/ sound in words like himself which he pronounces 'isself; and i. 

the loafer adds a frictionless continuant /r/ to the /d/ sound in 

words like officer which he pronounces orficor (C. p. 27). On 

the other hand, Shaw, first mate of. "The Flach" in The Rescue, 
mostly : 

has that eccentric way of cutting polysyllabic words into chuiika 

of-one syllable each. Locality is pronounced lo�ca-litt', 

authorities becomesau-tho-ri-ties, and condemned becomes con-dem- 

need, (R. PP-18922t25) 

Conrad also uses the habitual phrase or clause to individua- 

ilse certain characters. Shawls "I am always there" (R. p. 25), ° 

Jim's "Oa the _squar©"" and «JoireP' -1 Carter's "By the Lord Ilarry"", 

and Tom Lingard's "If you monkey with me" (R. p. 40) are four 

such _oxa©plec of this linguistic, technique. " The same-thing can 

be, said of Captain- Mitchell'a`recurrent use of the appositive 

adjectival phrase The"incorruptible' in reference to Nootromo, 

and Ricardo'a use of the word joe-miny 
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While boing aware of his limitations with respect to the 

regional dialects of his characters, Conrad was also alive to 

the fact that characters can be typified not only through regional 

dialects but also through their respective social, occupational' 

or philosophical backgrounds. Hence the importance of what the 

Quirk Grammar calls "varieties according to education and social 

standing" in the speech of his characters. In this case, however, 

characters are typified not so much through particular locutions 

and systems of grammar, or even through a peculiarity of pronun- 

ciation, as through certain lexical items derived from the speaker's 

register. 

It is quite natural that sailors like Tom Lingard, Shaw, 

Marlow and Captain Anthony should draw upon the repertoire of sea, 

language which their occupation provides them with. The unnatural 

thing- is for such men to speak at length without now and again 

using certain lexical items peculiar to their profession in. lifo. 

Conrad's fictional direct speech proves that such a fact did not 

escape his notice. 

Tom Lingard, the English sea-captain of "The flash"l figuros 

largely in the Rescue and to a lesser extent in : An Outcast, In 

his speech he uses adjectival and adverbial phrases that smack of 

the sea in some way or other. In An Outcast he tolls Willoms 

that he"will see this thing through..., And I will have it square 

and ship-shape. " When he shouts at one of his sailors he calls 

him "son of a crippled mud-turtle. 11 (0.1. p. 40) lie also tolls 

the exasperated Almayer: You scold like a drunken fish-wife. " 

(0.1. p. 163) And when Almayer asks him to send willoms's wife 

back to where she belongs, Lingard expresses his helplessnoca by 

using an adverbial phrase: "I am . ammed on a lee-shore this timo, 

if ever I was. " (0. I: }'p. 190) 

4 
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On the other hand, Shaw, Lingard'a mate, describes his 

captain as a man with "bottom-upwards notions" (R. P. 12) Both 

Lingard and Shaw come from humble families. Both have had little 

education. Lingard, we are told, "seldom read. Books were 

not much in his way, and he had to work hard navigating, trading 

and also, in obedience to his benevolent instincts, shaping stray 

lives he found here and there under his busy hand. " (0.1. P. 198) 

This fact show; through their speech. In The Rescue we come 

across this dialogue between Lingard and Shaw: 
any 

'Had you, sir,?, said Shaw without/enthusiasm. 
Now give me a big ship -a ship, I say, that 
one may --- 

"And later on, some years, agar, "interrupted 
Lingard, II chummed with a French skipper... 
His English was difficult to understand, but 
he could sing songs in his own language about 
ah-moor - Ah-moor means love in French-Shaw. " (R. p. 20) 

Lingard's inability to pronounce correctly the French word l'amour 

confirms his ignorance of any language other than English. It is 

no mere coincidence that the word amour is the only foreign word 

that Lingard utters in the three novels he turns up in. 

Again, Shaw tells Lingard about a story he once hoard from a, 
old-time 

passenger "about them/Greeks fighting for ten years about some 

woman. The Turks' kidnapped her or something", to which Lingard 

retorts "I have read the tale. She was very beautiful. "(8 . 22) 

In-both cases colloquial lexical items like chum, and noun phrases 

like them Greeks give their talk an informal touch. Taken as a 

whole their speech, on such aceasiöns, is- indicative' öf theirs 

humble origin and lack of education. - 

'Marlow is also fond of sea language. In Chance he tolls the 

omniscient narrator'of the novel: --I . 
' "'No,. it isn It necessary, " . said Marlow fooling the 

chock to his eloquence, but with a great effort 
rY at. amiability. -1,,. "You need not even understand it. 

I continue with"such disposition, what prevents 
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women- to use the phrase an old boatswain of my 
acquaintance applied descriptively to his captain - 
what prevents them from ý'comin on deck and playing 
hell with the ship%.. is... femininity' (C* p. 6S 

As an experienced sea captain Marlow has this habit of thinking 

back to his early adventures at sea, drawing in the meantime on 

the lexical repertoire his experience.;. has enriched his register 

with. In the same novel Marlow sums up Flora's predicament by 

saying that she "had been made to feel that there was somebody 

beside her in the bitter water. " (C. p. 222) where the adverbial 

'phrase in the bitter water is preferred to other phrases like 

"in the same tight corner". 

When talking about "the shore gang", Captain Powell, the 

retired sea-captain of Chance says: 

"They see, " he went on, "that no matter what 
they do this tight little island won't turn 
turtle with them or spring a leak and go to 
the bottom with their wives and children: ' (C. p. 4) 

Verb phrases like won't turn turtle, or spring a leak and no to 

the bottom can be only used by a man whose linguistic register has 

been coloured by the nature of his, calling. An ordinary speaker 

would put the same idea in the following manner: "Those chore 

people see that 'no matter what they do this tight little- earth 
7 

" won't come tumbling round their ears or swallow them up with 

their wives and children. " Here, also, Captain Anthony, the son 

of the poet, expresses his sympathy for Flora in her agony by 

telling her that it is plain that she is"on a lee-shore dating 

her 'heart with worry. " (C. P. 223) Such nautical terms., adjoc- 

tival and adverbial phrases, highlight the linguistic impact of a. 

man's profession-or occupation ' in' life on his register. 

In his typificatýion-of=the Arabs of the Malay Archipelago 

Conrad gives. us a literal translation in English of vom© of their 

speech habits.,, In An Outcast-Babalatchi greets Syed Abdulla with 

.0 
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the words: "Allah gladdens our hearts! " (p. 114) which is the 

Arabic equivalent of the English formulaic phrase of greeting 

"Welcome" or "How do you do. " Omar Elbedovi laments his daugh- 

ter's attachment to Vlillems by crying: "The hand of the compas- 

sionate is heavy on my head, Oh! my calamity! Oh! my shamo! '! ýL 

declamatory way of talking which is typical of some Arabs suffer- 

ing from a deep sense of shame. (O. I. p. I04) 

In Almayer's Folly, on the other hand, Babalatchi tells 

Lakamba that Dain Maroola "ran, down to the river like a an posses- 
(P. 87) 

sed of the Sheitan himself", /referring by this to the Arab custom 
t 

of likening a person's mischievous nature to the Sheitan's or 

devil's. When the corpse of what was thought to be Dain Maroola. 

is discovered, Babalatchi tells Almayer's men to "lay him thero. 

He was a Kaffir and the son of a dog. " (A. F. P. 104) The word 

Kaffir is usually used by Arabs in reference to a person who does 

not profess a God-sent faith, while ""son of a dog" is the Arabic 

equivalent of "bastard". In these and similar other examploa 

speech is used to typify the speech habits of a whole nation and 

not only that of Babalatchi. 

It is commonplace knowledge that coded jargon is part and 

parcel of the register of policemen and people of. the secret service. 

Conrad appears to have had this in mind while working on his two 

novels: The Secret Agent and Under Western Eyes. In the former 

novel, we oome across this dialogue between the Assistant Commic- 

stoner and Mr Toodles. The. assistat commissionor, we are told, 

interrupted the apprentice statesman. 
'Yes. Yes. But a sprat-is also thrown away 
sometimes in order to catch a whale. ' 
'A whale. Phew' exclaimed Toodles, with bated 
breath. 'You're after a, whale then? 
'Not exactly. What I am after is more like a dog-fish. You -don't know perhaps what a dog- 
fish is like. ' 
: 'Yes;. I. do. We're buried in special booka up to our necks -'whole shelvos full of them - ; 'frith plates.... (g. A. p. 216) 
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To the uninitiated, lexical items such as sprat and noun phrases 

like witty fish are riddles. To people like the Assistant 

Commissioner and Mr. Toodles s rat means "Mr. Verloc", while 

whale and witty fish refer to Mr. Vladimir of the foreign embassy. 

In Under Western Eyes General T-- tells Razumov that "the 

bird might have flown while Mr. -Mr. Razumov was running about the 

streets. " O. W. E. p. 44) He then tells Prince K-- "We want 

that bird alive. It will be the devil if we can't make him sing 

"a little before we are done with him. 't (p. 46) In both cases 

the word bird is meant to stand for Haldin, while the verb sing 

means that General T-- is decided to make Haldin betray his 

associates before he is executed. 

The German Schomberg of "Falk""p Lord Jim and Victory is one 

further example of how a man's register is made to show through 

his speech. In Victory Schomberg- tells the English girl, Lena, 

of his intention to send his old wife back to her people in 

Europe: 

"We'll soon get rid of the old woman" he whispered. 
to her hurriedly, with panting ferocity. "Hang 
her! I 've never cared for her. The climate don't 
suit her; I shall tell her to go to her people 
in Europe. She will have to go, too; I will see 
to it. Eins, zwei, March: And then we shall 
sell this hotel and start another somewhere elce. " (V. p. 94) 

Schomberg, as Conrad tells use had been a lieutenant of the reserve 

in the German army. His speech reflects this fact is that he 

cannot help drawing on the military terminology his experience in 

the army had provided him with, Eins, zwei, march is juat the 

sort of phrase that every soldier is likely to hear every day of 

his active service. 

The speech of high class people is reflected in the lanEuago 

used by the wealthy business man, Mr. Travers, of the Rotecue. Of 

all Conrad's characters, Mr. Traversy appears to be the only one 
who speaks that kind of educated English which, aside from his 

0 
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use of the contracted form of the verb to bo, hac nothing collo- 

quial or slangy about it. Still-, Mr. Travers's insistence on 

using certain lexical items of some pedantic nature is expressive 

of the pompous and verbose style of the social class to which he 

belongs. 

Mr. Travers voices his indignation at the way the yachtfs 

mate, Mr. Carter, has made a mess of his job in this dialogue be- 

tween the owner and the mate of the yacht: 

"I perceive now you were totally unfit for the 
mission I entrusted you with, " went on the owner 
of-the yacht. 
"It's he who got hold of me, " said Carter. 
''Hayen't you heard him yourself, sir? " 
"Nonsense, " whispered Mr. Travers, angrily. 
"Have you any idea what his intentions may be? " 
"I half believe, " answered Carter, "that his 
intention was to shoot me in his cabin last 
night ý 

if I ---" 
"That's not the point, " interrupted Mr. Travers, 
"Have you any opinion as to his motives in 
coming here? " ( p. 126) 

Instead of the verb see, which is much more fitting from a semantic 

point of view, Mr. Travers opts for the more cognitive perceive, 

Besides, his intentional variation on the question, "have you any 

idea ... "j "Have you any opinion as. to... " shows the importance he 

attaches to his choice of words. / 

More important still is his choice of lexical items that 

humble people like Carter and Lingard would not use in their overy- 

day life. Left to himself, Mr. Travers, Conrad tells us, "thought: 

I must put an end to this preposterous hectoring. "' (Re p. 127) 

On the other hand, he tells Lingard: ICI don't see my way to utilizo 

your services. ""(p. 129) Words like preposteroun hectoring', 

utilize have a distinctive pedantic aura about them. Thoy belong 

to the loxicon of a class of people who bolievo thomcolvoo to be 

too distinguished to`use, the more cimplo-, lauguago of dayrto-day 

life. .... ý . 
t.,. _ ., 
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No poculiarities-of pronunciation or special grammatical 

systems are used in the, individuation of Americans in Conrad's 

novels. Holroyd the-American financier of Nostroio tells 

Charles Gould: 

Tact and a stiff upper lip is what you '11, 
want; and you can bluff a little on the strength 
of your-backing. Not too much though.... - 
You must understand that under no circumstances 
will we consent to throw good money after bad. (H. p. 79) 

where lexical items like bluff, backing and good money after bad 

can be said to belong to the financier's specialised register. 

However, no Americanisms of any sort are there to give the man's 

speech that American peculiarity of tone which the American 

Hallorson of Galsworthy's Maid in Waiting reflects through his 

speech. Rallorson uses words like bunk, husky and phrases like 

to geit raw which have something distinctively American about them. (], ) 

In Conrad, neither Hoiroyd nor Captain Blunt of The Arrow of Cold 

are given the opportunity to make their speech reflect their 

American origin. Instead of Americanises, Captain Blunt's speech 

is interspersed with French words and phrases which show him up 

for the cosmopolitan gentleman adventurer that he really iss but 

which reveal nothing of his American origin. 

Of the other varieties of English represented-eby Conrad in 

his fictional direct speech, the one that is extensively used is 

that of interference. Here, also, Conrad meets with qualifiod 

success. For despite the fact that such a varioty of English 

can be as well represented through phonological peculiarities or 

grammatical locutions as through lexical itere, the insicteneo 

is mainly on this last type of interference. 

(1) Galsworthy, 1931. - Iný Iiallorcon's, speech, bunk stands for 
11rubbish" (p. 27); cinch for "easy tack" (p -5 ; hurls for "sturdy follow or hornoll (p. ` 83); t raw for 11Got unCry" (p. 111). iio also uses the archaic past participlo cotton iof the moro Enrlish° i. (p, 31) ;, _, 
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Conrad has a host of foreign characters in his novels. The 

strange thing about them is that, whether they are Malays or Arabs, 

Dutchmen or Swedes, Frenchmen. or Germans, they all speak English 

with varying, though hardly perceptible degrees of correctness. 

So much so indeed that without their occasional slipping into 

their respective mother tongues-, the reader would not be able to 

distinguish between, say, the Dutchman, Willems, and the Swede, 

Heyst; or between that last and the English sea-captain Tom Lingard. 

The thing becomes more obvious in the case of people like Almayer, 

the Dutchman, or Razumov, the Russian, who, because of Conrad's 

ignorance of their native languages, are allowed to speak English 

with impeccable correctness. 

On the phonological level, we get those minor instances of 

the Dutchman, Hudig, in Almayer's Fo11y, the two Germano of Lord 

Jim and the two Chinamen of "Typhoon" and Victory. Thus, in 

Almayer's Folly Hudig greets Tom Lingard with this utterance: 

"Welyome, Captain; ver'you gome vrom? Bali, eh? 
Got bonies? I vant bonies; Vant all you got; 

h"a. ha: ha: gome in! " (A. F. p. 6) 

In this example, Conrad capitalises on the well-known fact about 

English-speaking Germans, and Dutchmen for that matter, 
who tend 

to mix up velar plosives or confuse semi-vowels with labiodental 

fricatives. With Hudig the voiceless plosive /k/ becomes the 

voiced velar /g/. He also uses the voiced fricative /v/ instead 

of the semi-vowel /w/ in words like want which he pronounces vant 

as well as in place of the voiceless fricative /f/ in words like 

from which becomes in his speech vrom. 

Likewise, the German skipper of the "Patna" in Lord Jim con- 
fuses velars; he, however, is unique among Conrad's Gorman charac- 
ters in that he also mixes up alveolar plosives and confuses 

alveolar fricatives with palato-alveolar ones. He tells Marlow: 

., 
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"Bah the Pacific is big, my friend t. You damned 
English men can do your worst; I know where thereto 
plenty room for a man like mes I am well a guainted 
in Apia, 

What are you to shout? Eh? You tell me? You 
no better than other people, and that rogue he 
make Gottam fuss with me. 

That's what you English always m ake - make a tam' fuss 
for 'ziny little thing*because I was not born. in your tam' country. " (L. J. P-41-2) ' 

In this example the velar voiceless plosive /k/ becomes the velar 

voiced /g/. The alveolar voiced plosive /d/ is added to its- 

voiceless counterpart /t/. He also confuses the voiceless palato- 

alveolar /f/ with the voiceless alveolar fricative /s/ in "A man 
verfluchte 

like me don't want your/certificate. I shpit on it. "" (L. J. P-42) 

In an earlier utterance the same German skipper mixes up the voiced 

interdental fricative with the alveolar plosive /d/ when he 

says to his new mate "Look at dese cattle. " (L. J. p. 15) Like 

many of Conrad's characters, the German skipper suffers from this 

inconsistency in his speech habits, for, at times, he correctly 

pronounces. the -VQiee3 alveolar plosive A. /, while, at others, 

he seems unable to do so. 

On the other hand, the German stein who, we are told, learned 

his English in the Celebes, is in the habit of confusing bilabial 

plosives and labiodental fricatives. Marlow tells us that he 

pronounced love as lof, thus confusing the voiceless /f/ with its 

voiced counterpart /v/. Among the'Germans of Conrad's novels, 

Stein is the only one that mixes up. bilabial plosives. He pro- 

pounces poet as boet thus replacing the voiceless /p/ with the 

voiced /b/. (L. J. P. 211). Apart from., this, 
-Stein speaks that 

kind of -English which. is. remarkably'correct from the semantic and 
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syntactic standpoints. (1) 

As an extreme of this variety of interference we got the 

English spoken by the two Chinamen of "Typhoon" and Victory. In 

"Typhoon" there is that Chinaman, John, who puts in a very short 
the 

appearance. Like Germans he mixes up/semi-vowel /w/ with the 

labiodental voiced fricative /v/ in utterances like "Velly good". 

To speak with him Jukes, we are told, "having no talent for foreign 

languages mangled the very pidgin English cruelly". (T. p. 13) 

The other Chinaiman, Wang, of Victory provides us with a' more sus- 

tained example of Pidgin-English. 
_ 

Contrary to what is known 

about the Chinese way of confusing the interdental voiceless fric- 

ative /0/ with the voiceless alveolar plosive /t/, Wang does not 

do such a thing. He correctly pronounces the /0/ sound in thloe, 

but seems unable to pronounce the post-alveolar frictionless con- 

tinuant /r/ and replaces it with the alveolar late al /l/. When 

Heyst asks him about the reasons behind his sudden decision to 

leave him, Wang answers: 

"Yes. Me no likee. One man; two man, thlee man - 
no can dot Me go now. " (V. p. 310) 

"Yes. Me savee them",... 
"Me savee plenty. " 

-(V. p. 311) 

His Pidgin-English is marked by its. tendency to lengthen vowola 

in final positions as in words like savee and likee. ßrammatic- 

ally, it is marked by, the. replacement of the pronoun I with its 

accusative form me. Lexically, his speech is coloured by pidgin 

words like saves which stands for_, th© English know. Conrad'a 

very limited familiarity with this inferior, "bastardized vorcion(ß) 

(1) Stein's romantic nature is reflected in the man's fondness 
for syntactic inversion. Here are just two reprocentativo examples from'` his "speech. " "One thing alone 'can us from being ourcelvos cure. 111 (p. 212) No; I tell you : Tho 
way is to the destructivo elo: ient submit ouraolf, '1 (p. 214) . The literary overtones , of such utterances are quite unmistakable. 
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of older, longer established languages" (1) makes him restrict 

its use to the two Chinamen of "Typhoon" and Victory. 

Grammatical interference of Conrad's characters' native 

tongues is scarce indeed. Hudig does not use operators like do 

in his question I'Ver you gome vrom? " (A. '. P. 6) On the other 

hand, the German skipper of Lord Jim does not inflect the present 

simple of the verb make with third person singular: 'land that old 

rogue he make Gottam fuss with me. " (He also drops the preposi- 

tion of with transitive adjectives like plenty in"I know where 

there's plenty room for a man like me. " (L. J. P. 41-2) 

As a boy Willems speaks this kind of English: 

time want stop here; not want go home. Get money 
here; home no good. " (0.1. P, 15) 

Willems uses the accusative me for I, dispenses with the to of 

the phrasal verb want to and does without operators like "do" in 

""not want go home" and the copula be in "home no good". A com- 

parison of the English tiVillems speaks in the above example, with 

the English he speaks after spending some years in the company of 

Tom Lingard will reveal a striking difference between the two 

types. 

In the Rover an attempt is made to reflect Poyrol's poor 

command of English. To Symons's inquiry about Payrolls reasons 

for hitting him, the Frenchman answers: "Because you put your 

head where you no business. " (p. 129), where the lexical verb had 

is omitted. Conrad, however, seems to have got tired of the 

whole thing, and Peyrol's subsequent speech with the Englishman 

shows him up for a man highly conversant in English, which he is 

not. 

(1) Todd, 1974 : 1. Cf. also Cassidy, 1971. 
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On the lexical level, Conrad spatters his foreign characters' 

speech with various lexical items drawn from their respective 

mother tongues, with a view to giving us a convincing representa- 

tion of their English. Here his well-known mastery of French 

seems to have stood him in good stead. 

The French lieutenant is the man who piloted the`Patna"', 

after being deserted by its crew, safely into the Port of Aden, 

That he speaks good, though somewhat Frenchified, English is indi- 

cated by the fact that Marlow now and again draws our attention to 

certain English words which help betray the Frenchman's foreign- 

ness. Thus, Marlow tells us that the French lieutenant "had' 

remarked "' her (Marlow's ship) -a pretty little craft. "'(L. J. p. 144) 

The word remarked is an English word. Still, it is of French 

origin, and this is why the French lieutenant prefers it to words 

like noticed or spotted which might be more in keeping with the 

spirit of English on such occasions. 

Again the Frenchman, after a period of silence, cries out 

"Mon Dieu! how the time passes! " (L. J. p. 143) which, apart from 

the lexical interference of the mother tongue in the word Mon Dioul, 

also betrays the French Lieutenant's precarious knowledge of 
t 

English. An Englishman would say: "How time passes! ", whereas in 

French one has to use the definite article with the word temps in 

"Comme le temps passe! ". Hence the French lieutenant's deviation 

from certain grammatical rules in his English. 

The fact that he is a bilingual is brought out by Marlow's 

copious quoting of lexical items used. by the Frenchman in their 

lengthy conversation. The Frenchman tells Marlow that "man is 

a coward, ". To make his meaning more precise he slips into 
French saying: "L'homme est/poltro'n. "" (L. J. P"147) Like moat 
of Conrad's French'chariicters, '' hisEnglihü is full of French 
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lexical items given us in the form of interpolated direct speech. 

The other foreigners in Conrad's novels use lexical items 

from their mother tongues on a very small scale in their speech. 

His Malays and Spaniards draw very little on their respective 

languages. Indeed, words like Tuan, Mem Butih, Anak Butih or 

Spanish lexical items like amigo, chica, gringo and sombrero are 

too few to be compared with French borrowings. On the other hand, 

the German Schomberg of Victory or Stein of Lord Jim can hardly be 

said to have a vast repertoire of German lexical items at their 

disposal. Schomberg might call Heyst Schwein Hund (V. p. Z7)ß 

and Stein might quote two or three lines from German poetry, but 

such borrowings pale into insignificance beside the French Lieute- 

nant's copious quotations from his native language. Conrad also 

tries to make up for his ignorance of Russian by making his Russian 

characters as remarkably conversant in French as'ara most of his 

foreigners in the novels; but this is not so much a virtue as it 

is a further indication of his limitations in this respect. 

From the above investigation of direct speech in Conrad'a 

novels one can come out with these two general conclusions. Firct,, 

Conrad did try to represent in his works some of the varieties of 

English. His inability to represent regional and'class dialects 

on a large scale in his works might be attributed to his own pro- 

carious familiarity with these dialects. It can also be attributod 

to the fact that most of his novels have for a setting exotic 

places like the Malay Archipelago br the South American Continent, 

where one would not expect dialocts-to, be too much to the toro+ao 

they are in Hardy's or some of Bennett's novels which have England 

for their scene of action. Besides, most of his characters 

(especially in the earlier novels) are non-native cpoakers of 

English for whom standard-English is tho boat roaconablo modium 
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of expression. His limitations in this particular respect are 

more striking in novels like The Nigger where. the novelist's 

insistent attempt to differentiate between his English characters 

on the basis of phonological or grammatical peculiarities in 

their speech habits, is marred by those inconsistencies in Donkin's 

speech as has already been attested in our analysis of the novel. 

When all is said and done, however, one has to admit that despite 

his obvious limitations, what minor instances of the varieties of 

English that one may come across in his works help, in the final 

analysis, give that touch-of local colour to his settings, as well 

as linguistically individuate some of his characters in such a 

way as to make it possible for the aesthete in Conrad to achieve 

his artistic ends. Indeed, while some of the dialect speakers 

can be said to provide the novels they turn up in with that comic 

relief much acclaimed in tragic situations, others serve as butts 

for the novelist's satire or caricature. 

Second, Conrad's qualified success with some of hic minor 

characters in terms of the varieties of English they represent is 

overshadowed by the fact that most of his major charactors havo & 

very limited repertoire of everyday language at their disposal, 

with the result that a stylistician reading his works woulcL not 

find it hard to detect the author behind the characters in most 

of them. For such characters are usually distinguished from 

each other on social rather than dialectal grounds. It is through 

the use of some odd words or distinctive turns of expression. 

indicative of a certain social' milieu: that Conrad tries to dif- 

ferentiate between the speech of the characters concerned, 

That last point of my argument. can be clearly illustrated 

by comparing the following- excerpts from tho'speech of Babalatchi, 

Jima Marlowe and M. G©orgo1respectively. 
S, H 
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"Indeed I have kept my word, " murmurod Babalatchi, 
earnestly. "This morning Bulangi went with a canoe 
to look for him. He is a strange man, but our 
friend, and shall keep close to him and watch him 
without ostentation. 

"Not alive! " muttered Babalatchi to himself. 
"And do you doubt your power, " he went on in a louder 
tone - "you that to him are more beautiful than an 
hours of the seventh Heaven? He is your slave. " 

(0. I, p. 105) 

"Jim remained thoughtful. 'Well? '* I said. -'What 
did I care what story they agreed to make up? ' he 
cried, recklessly. ; 'They could tell what they jolly 
well liked. 

! 
*did 

not turn my head. I heard them palavering 
together. (L. J. p. 125) 

... he stood on the brink of a vast obscurity, like 
a lonely figure by the shore of a sombre and hope- 
less ocean. 

His back was no longer shaken by his gasps; he stood 
straight as an arrow, faintly visible and still; and 
the meaning of this stillness sank to the bottom of 
my soul like lead into the water... (L. J. pp. 173.. 4) 

"Not for Legitimacy, " I interrupted the inquiry 
lightly. "But what's the use asking such questions? 
It's like asking the veiled figure of fato. It 
doesn't know its own mind nor its own heart. It has 
no heart. But what if I were to start asking you - 
who have a heart and not veiled to my sight? " She 
dropped her charming adolescent head, so firm in 
modelling, so gentle in expression. (A. ß. p. 92) 

The literary strain in Babalatchi'-s speech is highlighted by his 

use of lexical items such as ostentation and post=modifying rola. 

tive clauses like you' that to him are more beautiful, etc. In 

Jim's case words like palavering and turns of expression like "The 

sun could not' make me mad. ... Neither could it kill mo. " 

have a distinctive literary tone about them. On the other hand, 

lexical items like brink, obscurity, sombre, hopelors ocean, in 

Marlow's speech, and turns of expression huch as veiled fiäurA, 

firm in modelling, gentle in expression in M. George's are too 

stylised to belong to the language of ovoryday speech. In other 

words, -none of these fogrýcharactors can--bo-paid to bo linguisti-' 
tally distinguishable from the rest. The difference in thoir 
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respective speech is a question of social standing rather than 

phonological or grammatical peculiarities. In the foregoing 

excerpts, only a Babalatchi would use a word like ho uri in his 

speech, while a colloquial phrase like jolly well helps to indi- 

viduate Jim who uses it extensively in his speech. On the other 

hand, Marlow's use of the three sea-images (underlined in the 

above quotation)'is meant to body forth the nature of his calling 

as a sea-captain., This method of social distinction between the 

characters' speech is of little avail in M. George's case, for 

his sophisticated use of images in the above excerpt spotlights 

not so much the slight difference as the striking similarity be- 

tween him and Conrad's "preposterous" narrator, Marlow. 

If one were to divest the four quotations of odd words like 

houri, the characteristically Marlovian sea-images or nautical 

terms, and Jim's habitual phrase, one would be left with homogeneous 

utterances wherein all distinction betwben one speaker and another 

is obliterated. In a novel like Dickens's Oliver Twist the reader 

finds it easy to distinguish between Oliver, Fagia, Bill Sikes, 

the artful Dodger and Nancy on purely linguistic grounds (i. e. 

phonological or grammatical peculiarities), whereas with Conrad 

the emphasis is invariably laid on odd or foreign lexical items, 

or some characteristic phrase from the speaker's register to effect 

the needed distinction between the speech of the various characters. 

Such a defect in the speech of his major characters Conrad 

appears to have tried to play down'by bringing into play as many 

forms of reported speech in his works as Could be mustered. The 

important thing to note is that the direct speech of Conrad's 

major characters cannot be used as a basis for a linguistic dif- 

ferentiati'on between them except on a very limited scale. What 

iß'more significant is that they all tend to react to situations 

0 
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of high emotional tension in almost the same way. For when 

faced with a. situation where a certain artistic effect in aimed 

at, Conrad usually accompanies this with a shift in his characters' 

speech. In such cases they are made to speak a language which 

borders on the poetic. It seems that Conrad believed in Gokak's 

assumption that "the language of daily life cannot express pro- 

found emotions. " (1) 

Let us now examine the literary implications of Conrad's 

linguistic individuation of some of his minor characters through 

their speech. It could be argued that Mr. Baker's recurrent 

au h_s and lengthy pauses between utterances are meant to give us 

a comic portrait of the mate of the "Warcissus". The same thing 

could be said of Conrad's individuation of the German hotel-keepor 

Schomberg whose eins, zwei, march, together with his constant 

readiness to vilify that Swede. withh a series of appositive adjoc- 

tives and noun phrases (vagabond, impostor, swindler. ruffian, Schwein-L 

Hund, (V. P. 47)) can be regarded 'as Conrad's way, of providing his 

readers with that comic relief which is badly needed in anticipation 

of "that" Swede's impending tragedy. 

Captain Mitchell's repetitive use of the appositive noun 
f 

phrase the incorruptible in reference to Nostromo may also- be 

regarded as Conrad's way of satirizing the Captain's lack of imagi- 

nation through his speech. ' If the essence of satire, as Dryden 

defines it, lies not so: much in "the slovenly butchering of a man" 

as in "th'e fineness of 2.. stroke that'separaton the hoad from the 

bocly; and leaves it standing�in its place, " (2) Conrad's satire 

must be a very mild one indeed. 

(1). Gokak, 1952 : 
, 

159 
(2) Dryden, 19k6 ": -137 

'l 
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On the other hand, if irony, in its simplest form, is that 

kind of speech which says one thing and moans something else, then 

it could be argued that Conrad's irony in The Secret Agent is 

partly effected through the language he puts into the mouths of 

his characters. Michaelis's anarchist jargon, his use of high- 

sounding abstract nouns like idealism, prophetic phantasies, And 

freedom mean one thing for the audience but something totally 

different for Michaelis, Ossipon and their likes who are after 

their own selfish ends. (S. A. p. 41) 

Conrad's tendency to endow his major characters with a poetic 

turn of mind shows up in his linguistic individuation of the 

English sea-captain Tom Lingard, the Italian Nostromo and the 

Malay woman, Aissa. 
, 

Conrad originally intended Tom Linßard to 

pose as a self-styled agent of providence, an imaginative adven- 

turer who thinks that he can make other peoples' fortune: 

In such acts performed simply, from convi"etion, 
what may be called the romantic side of the 
man's nature came out; that responsive sensitive- 
ness to the shadowy appeals made by life and 
death, which is the groundwork of a chivalrous 
character. (R. p. 74) 

This is why, when faced with a situation where he is betrayed by 

one of his proteges, Tom Lingard (the man of little education) 

turns poet under the shock of Willems's infidelity: 

"You shall stay here" continued Lingard with 
sombre deliberation. "You are not fit to go 
amongst people. Who could suspoct, who could 
guess, who could imagine what's in you? I 
couldn't: You are my mistake. I shall bido 
you here. " 

To me you are not Willoms, the an I befriended 
and helped through 'thick and thin, and thought 
much of... You are not a human. being that may be destroyed or forgiven.,, You are a bitter 
thought, a something without a body and that 
must be hidden... You are my shame. " (0. I. p. 275) 

f 

t. 
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One cannot help noting the highly literary nature of lexical 

items like 'amongsts through thick and thin ' the figurative use 

of noun phrases like my mistake, my shame or the rhythmical 

quality-implicit in the counterpointing of rhetorical questions 

like who could suspect, who could guess, who could imagine... 

Opinions might vary as regards the credibility of Lingard's speech 

under such conditions. Still, one has to admit that on such 

occasions Conrad's linguistic individuation of the man tallies' 

with his own fundamental intentions regarding his character. 

In like manner, Conrad makes Nostromo speak that sort of 

poetic language which is not quite consistent with what we know 

about the Italian's poor education or with his occupation as 

foreman'of the jetty workers of Sulaco. This poetic touch in 

the man's speech is brought into play whenever he is faced with 

a situation of a sentimental nature. Nostromo calls Mrs. Gould 

"the shining and incorruptible Senora", and describes Giselle as 

"an airy soul. Bright and warm like sunshine, soon clouded and 

soon serene. " (N. p. 559). Still, Conrad originally conceivod 

him as the lover "magnificent and carelessly public in his amours". 

As such, Nostromo lives up to his reputation, till the last moment 

of his life, and like Cleopatra's Anthony who, -on-his death bed, 

asks her not to shed a tear since one tear is "worth all that is 

lost and won", the dying Nostromo yearns for one last kiss from 

his Giselle, "one kiss is enough if there is no time for more". (P 559: 

Aissa's case in An Outcast is one-of those rare cases whore 

the novelist's own fundamental intentions are defeated through 

his characteristic idealisation of women in his works. In 

-Aissa's case, Conrad appears to have been carried away by his 

innate poetic bent. According to Gordon, Conrad's declared 

ambition-in writing, An -Outcast was-to portray-11Ltosclavago phyciquo 
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de l'homme par, une femme absolum©nt sauvago. "" (1) The man in 

question is the Dutchman, Willems, who falls. for the beautiful 

Malay woman, Aisca. Conrad's use of direct speech in Aissa's 

case frustrates his original purpose because, instead of Aissa the 

lustful and savage woman, the reader gets the impression that he 

is in the presence of a clairvoyant, a poetess of sorts and a 

tragic heroine pir excellence. 

Here is Aissa, the clairvoyant, whose lucidity of vision few 

civilised women would not envy her: 

What is that land beyond the great sea. from 
which you come? A land of lies and of evil 
from which nothing but misfortune ever domes to 
us - who are not white. " (0.1. P. l44) 

One wonders at the rhythmic quality of the woman's prose style. 

She does not say "a land of lies and evil', since that absence of 

the preposition of would break the rhythm of her speech. Besides, 

how could such a supposedly savage woman sum up in these few 

words the tragedy of, her people? 

On closer acquaintance with Aissa, we meet in fier the po©toss 

of sorts imploring Tom Lingard to leave her white lover alone: 

IV'He is all! Everything. He is my breath my 
light, my heart. .. Go away. . forget him 
He has no courage and no wisdom any more. .. And I have lost my power. .. Go away. and 
forget. .. "(p. 253) 

Until we finally meet with Aissa, the tragic heroine, crying in 

her agony at the deceit her false lover has subjected her to: 

'What have you made of me? ' She cried, You 
lying child of an. accursed mother. What 
have you made of me? ' The slave of a slave. "(P, 358) 

And on being told by her lover that ho"has to go back to hin half- 

caste wife whom he is tied to by the law of Heaven, a fact'which 

he in his days of infatuation had kept from Aissa, this faut 

retorts: 

(1)` Quoted in Gordan, '1963 ; 193 
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Your law. .. or your lies? What am I to 
believe? 
... 
You lied to me with your lips, with your 
eyes. You crooked heart... Ah! (p. 255) 

Reading this, the reader cannot help feeling for and aympathicint. 

with the love-sick woman, who, despite her prophetic nature and 

poetic turn of mind, was originally conceived as a woman "absolu- 

ment sauvage. " 

It appears that Conrad was given over to the idealisation 

of women's speech in general. This applies as much to Aissa, 

Mrs. Gould (Nlostromo), Lena (Victory) and Rita (The Arrow) as it 

does to minor characters like Jewel (Lord Jim) or Natalia (Under 

Western-Eyes).. Jewel, for instance, learned her English from 

Jim. As such, she would not be expected to speak that impeccably 

correct language displayed in her short dialogue with her whito 

lover, after Gentleman Browa's fatal victory over him. Another 

case that invites comparison with jewel's is that of Lona, the 

orchestra girl in Victory, whose speech does not betray in the 

least her humble English background. 

While it is true that on these and similar occasions the 

direct speech of Conrad's characters does not come up to the 

requirements of linguistic realism as it is- understood by linguists, 

one has to concede that what is lost in this respect is made up 

for in terms of the artistic tragic finale such poetic chifto in 

"their speech usually achieve,.. Granted that people like Tom 

Lingard, Nostromo, Axel iieyst and Jim would not talk in real life 

that sort of elevated language which Conrad puts into their mouths; 

still, these are noble characters whose speech cannot be marred 

by"the mundane, down-to-earth grammatical locutions or phonotic 

eccentricities of minor characters like üudig, Donkin and Rieardo, 

Such irregulk. arities would detract from their nobility-and make 
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the reader feel no sympathy for them. In this they are like the 

heroes of a Shakespearean. tragedy whose elevated language is part 

and parcel of their tragic design. Besides, such irregularitios 

might end up by making them appear not so much tragic or romantic 

as comic or even grotesque. What one can hold against these 

characters is that their-hold on the language of everyday life 

is not firm enough to make them linguistically distinguishable the 

one from the other. Tom Lingard tees A3: mºäYer; that he is "jammed 

on a lee-shore", which last expression is also used by Captain 

Anthony of Chance in reference to Flora. Axel Heyst, the Swede, 

is as sophisticated in his speech as is the Harlow of Lord Jim and 

Chance* The same applies to the old teacher of languages in 

Under Western Eyes. Besides, were it not for the fact that Aissa 

now and again uses one or two Malay words in her speech, she would 

hardly be different from the Lena of Victory or lira. Travers of 

The Rescue. 

Conrad was no Dickens, George E1"iot or Hardy. Compared with 

such Titans, he would appear at an obvious disadvantage in as 

much as concerns regional or class dialects phonologically or 
,. 

grammatically represented. Nor can he hold a candle in thin 

particular respect to contemporaries like Bennett or Galsworthy. 

A close look at Bennett's Anna of the Five Towns or Galcworthy'u 

Maid in Waiting will bq enough to convince Us of the gap between 

them and Conrad. In, the first we find that the publisher hac ox. 

plained in the footnotes certain idioms or lexical items used by 

the dialect speakers. In the second, Galsworthy is keen on repro- 

renting the speech peculiarities as much of the English Lady Mont 

as of the American Professor Hallorson. With Conrad the otrosa 
is very often laid on, tho lexical aspect of the charaeter'o cpoech: 

.. 

0 
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a word or phrase with some colloquial or slangy overtones about 
them, by means of which the novelist tries to convince us of the 

life-like quality of his characters' speech. The fact remains, 

however, that, like their creator and his surrogate narrators, 

most of his characters are hardly distinguishable the one from 

the other. 

,ý 
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Chapter V 

REPORTED SPEECH 

Like his direct speech, Conrads reported speech has its 

distinctive linguistic features and stylistic significance in 

his novels. why both Conrad and rord preferred "indirect 

speech" to what the latter called "conversations" (1) will be 

discussed later on in the present chapter which falls into 

two parts. The first is concerned with the investigation of 

the linguistic features of reported speech in the three opening 

chapters of A1mayer's Folly, together with a comparison between 

Conrad's practice and that of some of his contemporary novelists. 

The-second is devoted to the stylistic fiignificauce of Conrad's 

manipulation of more than one form of reported speech in his 

novels. 0 

Almayer's'Folly begins with one utterance in direct speech: 

"Kaspar! Makan! ". It is Mrs Almayer calling on her husband 

to come in for his dinner. The utterance is contained within 

-quotation marks and retains the exclamation, marks indicative 

of the woman's tone of voice. This is immediately followed by 

a narrative sentence that prepares. us for the sudden shift from 

°`-the direct speech of-the first sentence to the reported speech 

of, the third: ' 

The well-known shrill voice startled Almayor 
from his dream of splendid future into the 
unpleasant realities of the present hour. (p. 3) 

Having thus introduced his`'readers to the day-dreaming protago- 

Hnistn 
Conrad proceeds to report the man's unspoken thoughts, 

which he soon resumes in spite of his wife's exhortations. 

ý1) See p. 213 infra. 
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This is how Conrad reports Almayer's unspoken utterances: 

An unpleasant voice too. He had heard it 
for many years, and with every year he liked 
it less. No matter; there would be an end 
to all this soon. (p. 3) 

The first thing one notes about this passage is the absence of 

the reporting clause "Almayer thought that... ". He also dis- 

penses with the anticipatory -It and the copula which should 

precede the utterance "An unpleasant voice". In other words, 

Conrad's reported version of the man's thoughts treats the 

various utterances as independent units. Still, as in tradi- 

tional indirect speech, first person pronouns change to third 

person. Verbs and modal auxiliaries are back-shifted: the 

present perfect and-simple present of the second utterance are 

respectively changed to past perfect and simple past, while the 

present form of the modal auxiliary will of the third utterance 

is replaced by could. An exact reproduction of the man's 

actual utterances would read: 

An unpleasant voice. I have heard it for many 
years, and with every year I'-like it less. No 
matter; there will be an end to all this soon. 

One notes, ho; vever, that the demonstrative this is not distanced 

in the reported version. 

One more revealing example of this form of reported speech 

occurs on the next page. No sooner does Almayer wake up to the 

hard facts of life, which his wife's "unpleasant voice" recalls 

him to, than he delves once more into the subconscious regions 

of his mind: 

They would live in Europe, he and his daughter. 
They would be rich and respected. Nobody would think of her mixed blood in the presence of her great beauty and of his immense wealth. Witnessing, her triumphs he would grow young again he would forget the twenty- five, years of - heart-broaking ' "' struggle onthis coast where he felt like a prisonor. All ° this was' nearly within --his -roach*"' 
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Let only Dain return! And return soon he 
must - in his own interest, for his own share. 
He was now more than a week latel Perhaps 
he would return to-night. (pp. 3- 4) 

Here, again, Almayer is talking to himself. As in the preceding 

passage, first person pronouns in. "I ands daughter" become 

n-he and his daughter", and "we changes to -they'. Both verbs 

and modal auxiliaries are backshifted in time. However, both 

the demonstrative this and the time adverbial$ now and to- 

night' retain the direct form. In proper indirect speech the 

last two utterances of the passage would read: "He thought that 

Dain was then more than a week late and added that perhaps he 

would return that night. " Apart from this, all utterances are 

treated as independent*units which are not subordinated to any 

reporting clause. Emotive elements such as exclamations and 

question marks are preserved intact as in the direct version, 

a technique which enables the novelist to dispense with stylistic 

variations like, "He exclaimed", or, "He asked himself", which 

are usually used in proper indirect speech. (1) 

From the analysis of the method of speech presentation in 

the preceding quotations, one can propose the following coaclu- 

sions. Firstly, in both instances the character's thoughts 

cannot be regarded as proper interior monologue. mainly because of 

the transposition of first and second person pronouns to third 

person, the back-shifting of verbs, 'and the absence of inverted 

commas. Nor can they be treated as (proper) indirect speech 

because of the lack of subordination. 
_.., 

Hence one may can this 

form of speech "narrated monologue. ", As euch, 'narrated mono- 
loguo is. characterised by: I- independence of units (i. e. clauses 

are, not subordinated to a main reporting, clauso); 2- transposition 

(1) For further inatancos of this form of reported cpooch aee 
pp. 7,10,11,14,. 22, Z9,32,42. 
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of pronouns (first and second person changing to third); 

j- 3istancing of verbs, though not necessarily of adverbiale 

or demonstratives; 4- preservation of emotive elements such 

as exclamations and question marks. 

Another form of reported speech that one comes across in 

the opening chapters of the novel is that which may be termed 

"reported dialogue". Both narrated monologue and reported 

dialogue share the same linguistic features. The difference 

-a 

between them is notional rather than grammatical. For, where- 
i 

as. narrated monologue is the reported version. of one character's 

unspoken thoughts, reported dialogue is concerned with the 

rendering of one, or a group of characters' spoken utterances 

on a given occasion. An illustrative exonplo of this form of 

speech occurs in the second chapter of Almayer's Folly. 

After marrying Almayer to his adopted daughter, Tom Lingard 

sets out on one of his sea adventures. Alnayer is left ontor- 

taming the hope that one day Lingard would return laden with 

immense riches. Instead, Lingard returned 

... -ill, a ghost of his former self, with the 
fire of fever burning in his sunken eyes, almost 
the only survivor of the num. erous-expedition. 
But he was successful at last! " Untold riches 
were in his grasp; he wanted more money - only 
a little more to realise a dream of fabulous 
fortune. And Hudig had failed! 

..: _, r- 
Almttyer, 

scraped all he could together, but the, old man 
wanted more. If. 

'Almayer. could not. got it he, 
would go to Singapore - to Europe even, but 
before all to Singapore; and, -he would take the 
little Nina with him. The child must be 
brought up decently. He had good friends in 
Singapore who would take care of her and have 
her taught properly. (p. 26) 

Apart from the first and-fifth sentences which are purely narra- 

tive, '-the rust of the, passage , is reported, dialogue, As in 

narrated monologue, utterances are treated as. independont unite, 

while verbs and pronouns are distanced. A reconstruction of 
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Lingard's dialogue with Almayer would read: 

But I am successful at last! Untold riches 
are in my grasp; I want more money - only a 
little more to realise a dream of fabulous 
fortune. And Hudig has failed! 

If you cannot get it, I will go to Singapore... 

It is quite clear. from the above examples that one of the advan- 

tages of this form of reported speech is that it helps the nove- 

list achieve that brevity in narration which cannot be realised, 

through the traditional method of indirect speech, with its 

insistence on a reporting main clause and stylistic variations 

like, "he wondered" or, "he exclaimed", which are replaced in 

the two free forms by the appropriate punctuation marks. 

A third form of reported speech used by Conrad in the novel 

is that which one may call "narrative indirect". ' Here Conrad 

uses a reporting clause, 'the said" or 'the declared" as the case 

may be, but he dispenses with the connecting "that" which is 

used for subordination in proper indirect statements. So much 

so indeed that the reporting clause assumes the function of a 

comment clause within the reported. independent unit. In the 

second. chapter of the novel Lakamba Pays Almayer an unexpected 

visit. "He came; he said, to buy a couple of brass guns as a 

present to his friend the chief of Sambir Dyaks. " (p. 32) 

In proper indirect statement such a'sentence would=read: 

"He said that he came to buy a 'couple of brass guns as a present 

to his friend, etc. " In the quotation, the man's utterance is 

given an independent status= despite_ the`, fact that pronouns and ý 
verbs are distanced. 3.. 

-Slight as -the difterence:. between this, form of,. reported 

speech and proper indirect speech might. seem, tobe, it is impor" 

tant because Conrad. uses : it: freely. in~his. other works For 
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instance, Captain Mitcio11's dialogue with Mrs. Gould in 

No_tromo is reported in narrative indirect: 

He did not know what he would have done 
without his invaluable tlostromo, he 
declared. Those confounded Costaguana 
politics gave him more work - he 
confided to dirs. Gould - than he had 
bargained for. (p. 136) 

As in the previous example from Almayer's Folly we get two repor- 

ting clauses 'he declared and he confided to Mrs. Gould; which, 

as a result of the absence of the connecting "that", moy be 

taken for comment clauses. 

When Conrad tells us that at the end of his visit to 

Almayer's compound, Abdulla "wished his friend Almayer "a 

thousand years", and moved down the steps, helped dutifully by 

Reshidtt (p. 46), we get an example of the fourth form of reported 
0 

speech in Conrad. This one may call "coloured indirect", 
s 
Abdulla's words to Almayer might have been, "May God malte you 

live a thousand years", or simply, "A thousand years my friend 

Almayer". In the reported version, Conrad provides the report- 

ing clause, He wished his friend., and incorporates the actual 

words o. f. Abdulla into the body of the clause as object complement. 

He retains the inVerted commas in "a thousand years" to indicate 

that this was the actual phrase used by Abdulla on that occasion. 

Reduced indirect is the fifth form of reported speech used 

by Conrad in the opening chapters of Almayer's Folly. On such 

occasions the argument or dialogue is reduced to a minimum. The 

novelist gives us the gist or main points of the, argument ýtithout 

going into unnecessary details. Captain Ford is the man. who 

brought back Nina from Singapore to livo, with her father, Almayor, 

in Sambir. When asked by Almay©r_to explain the reasons behind 

his daughter's arrival, Captain Ford "said little beyond 
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generalizing in vague but violent terms upon the foolishness 

of women in general, and of Mrs. Vinck in particular. " (p. 30) 

The reported version of the two men's dialogue relative to the 

subject of Nina's return gives us only the main reason which is 

"the foolishness of women in general, and of Mrs. Vinck in 

particular". The details are given in direct speech. It 

all boils down, however, to the self-same reason. In reduced 

indirect we have a reporting clause, transposed pronouns and 

verbs and a subordinated clause which suns up the speaker's 

opinion'or line of argument. 

Generally speaking, reduced indirect is used to replace 

a lengthy dialogue that has little effect on the development 

of the novel's plot. One such dialogue occurs between Abdulla 

and Almayer. Conrad reports the two men's conversation in 

the following manner: 

ý" He (Abdulla) began by neatly complimenting 
lnayer upon the long years they had dwelt 

together in cordial neighbourhood, and called 
upon Allah to give him many more years to 
gladden the eyes of his friends by his wolcome 
presence. (p. 44) 

Abdulla's way of complimenting Almayer is not given us in detail. 

The dialogue between the two men on that particular occasion, 

being somewhat marginal to the overall plot of the novel, is 

summed up in that one long sentence of the above quotation. In 

such cases, the characters' spoken utterances are reported in a 

very concise form. 

Proper indirect is usually. accompanied in Conrad'a novolaý 
with"what is known in drama as stage directions. The'linguictic 

features of this form of speech presentation' are: 1-3. 'roporting 

'clause followed by "that" in statements; 
-2 - Pronouns and verbo 

are distanced as in narrated monologue; 3= 'ýbsonco of' emotivo 

elements like questions and exclamations-which are replaced in 
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this particular respect by the equivalont stylistic variation. 

Two instances of proper indirect occur in the third chapter of 

Almnyer's Folly. 

When Almayer inadvertently praises English wisdom to his 

Dutch visitors, these last are far from pleased with their host's 

lack of politic wisdom. - This is why Almayer's demand for 

protection is turned down by the chief of the Dutch Commission 

who, 

... told him (Almayer) significantly that 
the Arabs were better subjects than Hollanders 
who dealt illegally in gunpowder with the 

/ Malays. (p. 36) 

In this quotation, we have a reporting clause The chief of the 

Commission told him . We then get the speaker's words sub- 

ordinated in the form of a 
"that 

clause to the main one. Both 

verbs and pronouns are distanced. 

The second example occurs during that dialogue between 

Abdulla and Almayer. After the introductory words of greeting, 

Abdulla starts to talk with Almayer about his nephew Rashid. 

And, speaking with well-bred. politeness, 
he explained further to the dumbfounded 
Almayer that, if he would. consent to the 
alliance of his offspring with that true 
believer and virtuous man Reshid, she (Nina) would be mistress of all the 
splendours of Reshid's house, the first 
wife*of the first Arab in the Islands, 
when he - Abdulla -. had been called to 
the joys of Paradise by Allah the All- 

=F.,:. merciful. (P" 45) 

Here, again, we have areporting-. clause, he 
. explained further to 

preceding the reported version or the. speakerts-utterances which 

are aubordinated in: the form of_`a that clause. to , tho Main-ono. 

While verbs and pronouns re distanced,. as in all forms of indirect, 

emotive elements are replaced--. by-stylistic variations like 

"significantly". infthe-preceding example and 'speaking with well- 

bred politeness"ýin, the'above quotation. 
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So far one can easily see that there are two linguistic 

features common to all six forms of indirect. Firstly, in all 

cases, first and second person pronouns change to third. 

Secondly, verbs, and' some adverbiale at least, are distanced in 

time. They differ from each other in that both narrated mono. 

logue and reported dialogue retain the emotive elements of the 

direct form without accepting a reporting clause. On the other 

hand, while all remaining four forms accept a reporting main 

clause, narrative indirect turns the reporting clause into ä 

comment clause void of grammatical function. Besides, coloured 

indirect retains some of the lexical items of the original con- 

versation within quotation marks, reduced indirect condenses 

the whole argument into one or more main point, and proper in- 

direct has a reporting main clause to which the character's 

rendered speech is wholly subordinated. 

Apart from these six forms of indirect which participate 

in more than one linguistic feature, there is that form of 

peripheral indirect which bears very slight affinity to proper 

indirect. This last form, however, is not represented in the 

three opening chapters of Almayer's Folly. Because Conrad 

uses it on a large-scale in his novels, one might "as well rotor 

to that example of it which occurs in the fifth chaptor of tho 

novel. On the way to Lakamba's compound Babalatchi's unspoken 

utterances are reported. in the following manner: 

He was not in a hurry; his master, Lakamba, 
was surely-reposing at-this"time of the day. 
He would have ample time to cross over and ' 
greet him on his waking with important nays. 
Will he be-. displeased? Will he strike his 
ebony wood--staff 'angrily on the floor,., 
frightening him by, the incoherent violence 
of 'his exclamations; ` or ' will he-squat down 
with a good humoured smile, and, ', rubbing.. his hands gently 

, 
over hie stomach with a familiar gocture, expectorate copiously 

into the brace sari=vessel, giving vent to 
a low, approbative murmur? (pp. 60 - 1) 
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This is a case of peripheral indirect because, contrary to what 

has been observed in the other six forms, here only pronouns are 

transposed, "Will he (Lakamba) strike his ebony wood staff 

angrily on the floor, frightening him (Babalatchi), etc. " 

Judging by the sequence of tense which should follow the narra- 

tive sentence, -He was not in a hurry,, the absence of quotation 

marks indicative of direct speech, and more important still, the 

transposition of the objective pronoun "me' to him-9 this can 

only be a case of reported speech. Since only this question of 

pronoun transposition relates it to the indirect form, one will 

do well to call it "peripheral indirect" to distinguish it from 

the other forms. 

The difference between the various forms so far identified 

can be thrown into sharper focus by the following diagram: 
" 

x= present -= absent 

Form of reported 123456 
speech 

narrated monologue 

reported dialogue xgX--- 

narrative indirect 

coloured indirect XXXX 

reduced indirect XR 

proper indirect xx_X 

peripheral indirect X. XX 

1: transposition of pronouns 

2: backshifting of verbs 

3: preservation of, emotive elements 

4: reporting clause 
ýv . _. _ _. e,... w_. 

", 

reporting clause-taking the form of a comment clause 

6: preservation of some of the origrtnnl loxical items : 
and turns of expression 
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Having so far underlined the various forms of reported 

speech that one can come across in Conrad's novels, it remains 

to be seen to what extent the conclusions reached tally with the 

views of grammarians and stylisticians on the linguistic features 

relevant to each of these forms. Interest in speech as a 

stylistic feature of a writer's language is a recent phenomenon. 

According to Professor Ullmann, Charles Bally was the first 

stylistician to draw attention to the presence of what later on 

came to be known as "Le style indirect libre" in Flaubert's 
r 

novels (1). A close examination of the linguistic peculiari- 

ties of this form will show the striking affinity between this 

form and the two free forms found in Conrad: narrated monologue 

and reported dialogue. Professor Ullmann, however, overlooks 

the fact that before Bally could spot the presence of this form 

in Flaubert's novels, the grammarian Otto Jespersen had already 

referred to it as "represented speech" in his book, Thd 

Philosophy of Grammar (2). Still, it was Bally, not Jesporsen, 

who pointed out the stylistic potentialities of what has sineo 

been called "Le style indirect libre". 

Since Ullmann is concerned in his writings mainly with 

French writers, one can do no better than to quote at some longth 

from a relatively recent book on the subject. In his Sueech in 

the English Novel, Norman Page sums up and enlarges Ullmann's 

definition of "Le style indirect labre'". According to Pazo, 

this form of reported speech is characterised by the following: 

1- Transposition of verbs: as in indirect spoech, if, the narrative*is in'the-past tense, -the`. verbs will change, the present becoming the 
preterite, the preterite the pluperfect, etc., though it is possible, to. find exceptions 

-to 
this.. 

(1) Ullmann, 1957 95. - 7 
(2) Jesperson, 1921k : 290 -'2 
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2- Transposition of pronouns: * again as in 
indirect speech first and second persons 
change to third. 

3- Absence of subordination: each sentence 
appears as an independent unit, not as 
a subordinate clause so that there is no 
'key verb' on which it is syntactically 
dependent. 

4- Preservation of such 'emotive elements' 
" as questions, exclamations, interjections, 

colloquial language, slang and vulgar terms 
together with an attempt to imitate, 'the 
inflexions and intonations of the speaking 
voice'. (1) 

It is quite clear that "le style indirect libre" as defined 

by'both Ullmann and Page participates in the same linguistic 

features of Conrad's "narrated monologue" and "reported dialogue". 

It does not, however, highlight the notional difference between 

the two closely related forms. Nor can one agree with Dorrit 

Cohn's suggestion that-a replacement of the term 'Ile style in- 

direct libre"" with the appellation "narrated monologue" will 

satisfactorily solve the problem (2), since, as has already boon 

noted, the term "narrated monologue" can only apply to the 

reported version of one character's unspoken thoughts, but it 

can hardly accoc fl date the free reporting of two or more charac- 

spoken utterances. Although the Quirk Grammar seems to tars' 

uphold Dorrit Cohn's theory where the authors suggest that free 

indirect speech (the English translation of the French term) 

very often "represents a person's stream of thought: rather than 

actual speech" (3), in a stylistic study of Conrad's novolc ono 

has to. stick to the terms "narrated monologued and "reportod 

dialogue", if only to maintain the notional' differonce betwoon 

the two forms. ... _. _.. .., _... _r... . 

(1) Pace, 1973 : 37 
(2) ' Cohn, 1966 : 97 -'112 
(3)', Quirk et al., 1974 :_ 789 

a 

S 
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More important still is the fact that neither designation, 

i. e. "le style indirect libre"" or "free indirect", can be applied 

to that freer form of speech which I have chosen to call "periph- 

eral indirect", since, as is made clear by the example on page 

172 of the present study, only pronouns are transposed despite 

the whole narrative being in the past. Besides, while it is 

true that Conrad observes the rules regarding the backshift of 

the verb, together with equivalent shifts in pronouns in his use 

of narrated monologue and reported dialogue, he, contrary to 

what the Quirk Grammar advocates, very rarely makes similar 

shifts in his determiners or adverbs. 

Apart from free indirect speech, the only other form of 

reported speech which interests grammarians is what I have 

called proper indirect. The Quirk Grammar, for instance, tolls 

us that as opposed to direct speech, proper indirect is distin- 

guished by the subordination within the reporting clause of the 

actual words of the speaker in the form of a that-clause for 

statements, a dependent wh-clause for questions and exclamations 

and a to-infinitive clause for commands, together with correspon- 

ding shifts in verbs, modals, pronouns and determiners and 

adverbials. (1) This division of reported speech into free 

indirect speech and proper indirect can hardly work in fiction, 

for, as has been noted earlier, Conrad's reported speech cannot 

be said to conform to the rules laid down by grammarians. 

Indeed, fictional reported speech is too complex a feature of any 

writer's style to be judged by just these tNo forms. 

(1) : Ibid. ', pp. ? 85 -9_,,.. 

r..: ý.. ý ,.. _ ý r_ ... _. ,.. r ý. . _.,.. __ .., ý_ .ý.,. _ ,,, 

6 
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Page seems to uphold this view when he tells us that, 

... a substantial task of analysis and defi- 
nition remains to be undertaken in the field 
of categories of speech-presentation, and 
that it may be almost as misleading to limit 
the number to four (including the 'free' forms) 
as to follow traditional grammarians in 
restricting it to two. (1) 

However, such a difficulty does not discourage Page from attemp- 

ting some tentative definitions and classifications. Hence his 

division of fictional reported speech into proper indirect, free 

indirect, 
i 

parallel indirect, coloured indirect and submerged 

speech. I have already demonstrated how and why the term 

"free indirect" should be replaced by terms like "narrated 

monologue", "reported dialogue" and "peripheral indirect". Like 

Cohn, Page seems to overlook the notional distinction between 

narrated monologue and reported dialogue. On the other hand, 

he would regard that example of peripheral indirect quoted on 

page 172 as a case of free direct, because he seems unable to 

distinguish clearly between free indirect and free direct as is 

shown by the example from Edwin Drood quoted on page. 37 of his 

book. But this is part of the difficulty inherent in all such 

attempts at providing hard and fast rules for the classification 

of, speech in general. 

Page's proper indirect and coloured indirect are character- 

ised by the same linguistic features already highlighted in the 

examples from"Conrad's. novels. Nevertheless, his theory about 

parallel indirect is purely hypothetical. For he does not-give 

us-, a concrete instance of any writer's use of this form-to sub- 

stantiato his claims about its presence as a separate form with 

distinctive linguistic peculiarities., -Instead, ho quotes ono. 

(1) Page, 1973 : 38 ..,.... _ ._. 
ý....,..... 

.. _ý.... 
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of the direct utterances of Mrs. Gamp of Dickens's Martin 

Chuzzlewit and proceeds to transform it into what he believes 

to be parallel indirect (1). Besides, is it not question 

begging to say that parallel indirect is linguistically marked 

by its "lexical faithfulness to the original" direct utterances, 

since proper indirect is supposed to be just that? Granted 

that the reported version of Mrs. Gamp's utterances is diYi- 

Brent from proper indirect in that her pronunciation of words 

like "creatures" and "back'ards" are preserved intact, still 

this would be regarded as a case of coloured indirect without 

any further need to complicate the already complex issue. 

The term "submerged speech" is used by Page to'accomiodato 

those instances where "the supposed dialogue has become absorbed 

by the narrative, with consequent likely changes of lexis as 

well as a grammatical form different from that of indirect 

speech (since it lacks the subordinate clause or clausdS dopen- 

dent on a verb of saying),,. (2) Under the circumstances, 

"submerged speech" would seem to be an "unhappy" torm, for in 

the example from Almayer's Folly 
, 
Abdulla's words to Almayor aro 

not submerged by the author's narrative style. We are informed 

that "Abdulla wished his friend Almayer a thousand years',. If 

we were to reconstruct Abdulla's actual utterances they would 

read: "May my friend Almayer live a thousand yoarst", to which 
the only indirect transformation would be either "Abdullawished 

his friend Almayer a thousand yearstt, as'Conrad reports'it; or 

"Abdulla wished that his friend Alm ayar might live a thousand 

years". Since we cannot be sure'what Abdulla'c exact words on 

the occasion were, the appropriate' term, to use for'-such oxamplea 

is" "reduced indirect" and not ''submerged ' cpeech'I. 
"' 

(1) Pago, 1973 : 34 
(2) Ibid., P" 32- 
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Moreover, Page's classification does not take into account 

those cases of indirect where, despite the speaker's utterances 

being rendered in the-indirect form, the reporting clause 

functions as a comment clause to which the reported utterances 

are not subordinated. This has been called "narrative indirect",, 

in view of the fact that it is a form of indirect speech which 

is extensively used in fiction. 

Narrated monologue, reported dialogue, narrative indirect, 

coloured indirect, reduced-indirect, proper indirect and periph- 

oral indirect are the seven forms of reported speech that ono 
i 

comes across in Conrad's novels. The terms suggested in this 

chapter are. not meant, however, to apply to all works of fiction, 

for writers have been known to experiment with the ways of speech 

presentation (James Joyce and Virginia Woolf may be cited ao 

cases in point). What they seek to provide us with is a workable 

framework for the stylistic investigation of reported speech in 

Conrad's novels. Novelists like Conrad do not use these varied 

forms of reported speech just to show how adept they are at 

juggling with a jumble of linguistic features. They do this, 

as Conrad himself would s ay, "from conviction,,. Before dis- 

cussing Conrad's "convictions" relative to the subject, lot us 

first see in what way he is different from his contemporary 

novelists. 

Reported speech in its various-forms features prominently 

in the works of two of Conrad's contemporaries: Galcworthy 

and Bennett. Galsworthy's Over The River is one of those 

dramatic works in which dialogue and other forma of direct` 

speech add up to more than three quarters of the verbal expres-% 

11 sion in the novel. However, the narrative-is undertaken by an 

omniscient narrator whose predilection for roported speech in 

t 
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4 

its various forms reminds one of the Conrad of the middle 

period where reported speech is not as foregrounded as it is 

in the early novels. 

The following passage occurs in Chapter II where the 

omniscient narrator shifts his attention for a moment from the 

characters' direct speech for the sake of reporting the secret 

thoughts of the two sisters: Dinny and Clare. (1) 

After that there' was a long silence, Dinny 
thinking about Clare and Clare thinking about 
herself. Presently, she grew tired of that 
and looked across at her sister. Had Dinny 
really got over that affair of hers with 
Wilfrid Desert of which Hubert had written. +& 
with such relief when it was off? She had 
asked that her affair should never be spoken 
of, Hubert had said, but that was over a year 
ago. Could one venture, or would she curie 
up like a hedgehog? '-Poor Dinnyl'she thought: 

'I'm twenty-four, so she's twenty-seven: ' 
And she sat very still looking at her sister's 
profile. (p. 12) 

The first two sentences are pure narrative style. Roported 

speech (of the type already identified as narrated monologue in 

Conrad's case) begins with the third sentence and laste till tho 

end of the fifth. The sixth sentence is interior monologue 

(direct speech) and the last is narrative. 

Two pages later Clare is left alone at her window where, 

The last of the sunlight was stiffing in what 
yellowish-green foliage was left, so that the 
tree had an enchanted look. Seventeen months 
since she had stood at this window and looked down 
over that mulberry tree, at the fiolds and the 
rising coverts Seventeen-months of foreign 
skies and trees, "foreign scents and sounds 
and waters. All new, and rather exciting, 
tantalising, unsatisfying. No rest! 
Certainly none in the white house with the 
wide verandah she had occupied at'Kandy. (pp. 15. - 6) 

Apart 'from the opening narrative sentence, the'- rest" of' the pptasag© 

bears all the linguistic markers of'narrated monologue already 

a 

(1) Galsworthy, 1933 
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discussed in reference to Conrad's practice. As such, narrated 

monologue is the dominant form of reported speech in Galsworthy'a 

novel. Although such a practice compares favourably with 

Conrad's practice in, say, Lord Jim or The Secret Agent where 

the role of reported speech is somewhat played down, Conrad's 

resourcefulness shows up in the way he brings into play as 

many forms of reported speech in the same passage as could be 

mustered. Besides, if we compare Over the River with Conrad's 

dramatic novel, Under Western Eyes, we find that, in the latter 

case, the role played by reported speech in its various forms is as 

essential to the tragic pattern of the novel as that of direct 

speech. Indeed, the dramatic immediacy of Razumov's personal 

tragedy is brought out not so much by his lengthy dialogues with 

the other characters, but rather by the way the inner workings 

of the man's mind are reported to us. The difference between 

Galsworthy and Conrad on such occasions is similar to that between 

the sudden flash of lightning and the constant brightness of 

daylight. 

Gal sworthy, however, fares better with short stories like 

"The Juryman" uh ere, in addition to narrated monologue, we find 

conflations of the various forms of reported speech in a, manner 

that matches the Conrad of "The Return", if not of fully-fledged 

novels like Almayer's Folly or An outcast. This change in 

technique on Galsworthy's part seems to be dictated by the nature 

, of the subject under investigation. In "The Jurymann, hods 

mainly concerned with the thoughts of tMr. Henry Bocengato rela- 

tive to his cb mestic affairs and the ill-fated prisoner, whooo, 

fate he in collaboration with hic fellow iurvmenhra to decide. - --V _. ý. __ýý_- - 
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much dialogue, and this accounts for the relative density of 

reported speech in it. 

Bennett's Elsie and the Child is rich in reported speech. 

Here Bennett's method of reporting Elsie's interior monologue 

is remarkable for the way he makes the reported version a close 

reflection of the original thoughts. Elsie's thoughts regar- 

ding her employers, the Rastes, are rendered as follows: (1) 

She (Elsie) ran up the stairs, putting on a new 
demeanour as she approached the levels where 
dwelt the feared, worshipped and incalculable 
rulers of the universe. A strange caste; 

.. they were unhappy if they could not have a 
bath everday! And they would not eat simply; 
their meals were made as complicated as "a church 
service,.... They could not eat their fill of 
one dish. Oh no ; They would peck at a dish 
and then have it changed for another one, 
and so on. ."" 

Then your voice, the way you had to speak 
to them! As a. charwoman, and even as 'general" 
to the most respectable Earlforward couple in 
Riceyman Steps - them as died one after the 
other the same day, poor thingst- Elsie had 
always used her natural voice. " (pp. 2- 3). 

Narrated monologue begins with the phrase, A strange caste. 

The fact that Elsie is a dialect speaker is roflected in the 

narrator's rendering of her thoughts. Instead of the standard 
I hem appositive clause, those who died, we get the colloquial t 

as died. The reported version also contains other colloquial 

turns of expression such as, pick at a dish, which show Bennott's 

keenness to preserve the spirit of the on inal monologue. 

The density of reported speech in this and other novels by 

Bennett seems to match, and sometimes exceeds, its uceby Conrad 

in some of his novels. Still, we somehow miss the stylistic 

variety attendant upon the interplay of the various forms which- 

constitutes a marked characteristic of Conrad's practice. 

Besides, as will soon be pointed out, it is the way- Conrad uses 

reported.. speech for a variety-of-aesthotic p*urposos -that, cotshim 

(1) Bennett, 1924 
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apart from contemporary co-practitioners. 

Both James and Ford are more sparing in their use of narra- 

ted monologue than either Galsworthy or Bennett. With Jcmee, 

however, this is more true of novels like Roderick Hudson than 

The Ambassadors. In the first, Janes uses freely the more 

traditional forms of reported speech. On very rare occasions 

he opts for narrated monologue as when he tells us, (1) 

Once Rowland passed an angry day. He had 
dreamed - it was the most substantial of 
dreams - that she had given him the right 
to believe that she looked to him to trans- 
mute her discontent. And yet hero she 
was throwing herself back into Roderick's 
arms at his lightest overture, and betray- 
ing his own half fearful, half shameful 
hopes! (p. 360) 

The underlined sentence bears the linguistic markers of narrated 

monologue: transposition of pronouns, backshifting of verbs 

(though not of adverbials) and the preservation of the excla- 

mation mark. Still, the scarcity of such forms in the novel is 

one of its marked features. It is in. the late Janes that such 

forms are really foregrounded. 

Ford's The Good Soldier abounds in traditional forms like 

proper indirect speech and narrative indirect, but-contains not 

one single instance of either narrated monologue'or reported 

dialogue, a fact which underlines the gap between Conrad's' 

stylistic strategy and that of his close friend and occasional' 

collaborator. 

} S 

.6 
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One would not expect a writer like Conrad to take immonco 

pains with the reporting of his characters' speech just for the 

sheer fun of experimenting with the various methods of speech 

presentation, for Conrad, as Crankshaw rightly suggosts, 'was 

always calculating his effect. " (1) Indeed, Conrad himself 

implicitly acknowledges this charge (if it could be so called) 

where he tells us that his task as a novelist is "by the written 

word to make you hear, to make you feel-it is, before all, to 

make you see. " (2) Perhaps this is why he was a... haunted, 

mercilessly haunted by the necessity of style. " (3) 

Conrad has been successively called exoticist, impressionist, 

ramanticist, romantic realist, tragic , novelist, nihilist and foro 

runner of the absurd. So much has also been written on Conrad's 

reported speech from the standpoint of literary criticism. The 

emphasis has been laid on his use of narrators like Harlow, Dr. 

Kennedy, and the old teacher of languages for the reporting of 

actions and impressions in a way that would help the novelist, 

achieve the detachment needed for the maintaining of the reader's 
lion 

willing suspens. of disbelief. David Daiches tells us that 

Conrad uses Marlow as a moans of satisfying- "his desire, for 

artistic objectivity and aloofness" (4). On the., other, hand, 

Seltzer holds the view that Marlow and his fellow-narrators wer©. 

resorted to by Conrad because the omniscient point of viewddis- 

played in the first two novels had 
,: 
to be -*'discarded', -. (5)., 

_ 
Thus, 

it seems that from the literary. point; Of'View the-subject. -has, 
been exhausted. 

(1) Crankshavr, 1963 : 10 '. g 
(2) N. N. p. xw 
(3)''L. C_p. 127 
`(4) -- Daiches, 1960 . 58 
(5) Seltzer, 1970 : -, xxi 
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On the stylistic level, Charles Jones's article, 'Varieties 

of Speech Presentation in Conrad's 'The Secret Agent", (1) is 

the only treatment so far of the subject under investigation. 

Still, it is limited in scope and purpose to one novel out of a. 

host of other, and perhaps more stylistically interesting, 

novels. Mr. Jones, who-is apparently influenced by the criti- 

cal stance that relates Conrad's stylistic innovations to 

Flaubert's impact on him, claims that Conrad's use of free in- 

direct style in his novels is "very similar and even, perhaps, 

an imitation of Flaubert's method of speech presentation by a 

novelist writing in English. " (2) Mr. Jones, however, rejects 

Professor Ullmann's "rigid" classification of reported speech 

into proper indirect and free indirect, and prefers to stick to 

the traditional direct and indirect speech, apart from which 

two forms, "there exists a continuum or 'cline' of 'mixed' 

types"-(3). His main thesis is that the novelist's use of this 

"spectrum of possibilities lying between 'spoken' dialogue and 

reported narration" helps the reader, in the final analysis, 

change "his viewpoint of, and relationship to the characters and 

situations, the exact nature of which he is, on almost all 
occasions, completely unconscious,, (ti). Although I disagree 

with Mr. Jones's views regarding the uselessness of what he calls 

the "rigid" classification of the various possible forms of" 
speech presentation, I acquiesce in*his argument'about the'styli- 

stic advan age to be gained from the' conflation of the methods 

of speech presentation used by the novelist. '' Indeed, one-' s 

ambition- n this part of the present chapter is to iprove -'that' 

, 
Conrad uses the different forms of reported speech 'for purpocos- 

(1) Jones, 1968 : 162 - 76 
. , _. (2). Ibid., P. 164 

(3) Ibid., P. 166 
(1+) Ibid. , P-'176 
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of irony, authorial detachment, character-portrayal, brevity 

and stylistic variety. 

Conrad's reporting of Almayer's unspoken thoughts in the 

opening pages of Almayer's Folly is charged with ironic'over- 

tones. In the passage-already quoted on page 165-. of this 

study Almayer's reported-utterances, "All this was nearly within 

his reach. Let only Dain return! And return soon he must 

in his own interest", are highly ironic. For a while, Almayer 

seems to be quite justified in his belief that Dain Maroola must 

return, since he very soon turns up as expected. Dain returns 

because he knows this to be in his interest. However, it soon 

transpires that Alnayrerts. and Dain's interests are worlds apart. 

Almayer is thinking of the help Dain would offer him for the 

recovery of Lingard's treasure; but Dain thinks only of Nina for 

whose sake he comes back to Sambir. This is the type of irony 

Sedgwick defines as Sophoclean or tragic, (1) where the charac- 

ters are unconscious of the possible interpretations of their 

own utterances, interpretations which are made intelligible to 

the. reader by the author. What makes it easy for the novelist 

to add this ironic touch is the ease with which he incorporates 

Almayer's narrated monologue into the body of his narrative. 

As already mentioned, the passage begins with a sentence in 

straight narrative. Suddenly the reader awakes to the fact 

that somebody has begun to talk. tie soon realises that the man 

does not talk in the first person and that his utterances are 

being reported. The dramatic impact resulting from this alter-. 

nation of narrative style and reported speech is thus achiöved 

without any jarring effect on the easy flow of the narrative. 

(1);,.. Sedgwick, 1968 : 5, - 26. Here Sodgwich dictinguichos 
between seven types of irony. - Those are irony of rhotoric; 
of allegory; of fate; of understatement; of-Socratic dia- 
lectics; of detachment and irony: tragic, Sophocloan or dramatic. 

0 
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The irony becomes more striking through Conrad's contrapun- 

tal technique of juxtaposing Almaler's thoughts and Dain's un- 

spoken utterances on 'the subject of the latter's return to 

Sambir. Reporting Dain's thoughts, Conrad informs us that Dain, 

... felt tolerably secure as he sat meditating 
quietly his answer to the Rajah's (Lakamba's) 
blood-thirsty speech. ' Yes, he would point out 
to him the aspect of his position should he - 
Dain - fall into the hands of the Dutch and 
should he speak the truth. He would have 
nothing more to lose then, and he would speak 
the truth. And if he did return to Sambir, 
disturbing thereby Lakamba's peace of mind, 
what then? He came to look after his prop- 

". 
erty. Did he, not pour a stream of silver 
into Mrs. Almayer's greedy lap! He had paid, 
for the girl, a price worthy of a great prince, 
although unworthy of that delightfully madden- 
ing creature for whom his untamed soul longed 
in an intensity of desire far more tormenting 
than the sharpest pain. He wanted his happi- 
ness. He had the right to be in Sambir. (p. 83) 

While the introductory sentence is straight narrative, the rest 

of the passage is narrated monologue. Syntactically, there is 

no difference between the narrative sentence and the reported 

" utterances in so far as in both cases the sentences are treated 

as independent units. r'om the context, however, the reader 

knows that, starting from the second sentence, ho is being offered 

a reported version of Dain's thoughts. Dain's thoughts are 

marked by an apparent lexical faithfulness to the original. 

Apart from the transposition of pronouns and, verbs which, under- 

linesthe novelist's intervention with'the man's original utter- 

ances, only Dain would regard Almayer's Nina as his "property". 

Such thinking is typical of Easterners who pay,, for their pros- 

pective wives with a "stream of silver". Stillethe reader also 
notes. that the author. intervenes with the reported utterances for, 

reasons of explicitness and clarity. Conrad addsfthe appositive 

proper , noun Dain after, the third person he in the second sentence 

to dispel any doubts : from the reader's mind as: to. the identity. of. 
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the person mentioned. Again, the attributive adjective 

-untamed is undoubtedly Conrad's since, savage though he is, 

Dain would hardly describe his soul as being "untamed" or even, 

"undeveloped". The passage is also remarkable for its ironic 

contrast with the preceding one narrating Almayer's thoughts on 

the same subject.. - 

The same contrapuntal technique of juxtaposing his charac- 

ters' reported speech is used by Conrad to throw into relief 

the irony inherent in Almayer's and Nina's hallucinationsrela- 

tive to Dain Maroola's faked death. Nina, who knows quite well 

that Dain is still alive, meditates on her forthcoming planned 

elopement in the following manner: 

lyhile the sun shone with that dazzling light in 
which her love was born and grew till it possessed her whole being, she was kept firm in her un- 
wavering resolve by the mysterious whisperings of desire which filled her heart with impatient 
longing for the darkness that would mean the end 
of danger. and strife, the beginning of happiness, 
the fulfilling of love, the completeness of life. 
It had set at last! The short tropical twilight 
went out before she could draw the long breath 
of relief; and now the sudden darkness seemed to 
be full of menacing voices calling upon her to 
rush headlong into the unknown; to be true to her 
own impulses to give herself up to the passion 
she had evoked and shared. He was waiting! ' In 
solitude of the secluded clearing, in the vast 
silence of the forest he was waiting alone, a fugitive in fear of his life. Indifferent to 
his danger he was. waiting for her. It was for 
her only that he had come; and now as the time 
approached when he should have his reward, she" 
asked herself with dismay what meant that 
chilling doubt of her own-will and of her own desire? (pp. 147 - 8) 

With perfect ease Conrad shifts from hic. descriptioa of Nina's 

surroundings to this expressive exploration of Nina' s', thoughts, 

The first utterance in narrated monologue , "It'had setl at 1actl. " 

is sandwiched between two narrative sentences*', Nina'skreported 

utterances in the sentences that follow reflect some of the 
. - 

characteristics of the original speech. Exclamation and question 
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marks are retained so as to bring out the dramatic immediacy of 

her hallucinations. Besides, being consumed with fleshly 

desire, her speech acquires a poetic touch quite in keeping with 

her agitated state of mind. Locative adverbials like In the 

solitude... In the vast silence, etc., are made to occupy initial 

positions. So is the manner adverbial Indifferent to his 

danger... . Again there is the implicit emphasis in the cleft 

sentence, "It was for her only that he had come", which reflects 

the love-sick woman's desire for security and certainty in her 

disturbed mind. Finally, in a bid to relieve the monotony of 
i 

the successive independent units of the woman's narrated mono- 

Logue, Conrad rounds it off with an utterance that consists of 

a reporting clause, together with all the other linguistic 

markers of proper indirect, excepting the preservation of the 

question mark. Such alternate use of various reporting methods 

helps remind the reader of the fact that Nina's thoughts are 

being narrated, while maintaining the dramatic quality of the 

whole situation. 

The passage stands in sharp contrast to Almayer's halluci. 

nations about his daughter Nina and her supposedly. dead lover 

Dain. In his sleep Almayer hears voices, 

... and in the space between him and the obstinate 
phantom floated the murmur of words that fell on his ears in a jumble of torturing sentences, the 
meaning of which escaped the utmost efforts of his brain. Who spoke the Malay words? Who ran 
away? Why too late - and too late for what? What meant those words. of hate andlove mixed sox y; strangely together, the ever-recurring names" falling on his oars again and again... Nina,. Datn;. Dain, Nina? Dain was dead, 'and Nina'was sleeping,, unaware of the terriblo experience through,. which; he was now passing. Was he going to be tormented for over, sleeping or walking, and_have no peace.. either night or day? What was the meaning of this? (pp. 

., 
159 -- 60) 

, 

k 
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The preponderance of questions coupled with the relatively 

concise nature of the utterances XJ. 5 meant to reflect the man's 

bewilderment at this portent of his imminent catastrophe. The 

re titlon of Dain's name indicates Almayer's mental trepidation. 

Still, his ignorance of his daughter's infidelity to him and of 

Dain's betrayal to their joint interests, which is reflected in 

his utterance, I'Dain was dead, and Nina was sleeping, " enhances 

the tragic irony achieved at the expense of the man who has 

been let down by his adoptive father, Lingard, his half-caste 

wife, his Malay friend, Dain, and his own beloved daughter, 

Nina. 

the same contrapuntal technique is used in the reporting of 

Willems's thoughts in Conrad's second novel, An Outcast. Un 

the way home V7illems gloats over the success that awaits him by 

saying to himself, 

And now he was looking at the shadow of the 
confidential clerk of Hudig & Co. going home. 
How glorious! How good was life for those 
who were on the winning side! He had won. 
the game of life; also the game of billiards. 
He walked faster, jingling his winnings, and thinking of the white stone days that had 
marked the path of his existence. He thought, 
of the trip to Lombok for ponies - that first 
important transaction confided to him by 
Hudig; then he reviewed the more important 
affairs: the quiet deal in opium; the illegal 
traffic in gunpowder; the great affair of 
smuggled firearms, the difficult business 
of the Rajah of Goak. (pp., 7-8) 

Here we have a conflation of two types of reported speech: 3F 

narrated monologue, and reduced indirect. There followýa sentence 
in. straight narrative style. Emotive elements like exclamations 

% abound in the case of narrated monologue. E, , Reduced, indirect., ''- 

which begins with the reporting clause "he thought of tho trip to 

gives us a resume of. the man's thoughts on-various topics 

relating to Hudig's business transactions., --: Uno-. notes the; way 
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Conrad resorts to more than one verb for the reporting of these 

conflicting thoughts. There is, first, the reporting clause, 

he thought, which is replaced later by he reviewed. The 

sudden shifts in the protagonist. 's thoughts parallel the inecha- 

nism of spoken language especially in the use of successive 

appositive phrases like, - the quiet deal in opium; the illegal 

traffic in gunpowder, etc. 

In its literary implications the passage looks forward to 

another reported passage in chapter two where the protagonist 

is made to see his latest action in its true light, a perception 

that heightens the tragic irony of the situation. For in less 

than five pages Willems, the successful and confidential clerk 

of Hudig & Co., is sacked from his employer's service. 

Idiotic indiscretion; that is how he defined his 
, r> 

guilt to himself. Could there be anything worse 
from the point of view of his undeniable clever- 
ness? What a fatal aberration of an acute mind!.. 
He did not recognize himself there. He must 
have been mad. That's it. A sudden gust of 
madness. And now the. work of long years was 
destroyed utterly. What would become of him? 
(0.1. pp. 22 - 3).. 

Apart from serving as an ironic comment on the preceding passage, 

the above quotation is further remarkable for the way it roflecta' 

Conrad's ability to transform his protagonist's'internal'mono=` 

logue into some sort of unspoken diälogue, throughthis prow-so 

öf: question and answer between the character and himself. ' 

The irony becomes much `more telling "when we ` compare Vlilloms Ie. 

self communions, relative to his relationship with`his wif©, "t: 

before and after his dismissal from Hudig's service. '' 'f At-firnt, 

Willemsýs reported self-communion, reflects his unbounded con" 

in himself;.. = 

Now he wouldgo`home and make his wife'got`up` 
and listen to him. 

. 
Why, should she not; got. up? � and mix a ̀ 'cocktail', for 

. 
him = and `listen 

- patiently. Just so. she i shall.:, If he wanted 
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he could make the whole Da. Souza family get 
up. 
... 

They would. However, his wife would do - 
for tonight. (p. 8- 9) 

Somewhat later we are informed that as Willens, 

... 
walked towards the town slowly, his mind 

reviewed the events of the day and he felt a 
sense of bitter loneliness. His wife had 
turned'him out of his own house. He had 
assaulted brutally his brother-in-law, a 
member of the Da Souza family - of that band 
of his worshippers. he did. Well, no! 
it was some other man. Another man was 
coming back. A man -without a past, without 
a future, yet full of pain and shame and 
anger. (p. 30") 

Both passages participate in the same linguistic features charac- 

teristic of narrated monologue. Still, in the first passage 

one is likely to notice one glaring deviation from the rules re- 

garding the transposition of verbs. For while all Willems's 

utterances in both passages are backshifted in time his utternnco 

t1Just sot She shall, " remains the same in the reported version. 

A superficial glance would dismiss it as a linguistic lapse on 

the part of a foreigner writing in English. A close scrutiny 

would, however, reveal that of all the possible choices open to 

the novelist; he chose the most expressive and economical from 

the stylistic stendpoint. In his conceit 1.1Willems is quite sure 

that: his wife SHALL. "She shall", this is what he actually,., -- 

says. Conrad could have reported it either as "She would'19 

or "She should". In either case the emphatic nature "of the 

original utterance would be lost on us, since neither the modal 

past would nor the putative should would-convey, the, same 'degree_ 

of emphasis. The only other alternative would have boon for 

the novelist to add either a reporting clause like "he ascurod- 

himself that she would", or a comment parenthetical phraco liko 

"Just so she should (placing a special stress on the modal used)". 
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narrative and undermine the dramatic effect of the reported 
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version, Conrad decided to keep the original utterance as it is. 

Apart from this one difference between the two quotations, 

one remarks an obvious similarity between the reported version 

and the actual utterances in terms of the sentences used. They 

are short and elliptical 'They would, He did. Well, not it 

was some other man. " --Clause co-ordination and dashes, indica- 

tive of the pauses in the man's speech, abound. Besides, the 

ironic contrast between utterances like "Why should she not get 

up?... Just so. She shall", and his unspoken thoughts, "His 

wife had turned him out of his own house", is too evident to 

need further comment. It is this structural device of making 

every utterance serve as a possible comment on the utterances 

preceding or following it that gives Conrads novels that unity 

of texture which some literary critics have already established 

with respect to his images. 

In The Secret Agent Conrad's declared ironic treatment is 

partly realised through the medium of reported speech. One 

such instance of irony shows up in the contrast botween Winnies, 

narrated monologue before and after Stevie's death. 4 Watching= 

her husband and Stevie walking down the road, Hrs. Verloc. thinks: 

"Might be father and son, " she said, to herself., 
She thought also that Mr. Verloc was as rauch of 
a father as poor Stevie ever had in his life. 
She was aware also that it was her work. And 
with peaceful pride she congratulated herself 
on a certain resolution she had taken a few 
years before. It had cost her'some effort, 
and even a few tears. (p. 187) 

In this passage we have a conflation of direct. speech in the first 

sentence, followed by a sentence in, proper indirect, consisting 

of a reporting clause and a' subordinate' one bearing all tho, ý 

linguistic markers of proper. indirect already, definedýinthis study,, 
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The third and fourth sentences are of the type wo call "reduced 

indirect", since we are given just the main points of Winnie's 

self-communion. The last sentence is narrated monologue. Ae 

such, the passage has nothing ironic about it. Still, when we 

compare it with the woman's thoughts after her brother's death 

the irony becoznessquite obvious. 

Having heard of her brother's tragic end, S7innie indulges 

in a spell of sinister thoughts: 

It was not an ordinary stroke of death. More- 
over, it was not death that took Stevie from 
her. It was Mr. Verloc who took him away. 
She had seen him. She had watched him, with- 
out raising a hand, take the boy away. And 
she had let him co, like - like a fool -a blind fool. Then after he had murdered the 
boy he came home to her. Just came home like 

" any other man would come home to his wife.... 
... (246-7) 

The quotation carries all the linguistic features of narrated 

monologue. The shortness of the sentences used parallels 

the agitated state of the woman's mind. The hallucinatory 
the 

nature of Winnie's thoughts is brought out through use of dashes 

to indicate the woman's bewilderment in her search for the. appro- 

priate adjectival clause that would best express her rash' action. 

The tragic irony is achieved at the expense, of Winnie who, igno-., 

rant of her husband's evil designs, had lot him lead the boy. to 

his tragic end without her "raising a hand" in his, defonce. - ,.. << 
In the following example Conrad manages to bring out the 

ironic contrast between Winnie's and Mr., Verloc's speoch through., 

a conflation of more than one typo of reported, speech. . 
This., 

happens in the wake of hapless Stevie's death. Mr.. Verloc, ie = 

confident that everythingtwill be. all right,. 

He also thought it good policy, to dicplay, all 
'-, the assurance he could mutter. 1-It would-put heart into the poor woman. On his liberation, 

which, harmonizing with the whole tonor`of-hic 
life, would be socrot, -of course, they would 
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vanish together without loss of time. As to 

covering up the_: tracks, he begged his wifo 
to trust him for that. He knew how it was to 
be done so that the devil himself--- 

. 
(p. 250) 

On the other hand, 
-t 
The self-confident tone grew upon Mrs. Verloc's 
ear which lot most of the words go by; for 
what were words to her now? What could words 
do to her for good or evil in the face of her 
fixed idea? Her black glance followed that 
man who was asserting his impunity - the man 
who had taken poor Stevie from home to kill 
him somewhere. (p. 250) 

The opening sentence of the first passage is reduced indirect. 

The second is narrated monologue. The rest of the passage is 

narrated dialogue, for here Verloc switches from self-communion 

to speak to his wife. The whole predicate of the adverbial 

clause of the last sentence is ellipted in a bid on the nove- 

list's part to give us a faithful reporting of the man's utter- 

ances. 

The second passage begins with a narrative sentence which is 

connected towards its end with Mrs. Verloc's narrated monologue. 

The same thing happens in the last sentence which begins in a 

narrative tone and ends with an appositive adjectival clause 

defining Mr. Verloc as the man who is directly responsible for 

Stevie's death. From the structural standpoint-the two passages 

display the immense disparity in outlook between husband and wife, 

t~y reporting to his readers Mrs. Verloc's secret thoughts in the ". 

face of her husband's, unshakable belief-in his wife,., Conrad 

achieves that sort of tragic irony.. which depends for its effect- 

iveness on the main protagonist's (Mr. 
mVerloc'o) 

ignorance of 

his impending, fate, a fate already made known to. the reader-V, 

. 
through this reporting of.. Viinnie! s secret thoughts. 

Like Winnie Verloc, Axel Heyst of Victory, believes. that 

things , '! do -not stand much looking into". ." In, accordanco with 
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his father's sceptical philosophy$ he decides to give up the 

faculty of observation, which once got him mixed up with the 

unfortunate Morrison for whose death he aas held responsible. 

However, when Heyst sees the beautiful orchestra girl, Lena, he 

forgets for a while his determination not to get involved with 

any mortal. 

The big. woman, advancing, concealed the girl 
from his sight for a moment. She-bent over 
the seated youthful figure, in passing it 
very close, as if to drop a word into its 
ear. Her lips did certainly move. But 
what sort of word could it have been to make 
the girl jump up so swiftlyr Heyst, at his 
table, was surprised into a sympathetic start. 
(V. P. 71) 

Here we get one sentence of narrated monologue wedged between 

four narrative sentences. From the linguistic point of view, 

the fourth sentence observes all the rules of narrated monologue: 

transposition of pronouns and verbs, as well as preservation of 

the question mark. Simple as it is, this unspoken` utterance on 

Heyst's part is of great structural value, for it casts ahead-to 

that narrated monologue Heyst indulges in after observing, Lena' s 

nod of warning in the presence of Ricardo. 

He looked across the table at the ' girl,. - 
What did it matter whether she had nodded 
or not? As always when looking into her 
unconscious eyes, he tasted something like 
the dregs of tender pity. ý-'He had decided 
to go. Her nod, imaginary or not imaginary, 
advice or illusion, had tipped the`scäle. 
He reflected that Ricardo's invitation could- 

_ 
scarcely be anything in the 'nature of, ' a trap. ', 
It would have been too absurd. Why carry 
subtly into a trap someone . already`, bound 
hand and foot, as it were? (V p. 366) 

In the first place, we get a sentence of narrated - monologue 

sandwiched between some three sentences of straight narrative.,,:.. 

The sixth sentence is i. nalrect proper containing the reporting 

clause, He reflected, to which, Heyst's utterance is subordinated, 

After this, ho once again. switches over-to, narrated monologue 
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which carries all the linguist markers of the form. In the 

first passage, Heyst's instinct gets the upper-hand over his 

intellect. This is why he decides to observe and look into 

things contrary to his father's warnings. In the second 

passage, it is his intellect that makes him give way to that 

self-destructive scepticism of his which ultimately leads to 

Lena's death and his suicide. The irony is levelled at Heyst, 

the self-proclaimed sceptical recluse, who is always wavering 

between the claims of his instinct and the demands of an over- 

poweringintellect. As such, the structural connection between 

the two passages embodies the hero's tragic dilemma. 

Although reported speech can be a good means of achieving 

ironic effects of some sort or other, it is in the domain of 

authorial detachment and character-portrayal that it can bo 

most helpful. Indeed, Conrad's irony at the Almayerc, Willemces 

and Verlocs of his novelsderivef much of its effectiveness from 

the fact that it is not the omniscient, narrator who mercilessly 

pokes fun at his characters, but rather the characters them-. 

selves who betray their own inadequacies through speech. 

-It was Conrad's desire for impersonality that prompted him 

to create narrators like Marlow, Dr. Kennedy and the old teachor 

of languages. It can also be said that this was the main reason 

for his experimenting with the different methods of. speechý., ., .Y 
presentation in his novels. Such a manipulation provides the 

novelist with the multiple perspectives. he noeds. to maintain the 

necessary. detachment from. his subjects. This is. whatFrodorick 

karl.. means when he tells. us that., Conrad's artistic' devices"if 

they were to be listed categorically, R. would perhaps ; come together, 

, under the major claccificatlon of. aosthetic+distanco; or, impcrao. n-' 

ality"o 

(1) Karl, 1960 : 18 
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If we now take a close look at some of Conrad's characters 

we find that A1mayer, Willems, Jim, Nostromo, Decoud, Freya, 

Winnie Verloc, Razumov, Axel Heyst, and Peyrol are partly por- 

trayed through the medium of reported speech. A man like 

Almayer, for instance, could be portrayed either directly throulgh 

the omniscient narrator's one-sided angle of vision, or indirectly, 

though more objectively, by narrating the man's thoughts on soveral 

öccasions. Conrad obviously preferred to let the man give him- 

self away through his own reported speech, thus shifting the 

responsibility of the man's characterisation from the shoulders 

of- the omniscient narrator. - on to the character's. This has 

the obvious advantage of enhancing the author's detachment from 

his subject and helps, in the final analysis, towards a more 

credible and objective portrayal of the man. 

Although Conrad informs us in the opening sentence of the 

novel that Mrs. Almayer's voice startled her husband 'Itpom his 

dream of splendid future into the unpleasant realities of the 

present hour, " (p. 3) he refrains from passing judgement on' tho 

man. ` He does not tell us that he is a highly imaginative perm n. 

, 
Instead, he lets Almayer betray this self-destructive attribute' 

of his by narrating his inner thoughts. The passages already 

quoted from Alnayer's Folly bear witness to the importance of tlo 

role'played by reported speech as a means of character portray cl. 

Nor does'Almayer give up this day-dreaming habit'of'his after'' 

the collapse of his hopes relative to the abortive go1d-hunt. 

From --beginning to end he remains the 'same. Towards- the 'end 'of 

the novel, meditating upon his daughter's `imminent-"elopement' with 

the', MalayI Dain Maroola, Almayer's narrated ''monol'ogue" roads: ' 

only one idea- remained clear and definite 
not to forgive her; only one vivid desire -'to 
forgot her. And this must be mado'cloar. to her 
and to himself - by frequent repetition. That 
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was his idea of his duty to himself - to his 
race - to his respectable connections; to the 
whole universe unsettled and shaken by this 
frightful catastrophe of his life. (p. 192) 

On the linguistic level, Almayer's narrated monologue in this 

passage is distinguished by the excessive use of gap-fillers like 

dashes which reflect the sudden shifts in the man's thoughts. 

It also underlines Conrad's predilection for inter-sentence connec- 

tives like -and which Conrad uses in most cases to link narrative 

style with reported speech, a habit which might be partly attri- 

buted to Flaubert's tendency to uctet for the same purpose in 

Madame Bovary and some other novels and partly to the prevalent 

convention at Conrad's time, since instances of its use by men 

like Bennett and Galsworthy are not hard to find. The passage 

is much more important as a means of character delineation. Occurs, 

ing as it does in the closing chapter of Almayer'a Folly, this 

quotation highlights the fact that Almayer is still the self- 

deluded, imaginative protagonist of the opening chapters. It is 

Almayer's reported speechýin this final chapter of the novel, thýat 

deprives him of any claim to being a tragic hero, for, as is 

evident from the passage, ' he does not attain that self-awarenoss 

which is part and parcel of the tragic design. Despite hire 

sheer discomfiture, he still believes that he should not forgive 

his daughter because this would run counter to his idea of. duty 

to'"himself - his race - to his respectable connections; to' the 

whole- universe unsettled and shaken by this-frightful catactropho", 

of his life. " The irony might be termed tragic, but the man 

himself fails to measure up to the essential requirements pf the 

tragic hero. And it is through hie own narrated-'speech that- 

Almaryer's inherent weakness-is broughtý'out: - 
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Although Conrad informs us that Willems's successes "amazed, 

almost frightened him, and ended - as he got over the succeeding 

shocks of surprise - by making him ferociously conceited", it is 

through the reporting of Willems's inner thoughts that this image 

of the man is indelibly imprinted on the reader's mind. 

Willems had the street to himself. He would walk 
in the middle; his shadow, gliding obsequiously before 
him. He looked down on it complacently. The 
shadow of a successful man! He would be slightly 
dizzy with the cocktails and with the intoxication 
of his own glory. As he often told people, he 
came east fourteen years ago -a cabin boy. A 
small boy. His shadow must have been very small 
at the time;... (0.1. P. 7) 

The reader might find it difficult to accept the author's quali- 

fied judgement of Willems as a conceited man; but he can hardly 

question the convincingness of the evidence which the man's 

narrated monologue puts into sharp relief. , It is utterances 

like "the shadow of a successful man! ", "Horrible!. Of course 
he could not abandon her and the child to certain misery or 

possible starvation. The wife and the child of, Willems. Willems 

the successful, the smart;... ", that leave us in no doubt at all 

as to Willems's sheer complacency and self-satisfaction. 

Like their direct speech, Conrad's characters' reported 

speech in Almayer's Folly and An Outcast is characterised by the 

relative absence of colloquialisms. However, in reporting Aissa's 

thoughts on Willems's sudden estrangement from her, Conrad says: 

-11She stood near the doorway. He was there - alone in the gloom 

of the dwelling. He was there. He spoke not. What, was in his, 
. 

mind now? What fear? What desire? Not the desire of her as in 

the days when he used to smile... How could she know?... ", (p" 286) 

It'seems that Conrad believed utterances like 'Ho. cpoko-not"_and 

"Not-the dosiro of her" to-havo-colloquial--ovortonoa. about them. 
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As such, they testify to the novelist's desire to make reported 

speech retain some, if not all, of the linguistic peculiarities 

of the original speech. Thus, the reported utterance, "Ho 

spoke not" is a faithful representation of the words "He speaks 

not", while "Not the desire of her" is a faithful rendering of 

Aissa's words "Not the desire of me... " In. other words, the 

novelist does not interfere with his characters' speech. He 

does not, for instance, render "He speaks not" as "He did not 

speak". 

That "Conrad was keen on representing the speech peculiarities 

offhis characters can be well illustrated by quoting some of the 

reported speech of dialect speakers in his novels. In Victory 

Ricardo's speech is full of colloquialisms and slangy terms. This 

has been shown to be an important feature of his direct speech. 

In. reporting his utterances, Conrad has this fact always in mind. 

One of Ricardo's hands, reposing palm upwards 
on his folded legs, made a swift thrusting 
gesture, repeated by the enormous darting sha- 
dow of an arm very low on the wall. It broke 
the spell of perfect stillness in the' room. 
The secretary eyed moodily the wall from which 
the shadow had gone. Anybody could be made 
quiet, he pointed out. It was not anything 
that the Chink could do; no, 

"it 
was the effect 

that his company must have produced on the, 
conduct of the doomed man. A man! What 
was a man? A Swedish baron. could be ripped 
up, or else holed by a shot, as'eeaily as any 
other creature;... (V. p. 273) 

. 

While the first three sentences are straight narrative, the re-ý 

maining sentences are reported speech of one form or another. . 
The fourth is narrative indirect whore we got, the. reporting clauoo, 

"he pointed out"", in the wake. of the quasi-independent, utteranco., 

"Anybody could be made quiet".,.. Because of the lack of, subordi-� 

nation the reporting clause performs the function of a comment 

clause. Apart from this,, Ricardo Is speech is of the. typo, already., 

defined as reported dialogue. Ricardo is talking to plain 
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Mr. Jones. What makes his reported speech that important is 

the recurrence of words like Chink, rip up, holed which have a 

slangy touch about them. This objectivity in representing the 

man's speech lends much credence to Conrad's characterisation of 

Ricardo as a ruthless, unscrupulous desperado. 

Likewise, Marlow does not forget to indicate the special 

emphasis Jim gave to certain parts of speech. In order not to 

interrupt the easy movement of his reported speech Marlow resorts 

to italicisation to bring out this peculiarity of Jim's original 

utterances. Rendering Jim's dialogue with reference to the Patna 

affair, Marlow tells us: 

He stood still looking at these recumbent bodies, 
a doomed man aware of his fate, surveying the 
silent company of the dead. They were dead! 
Nothing could save them! There were boats 
enough for half of them perhaps, but there was 
no time. No time! No time! (L. J. p. 86) 

The quotation starts with a narrative sentence which is definitely 

Marlow Is. This is followed by Jim's reported dialogue. Because 

Jim laid much stress on the copula in his sentence "They werd 

dead", Marlow gives it the same pitch prominence through italici- 

sation. Jim's bewilderment which is reflected in his repetitive 

use of phrases like notime istreserved in the reportedversion. 

It is further enhanced by the retaining of exclamations as in the 

direct speech. 

Most of the reported speech in Lord Jim and Ch, lnco is of the 

type already defined as reported dialogue. The claims of object- 

ivity necessitated that Marlow be told what thoughts the character 
in question had on a given Occasion, 

_either 
by the character him- 

self or by some other person who stood within hearing distance of-, - 

a dialogue between two or more characters, ' Unlike the omniocient- 

narrator, Marlow could not undertake the responsibility ofýreport- 

ing thoughts or-dialogues that he had not'been party to. Like 
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his creator, Marlow is determined to reflect in his reported 

speech the speech habits of his characters. Jim is famous for 

the colloquial nature of his utterances. This peculiarity Marlow 

retains in his rendering of the man's speech: 

I was on the point of entreating him to take 
things seriously when -he dropped his knife 
and fork (he had begun eating, or rather 
swallowing food, as it were, unconsciously), 
and began a search all round his plate. 
The ring! The ring! Where the devil... 
Ah! Here it was.... He closed his big 
hand on it, and tried all his pockets one 
after another. Jove! wouldn't do to lose 
the thing. He meditated gravely over his 
fist. Had it? Would hang the bally affair 
round his neck! (L. J. P. 234) 

Jim's actual speech can be reconstructed as follows: 

The ring! The ring! Where the devil... 
Ah! Here it is. Jove wouldn't do to lose 
the thing. Have it? Will hang the bally 
affair round my neck! 

The highly elliptical nature of the man's speech is as obvious 

in the reported version as it is in the original utterances. The 

" whole predicate of the third utterance, "Where the devil... " is 

ellipted. So is the anticipatory it in "Wouldn't do". The 

first person pronoun I is dispensed with in, "Have it", and ""Will 

hang the bally affair round my neck". The"reported version is 

characterised, however, by the transposition of first person pro- a" 

nouns (my becoming his) verbs and modal auxiliaries. 'i'ho collo`- 

quial nature of the reported dialogue Is preserved' through' the 

retaining of Jim's oath word Jove!, where the devil..., and 

the billy affair. One notes' that-Conrad still does not-transpoce 

adverbials'in the reported speech'of"his characters. " Whoroaa 

Jim's "Hero it is" should be rendered "There' it was's, 2Iarlowl 

like-the author'of AlmayerIs Fölly''and An Outcast, "'roporto it as 

. 
"Here' it was".. The' ' fact" remains ' that' Conrad' c' reported cpooch in 

novels like Lord 'Jim and Chnn°' is'moro 'colloquial 'than that of 

the early novels; ... ä .' .- '_ ,. _ 
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The desire for authorial objectivity on Conrad's part also 

shows up in his reporting of Shaw's speech in The Rescue. One 

such example of Shaw's reported speech is that wherein Shaw 

meditates the advisability of Lingard's capture of the Travers' 

yacht. 

Perhaps - it flashed upon him - the yacht's 
gentry will hear I stood up for them. This 
could conceivably be of advantage'to a man 
who wanted a lift in the world. "Owner of 
a yacht - badly scared -a gentleman - money 
nothing to him. "" Thereupon Shaw-declared 
with heat that he couldn't be an accessory 
either before or after the fact. Those 
that never went home - who had nothing to 
go to perhaps - he interjected, hurriedly, 
could do as they liked. He couldn't. He 
had a wife, a family, a little house - paid 
for - with difficulty. He followed the sea 
respectably out and-home, all regular, not 
vagabonding here and there, chumming with 
the first nigger that came along and laying 
traps for his betters. (R., p. 190) 

In this quotation Shaw is supposed to be talking to Tom Lingard, 

who, in Shaw's view, "is vagabonding here and there, chumming 

with the first nigger (Hassim and Imada), and laying'traps for his 

betters (the Traverses)". The first sentence in this reported - 

'dialogue is proper interior monologue of the-typo defined in the-' 

previous chapter . "" The rest of=the passage'is' 

reported speech. The sentence beginning with "This could con- 

ceivably... " is narrated monologue which observes-all'thollingui- 

stic rules of this form of speech except that the demonstrativo 

This, as always happens under similar circumstances, is not distanced-' 

in time. Then follows an utterance'in, proper diroct containod`" 

within quotation marks, ' which. is"in"turn followed'`by'a sentence, ' 

in' proper'indirect= made 'up 'of 'a°-reporting `clause' declred"with 

heat, -: and a"subordinate that-clause. The contracted modal auxi- 

liaries,, together with, -the repetitive use , of gap-fillors (dashon) 

and colloquial lexical items liko'. vagabonding and chumming con- 

firm the theory that Conrad tends to retain the speech peculiaritiou 
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of the original utterances in the reported version. As an aid 

towards a realistic portrayal of the character concerned, the 

advantage of such a technique'can hardly be questioned. On the 

other hand, by making Shaw, who is Lingard's friend and mate, 

utter these words, Conrad's indictment of-Lingard's misguided 

romanticism becomes the responsibility not so much of the novel- 

ist as of Shaw himself. In other words, such reported passages 

leave one with the impression that this is more rendering of 

other peoples's views by a novelist who is keen on maintaining 

utter detachment from his subjects. 

Jocelyn Baines tells us that Conrad wrote in Richard Cur]S'a 

copy of Nostromo that his ambition in writing the novel was "to 

render the spirit of an epoch in the history of South America" (1). 

The enormity of the task confronting Conrad in this novel made 

him resort to a variety of artistic and stylistic techniques. 

Apart from the omniscient narrator, Conrad uses people like Teresa, 

Viola, Martin Decoud, Captain Mitchell and Dr. Monyngham as comman- 

tators and part-time chorus on the novel's actions and its pictur- 

esque hero, Nostromo. More important still is Conrad's dotormin- 

ation to maintain his authorial objectivity-by keeping aloof from 

his characters preferring, as Crankshaw rightly- suggestsI to 

describe them from the outside and making them give thomcÖ1voe 

away with their own speech and gestures'. '(2) It is through this 

structural process of juxtaposing his characters' speech on differ- 

ent occasions that their true intrinsic peculiarities are put into 

relief. Here also reported speech is of great, holp in the objoc-, 

tive portrayal of men like Nostromo, Decoud, and to a lessor oxtent, 

Dr. MonynCham and Captain Mitchell, 

(1), . -Baines , 1971, ..:, 363 
(2) Crankchaw, 1963 : 151 -` 8 
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Although direct speech is Conrad's main method of delineating 

the character of Decoud and Nostromo prior to their fateful ven- 

ture on the Golfo Placido, he switches over to reported speech 

in the chapters following the disasterous incident. Left alone 

with the silver on the Great Isabel, Decoud indulges in thoughts 

which Conrad narrates in a variety of ways: 

Not 
}a 

living being, not a speck of distant sail, 
appeared within the range of his vision; and, 
as if to escape from his solitude, he absorbed him- 
self in his meloncholy. The vague consciousness 
of a misdirected life given up to impulses whose 
memory left a bitter taste in his mouth was the 
first moral sentiment of his manhood. But at 
the same time he felt no remorse. What should 
he regret? He had recognized no other virtue 
than intelligence, and had erected passions into 
duties. (N. p. 498) 

Only towards the evening, in the camp arative 
relief of coolness, he began to wish that this 
cord would snap. He imagined it snapping with 
a report as of a pistol -a sharp, ' full crack. 
And that would be the end of him. (pp. 

-, 
498 - 9) 

He picked up the belt with the revolver, that was 
lying there, and buckled it. round his waist. 
The, cord of silence could never snap on-the 
island. It must lot him fall and sink-into the 
sea, he thought. And sink! He was looking 
at the loose earth covering the treasure. 
the sea! (p. 499) 

The reader might find it difficult to extract Decoud! a speech 

, 
from the narrative structure of the three passages. However) 

the man's actual utterances could be reconstructed as follows: - 

"What should I regret? I have recognized . no 
other virtue than- intelligence` and have erectede 
my passions into duties. " 

"I wish that this cord could snap.... 
And 'that' will'- be '' th© end' of me. " 

u° °E "It must 'lot me fall and sink intö_the sea. 
And dnk! 

°r.. In the -seal" 
In 'the'first quotation°Decoud's narrated monologue follows two 

narrative sentences. ' First person 'pronoun is, replaced by tho 

third person. Verba are -backshifted in time. ----- } 
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The question mark underscores the fact that it is Decoud, not 

Conrad, who speaks. In the second, there is an alternation of 

narrative sentences and narrated monologue. The third begins 

with two narrative sentences which are followed by an utterance 

in narrative indirect consisting of a reporting clause function- 

ing as a comment clause and the independent utterance, "It must 

let him fall and c. nk into the sea". This, in turn, is fol- 

lowed by two elliptical utterances (And sink! Into the sea! ) 

with a narrative sentence in between. ' Apart from the stylistic 

variety resulting from this alternate use of narrative style and 

reported speech, the reported utterances help maintain the drama- 

tic immediacy of the situation through the preservation of emotive 

elements like questions and exclamation. Besides,. the relatively 

short nature of the utterances, together with, the repetition of 

elliptical utterances like "And sink! In the sea! " help, under- 

line the man's agitated mental condition. Decoud's reported 

utterances also underscore the fact that he has finally realised, 

through this process of soul-searching, that he has "recognized 

no other virtue than intelligence, and haaerected his passions 

duties. " Such ironic awareness could not have been object- 'have 

ively outlined by the novelist without'Decoud'sgiving"himself 

away with his own speech., 

On the other hand, by reporting`Noströmots. speech intho' 

wake of the nocturnal adventure on the G. 01 f0 Placido j tho Aroador 

is admitted into the secrets of_the hitherto unknown lido of the 

man's' complex personality, fNNostromo is noYlonger the Simploi 

careless and happy-go-lucky: Capataz do Cargador©s. His reported 
self-communionsprovide, Us with various-perspoctives'not only-on 
the ... man himself, but on. come of tho, princip , t11 characters AQ MO11 

perspectives that are the more objective becauso of- thenovoliot'n 
implied ' impersonality. 
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Nostromo's self-encounter is highlighted in the following 

narrated monologue: 

The facts of his situation he could appreciate 
like a man with a distinct experience of the 
country. He saw them clearly. He was as if 
sobered after a long bout of intoxication. 
His fidelity had been taken advantage of. He 
had persuaded the body of Cargadores to 
side with the Blancos against the rest of the 
people; he had had interviews with Don Jose; 
he had been made use of by Father CorboAn'for 
negotiating with Hernandez; it was known that 
Don Martin Decoud had admitted him to a sort of 
intimacy, so that he had been free of the offices 
of the Porvenir. All these things had flattered 
him in the usual way. What did he care about 
their politics? Nothing at all. And at the 

-end of it all - Nostromo here and Nostromo 
there - where is Nostromo? Nostromo can do 
this and that - work all day and ride all night - behold! 
... 

The Europeans had given 
given up. 

Everybody had given up. ' 
given up. (N. p. 417) 

up, the Caballeros had 

Even Don Carlos had 

Barring the first three sentences which are straight narrative, the 

rest of the quotation is narrated monologue. . As such, * it is' made 

up of two distinctive parts. The first of those. is the very long 

sentence beginning with, "He had persuaded", and ending with "the 

Porvenir". This sentence contains some five independent uttor- 

ances that are held together mostly, by semicolon. In view of 

the fact that the opening utterance of the narrated monologue,. 

"His fidelity had, been taken advantage of", ends-with a full stop, 

the subsequent cramming of five independent units into one long 

sentence through punctuation acquires special significanco. Tho 

obvious and most likely reason is that Noctromo a awalconing to 

the hard facts of life was accompanied by a proportionate agita- 

tion in his mind. The first utterance: "My fidelity has boon 

. 
taken advantage of" was apparently said when the awakening was 

in its nascent state. Hence the longer pause in his speech 

represented by full-atop. As this conccioucnoas of hie situation 
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became more acute and soul-searing, the agitation in his mind 

gained momentum and his utterances followed one another in a 

quicker way that necessitated the use of a relatively short pause 

marker, the semicolon. 

When vostromo shifts from mere statement of facts to self 

cross-examination, this is accompanied by a similar shift in the 

technique of speech presentation. The narrated monologue be- 

comes some sort of narrated internal dialogue: 

"What do I care about their politics? 
Nothing at all. 
And at the end of it all - Nostromo here and 
Nostromo there 
Where is Nostromo?. ` 

By this time the man's agonizing self-encounter has reached its 

limit. Utterances become shorter. The dramatic intensity is 

further emphasized through the use of myriad emotive elements* 

ihe hallucinatory quality of the closing utterances is brought 

out through the repetition of the same predicate in I'The'Europeans 

had given up; the Caballeros had given up. Everybody had: givon 

up. Even Don Carlos had given up". What is more significant 

is that, although Conrad transposes verbs and pronouns in his 

reported version of Nostrom's speech, there is one utterance that 

is left intact: "Where is 14ostromo? " "Nostromo can do this and 

that... behold! ". A close scrutiny of. the two:, utterancesawill. 

reveal that Conrad did not backshift, the-verba because Noctromo', 

is repeating to. himself the white peoples' propitiating words in 

the. days of his vainglorious and, groundless optimism. = Had Conrad 

backchifted the. verbs in. these two utterances, tho speech would 

have, been construed as undoubtedly Nostromo's, and, the distinction 

between, the, man's and his opprecsorts. tone of voibo would havo 

been lost: oar us., ý, On the, othor hand, ! 'Where is Nootromo? " can 

be viewed as, Nostromo Is öýwn ironic' common tton a lifo wasted in" 

the'sorvico of the hombroo finoo who, 'as°he himoolf, tollo, uo on 
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the next page, "keep us and encourage us as if we were dogs born 

to fight and hunt for them" (418). As such$ it would serve as 

a fitting epitaph to the man's misguided life, a fact which the 

transposition of the verb on Conrad's part would deprive of 

much of its dramatic intensity. 

Nostromo's reported speech with regard to other characters 

betrays a subtle perceptiveness in the man, which his direct 

speech does not reflect. His reflections relative to his patron, 

Captain Mitchell, underline the latter's inherent' weaknesses: 

As to Captain Mitchell, Nostromo, after the 
manner of trusted subordinates, considered him 
as a person fitted by education perhaps to 
sign papers in an office and to give orders, 
but otherwise of no use whatever, and something 
of a fool. 
... 

That old Englishman had no judgement, he said 
to himself. It was useless to suppose that, 
acquainted with the true state of the case, he 
would keep it to himself. He would talk of 
impracticable things. 
... 

He had no discretion. He would betray the 
treasure. And Nostromo had made up his mind 
that the treasure should not be betrayed. (p. 1419) 

The quotation begins and ends with two sentences of reduced in- 

direct which sum up Nostromo's views on the subject of Captain 

Mitchell and the hidden treasure. In between, we got a sentence 

of narrative indirect consisting of a comment clause, He said to 

himself, and the reported utterance, That man had no Judgement. 

This is followed by four sentences of narrated monologue marked 

" mainly by the transposition of verbs and modal auxiliaries. Wo 

also note that demonstratives such as thin, have boon distanced,, 

which is a rare occurrence in Conrad's reported spooch. The 

significance of the reported speech in this quotation is that it 

provides the reader with a totally nor perspective on Nootromo,, 

a man who has hitherto been deemed quite incapable of such on- 

lightened perception, thus heightening tho, comploxity of the 

protagonist's pcychological, constitution 
ýý a 
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In The Rover, Conrad's last completed novel, reported speech 

in the opening chapter of the novel sums up the novel's theme, and 

serves. in the final analysis as an ironic comment on the protago- 

nist's wishful thinking. After an eventful life of adventure in 

the south seas Peyrol reaches Toulon: 

There he reported himself to the proper officials 
as master of a prize taken off the Cape by 
Citoyen Renaud, Commander-in-Chief of the Repub- 
lican squadron in the Indian Seas. He had 
been ordered to make for Dunkerque but, said hei 
having been chased by the Sacres Anglais three 
times in a fortnight between Cape Verde and 
Cape Spartel, he had made up his mind to run into 
the Mediterranean where, he had understood from 
a Danish brig he had met at sea, there were no 
English men-of-war just then. And here he was; 
and there were his ship's papers and his own 
papers and everything in order. He mentioned 
also that he was tired of rolling about the 
seas, and that he longed for a period of repose 
on shore. (R. p. ý. ) 

The quotation begins with a narrative sentence. This is followed 

by narrative indirect wherein the reporting clause' assumea the 

function of a comment one (said he), while the man's utterance 

is treated as an independent unit.., with all. the linguistic'markers 

of indirect speech with respect to the transposition of verbs and 

pronouns. The novel ist'. s determination to. report, the., man'suppech 

in as brief: a way as could be makes-him resort to co-ordination., 

and adverbial, clauses a.. to connect. the dependent,, utterances to the 

main independent unit, which last'is connected. to, tho, penultimato 

utterance through the use, of the inter,, sentence connective and. =, 

The-penultimate utterance is in its turn held together through. a, 

series of clause co-ordinators. The'fact that Peyrol ucod'in bis' 

, original speech: the locative. 
-advorba 

here '. and there an place 

referents induced Conrad-to retain them intact in_his-reportod, 

speech for lack of any other possible alternative. The last 

sentence of the, quotation io a case of propor'indirect consisting 

of a reporting clause, - he montionod'' followed by. tho old coaman'o 
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utterance subordinated in the form of two that-clauses which are 

co-ordinated through the use of clause co-ordinator -and,.. One 

notes also that the reported version is coloured with some French 

lexical items designed to underline the fact that the man spoke- 

French, and that the novelist is not only reporting but transla- 

ting the man's utterances as well. Besides, one cannot help 

observing the novelist's care not to have one reporting verb only, 

for whereas he uses,, "said he", in the first reported utterance, 

he uses, "he -mentioned'", in the last one, preferring in the 

interim to rely heavily on co-ordinators and adverbials for the 

holding together of the other utterances. 

Contrasted with Peyrol's reported speech in the last chapter 

of the novelsthe ironic touch implicit in the man's reported speech 

of the previous example becomes quite obvious. 

Dead, or only scared to death? And Michel? Was 
he dead or dying, that an without friends whom 
his pity had refused to leave behind marooned on 
the earth without even a dog for company? As 
to that Peyrol felt no compunction; but he thought' 
he would have liked to see riichel once more. . 

110. 
tried to utter his name)but his throat refused 
him even a whisper. (R. p. 268) 

The narrated monologue in this passage reflects., back on the man's 

utterances in the opening chapter of the novel. Peyrol, who L--, 

claimed to have come back because he was "tired of rolling about 

the seas"s finds no solace in Shore life and decides of=. hic own', 

free will to go-back=to the sea, this, timo, to die,, a heroic death. 

Here, as elsewhere in., Conrad's-novels, reported. spooch. io manipu- 

lated in such °a way as ' to make it for- the novelist to portrAy 

his characters sand" achieve, otheraaesthetic, offectc, without com- 

promising his declared ambition of holding himself aloof from hic 

subject. ... ý ,, 
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In an attempt to explain Conrad's preference for reported 

speech in his novels, Ford t1adox rord gives us this enlightening 

distinction between direct and reported speech: 
--- 3 
Then again, directly reported speeches in a 
book do move slowly; by the use of indirect 
locutions, together with the rendering of 
the effects of other portions of speech, 
you can get a-great deal more into a given 
space. There is a type of reader that likes 
what is called conversation - but that type 
is rather the reader in an undeveloped state 
than the reader who has read much. So, 
wherever practicable, we used to arrange 
speeches much as in the paragraph devoted 
to 14r. Slack above. But quite often we 
compromised and gave passages of direct 
enough speech. (1) . 

The paragraph devoted to Mr. Slack is given us mostly in indirect 

speech. The question that remains to be answered is: to what 

extent does Conrad's manipulation of the various types of reported 

speech-help him achieve that economy of narration and stylistic 

variety which he as s-a stylist "calculating his effect', must have 

had in mind. To do this I will quote one or two passages of 

reported speech from Conrad's novels. I will then reconstruct 

the direct utterances of the speakers, which T will report in 

traditional indirect. Finally', by comparing the threevorciona 

I hope to come out with results that might{bear out the validity 

of my assumption. F hf . 

-The first-quotation is taken from Alvoutcast. It-is that 

reported dialogue between Lakamba, Sahmirv and Bahaccoen: 

The venerable Snh, anin, as became his advanced 
age, . -found his delight: in r ., noculltion us to thu 
activitins"of a rnthor remote future io 
would buy. praus, he would send oxpeditionc3 up 
the river, ýhe would enlarge his trade, : and; --s ".. 
backed-by-Abdulla'c capital°, he. would grow rich 
in 'a- very, 'few years., Vory few. Meantime it - 
would be a good thing to interview Almayer to- 
morrow °and profiting by, the last., day of the.,. 
hated man's prosperity, obtain some goods from 

.. = him -on, credit. '. Suhamin thought it could` be 
done by skilful-wheedling. After all, that con 

(1) Ford, 1924 : '--186, - 7 
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of Satan was a fool, and the thing was worth 
doing, because the coming revolution would wipe 
all debts out. Sahrimin did not mind imparting 
that idea to his como; uiions, with much senile 
chuckling, while they strolled together from the 

riversiae torwardc the residence. The bull- 

necked Lakaribr without o glenm in hi r, dull, 
bloodshot eyes shuffled slowly across the court- 
yard between his two guests. But suddenly 
Brhasaoen broke in upon the old man's prattle 
with the generous entnusivsmr of his youth... 
Trading was very good. But was the change that 
would make them happy effected yet? The white 
man should be despoiled with a strong hand!.., 
he grew excited, spoke very loud, and his further 
discourse, delivered with his hand on the hilt of 
his sword, dealt incoherently with the honourable 
topics of throat-cutting, fire-, . "ing, and with 
the far-famed valour of his ancestors. (0. I. pp. 136 7) 

Apart from the underlined narrative sentences which will remain. 

unchanged in all three possible types of speech presentation, 

the actual utterances of the speakers are given us in the form 

of reported dialogue, excepting the last utterance which is a case 

of reduced indirect. The original speech can be reconstructed 

in the following. manner: 

Sahamin said : ""I shall buy praus'. I 'sü all 
send expeditions up the river. °-Yes `I shall ý. ̀ý'°"ý 
enlarge my trade, and, backed `by 'Abdulla' s" 

,` capital, I shall grow rich in a very few 'years. 
Yes very few' . He went on 'to say, - "Meantime 
it will be a good thing to interview Almayer 
tomorrow and, profiting by -the `last' day, of 'the. r'ý' = 
hated man's prosperity, -I shall'. obtaia-'some " °ý` ;ý_ 
goods from him `on credit. ' I -think it can' be `'" 
done by skilful wheedling. After+. all, r-that 

. son of Satan is a fool, and the thing' is 'worth' "'". ý' ', ý" ý, 
doing, because the coming revolution will . wipe, -f .,,, , out all debts. ' t ,.. ý. s. _ 
Bahassoen then interrupted Sahamin saying: 

_ x'" 
": 

. "Trading 'is very" good. I wonder however, ' _'. whether the change that will make us happy is 
effected"yet? " The- white man should be de- ; 
spoiled with a strong hand. 
ý1e should cut their throats= ° we 'should -set -''t' their houses afire. This is what people like 

_ 
us should" do . ýVe' are the°'descýendants of "great. ' 
brave people. This is what our fathers did: '. 
in the °past", -` etc. ' 11- .". ý.., ýý ; <` _ 

Compared With Conrad s'reported-version, ý'-the reconstructed'direct 

speech' is ht an obvious disadvantage. In the first, place, '. ý 

cumbersome reporting clauses like,, He said, ' or, went 'on-` to any 
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together with the quotation marks preluding direct speech esta- 

blish a distinction between the narrative style and the direct 

speech, a rupture which is structurally imperceptible in the 

reported version where both narrative and reported speech are 

easily interwoven. On the other hand, the reported version is 

more economical from the stylistic standpoint (it does without 

the reporting clauses and sums up the main ideas of Bahassoen's 

hypothetical concluding argument about his ancestors which is 

structurally irrelevant. ) Besides, the reported version retains 

the dramatic urgency implicit in direct speech by preserving its 

emotive elements. Finally, there is the stylistic variety in- 

herent in the alternation of reported dialogue and reduced in- 

direct which does not obtain in the direct version. 

If we now report the passage in traditional indirect we get 

something like this: 

Sahamin said that he would buy praus, and added 
that he would send expeditions up the river, 
He further said that he would enlarge his trade, 
and that backed by Abdulla's capital he would 
grow rich in a very few years. He repeated 
that it would be-in very few years, 'etc. 

Bahassoen interrupted him' saýyring that, trading 
was very good. He wondered whether the change 
that would make - them happy was `effected'yet ,- etc. 

This reported version is clearly different from Conrads in many 

ways. First, there is that cumbersome repetition of reporting 

clauses which the Conrad version is free from. Second, in 

traditional indirect no emotive elements are allowed to remain, 

hence the need for such stylisticvariations ,. as Ho wondered- 

whether., he exclaimed', the first in, the case of reported 
. 
quer- 

. __ ... . t". _.. ,... ..,. ._ 
tion, the second in exclamation. Unlike the Conrad version, 

the traditional indirect version is syntactically difforent from 

the narrative sentences. The Conrad version has the further, 

advantage of being the more concise and dramatic.. Bocidoc,, in ,,. 
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traditional indirect time adverbials like to-Morrow haut to be 

replaced by the next day or the following day,, whereas in the 

Conrad version "Meantime it would be a good thing to interview 

Almayer to-morrow" the retaining of the adverbial in the direct 

form helps maintain the illusion in the reader's mind regarding 

the fusion of the preterite of the narrative and the forthcoming 

actions with their present connotations. 

, The second example is from Romance. Castro, the narrator 

informs us, 

... looked at the water gushing from the rock, 
bubbling up, sparkling, running away in a 
succession of tiny heaps. *Why should he fear? 
Was he not old, and tired, and without any hope 
of peace on earth? What was death? Nothing. 
It was absolutely nothing. It comes to all. 

(p. 379) 

The direct monologue would read: 

Castro said to himself: "Why should I fear? 
Am I not old, and tired, and without any hope, 
of peace on earth? What is death? Nothing. 
It is absolutely nothing. It comes to all. " 

To which the traditional indirect version would be: 

Castro asked himself why he should fear. He 
wondered whether he was not'old, and, tired', 
and without any hope, of peace on earth. He 
also asked what death was. To this he answered 
that it was nothing, absolutely nothing, and 
added that it comes to all. 

Of the three possible versions: Conrad's narrated monologue, the 

hypothetical direct or interior möäologuo'and the traditional, 

indirect version, Conrad's ie the shortest and most, exprescivo 

at that. The third'versioný-i`s the most cumb'ersome `from tho 

stylistic standpoint. For-one' thing, " the Conrad version''dispenses 

with the reporting cläüsest '-"Castro: 'ticked, -himself; 'he, *ondorod 

whether, 'lie-also asked ' himself, t'o' ; this he answered that, 
, 'and 

added that, " - which`' acre imperative 'in, traditional"indirect. For 

another "the "Conrad-'version'presorves' intact the ' dramatic quality 

of'- the, 'oriGinal'-monologuo by rotaining its emotivo -elemonts, ' the 
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thing that cannot' be admitted in traditional indirect. On the 

other hand, it differs from the direct version in that it is 

shorter (it takes no reporting clause such as "Castro said to 

himself"), and evinces some syntactic homegenrity with the narra- 

tive sentence preceding it, which the direct version is incapable 

of. Besides, it is as dramatic as the interior monologue. The 

fact that Conrad does not transpose the verbs in "it comes to 

all", shows that he was aware of the grammatical rules which make 

it clear that, while in reported speech verbs have to be back- 

shifted so long as the context has a past referent, universal 

assertions retain the present form of their verbs. Apart from 

this, we notice that the Conrad version achieves a certain degree 

of stylistic variety with minimum effort. . 
The quotation, begins 

with a narrative sentence, and moves on to Castro's narrated 

monologue which bears a striking affinity to reported dialogue, 

so much so indeed that such cases of reported speech may be called 

narrated internal dialogues. After this process of self! cross- 

examination, there*follo«s a statement of universal truth. 

Conrad thus moves with perfect ease from one form of=reported., 

speech to another, achieving that stylistic variety; fwhich was an 
ýf 

extension to, if ndt a marked improvement upon,. previous practice 

by some English novelists in the same field. 

It has been argued earlier 
. 
that: Conrad's 

-ambition 
to ; maintain - 

aesthetic distance from his characters was,. perhapsl, the main 

reason as much, for his experimentation with the various types of""' 

reported speech, as, it was. for, the creation of, fictitious narrators' 

like Z1arlow, the 
: 
old teacher, of languages, 

. 
Dr., Kennedy. and , 

Davidson. 

While a foolproof 'statistical 
. 
'survey. of.: instances of reported 

speech in Conrad"sýno`vels would not be-a practicable endeavour, 

due"to the complexity arising-from the interweaving of narrative 

style and tho. various_forms of speech presentation two have seen 
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how one sentence can begin as a narrative and end as speech of 

some sort or other), a rough count of these instances will show 

that Conrad's reported speech takes the form of a trajectory 

with successive ups and downs. 

As such, the graph is at its highest in A1miYer's Folly 

'_'AA' Outcast where reported speech is used on one out of 

every three. to four pages in both novels. It declines to its 

lowest ever in The Nigger of the"Narcissus1where it is virtually 

extinct. It rises once again in Lord Jim and Nostromo where 

it shows up on. some sixty pages of the former and seventy of the 

litter. In the Secret Agent the ratio is higher judging by the 

relatively small size of the novel - it is used on some fifty- 

five pages. It declines sharply in Under western Eyes where it 

figures only on thirty-five pages. It rises for the last time 

in Victory where the ratio is as much as, that of, the first trio,.,, 

novels. After this, it declines very . sharply, in The Arrow of 

Gold, less so in The Rover and almost disappears in The shadow. 

Line. 

Among the other possible reasons for-Conrad's manipulation-;, 

of various types of speech presentation in his; novels,, was 

conviction that "truth (alone is the justification of"any'' fiction',, 

which makes the least claim to the quality of-art or, may hope -, to, - - 

make its place in the 

f -art or 
_ 
mmen 

and women'of. its time. " (1) 

Conrad, however, believed that truth' 3: xs an elusive , 
thing, that 

cannot be directly reached. - r 
This is. what he'. obviously meant, by 

his censure of Arnold Bennett's realism 

You stop just short, of being absolutely, real,;. 
,. 

because 'you ' are faithful to your, dogmas, of,, 
realism. Now realicm, in art, will never 
proach' realitZ.. 

(1) U. W. E., 
. 
P. Vif :... . L. L. " p.: 3O3'(Letter, dated l0th March 1902)',. '_ 
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A character's direct speech might give us a clue to the speaker's 

personality, psychological make-up or way of thinking. In such 

cases, however, we get to know that side of the man's character 

which he himself is intent on. revealing. Such an outside or 

superficial truth was not apparently what Conrad aimed at. By 

resorting to stylistic involutions like reported speech, Conrad 

hoped to reach that reality about life and human beings, which 

he knew to be beyond the reach of direct and straightforward 

presentation. It was F. R. Leavis's failure to perceive that, 

what he called Conrad's "adjectival insistence" was"part and ->_ 

parcel of the novelist's attempt to attain to the inner. truth of. ° 

things that made him condemn it as hollow and irrelevant'. ', '. The ' 
,°. 

fact remains that just as some forms-of reported speech could '' 

help the novelist objectively portray his characters from the 

inside, the adjectival mode. was. no less-effective as a means-of 

constructing the verbal images', needed for the exploration of. 

other aspects of reality. ",. 


